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ABSTRACT 
Several types of seismological data, including surface wave 
group and phase velocities, travel times from large explosions, and 
teleseismic travel time anomalies, have indicated that there are 
significant regional variations in the upper few hundred kilometers 
of the mantle beneath continental areas. Body wave travel times and 
amplitudes from large chemical and nuclear explosions are used in 
this study to delineate the details of these variations beneath 
North America. 
As a preliminary step in this study, theoretical P wave travel 
times, apparent velocities, and amplitudes have been calculated 
for a number of proposed upper mantle models, those of Gutenberg, 
Jeffreys, Lehman, and Lukk and Nersesov. These quantities have been 
calculated for both P and S waves for model CITllGB, which is derived 
from surface wave dispersion data. First arrival times for all the 
models except that of Lukk and Nersesov are in close agreement, 
but the travel time curves for later arrivals are both qualitatively 
and quantitatively very different. For model CITllGB, there are two 
large, overlapping regions of triplication of the travel time curve, 
produced by regions of rapid velocity increase near depths of 400 and 
600 km. Throughout the distance range from 10 to 40 degrees, the 
later arrivals produced by these discontinuities have larger 
amplitudes than the first arrivals. The amplitudes of body waves, 
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in fact, are extremely sensitive to small variations in the velocity 
structure, and provide a powerful tool for studying structural 
details. 
Most of eastern North America, including the Canadian Shield 
has a Pn velocity of about 8.1 km/sec, with a nearly abrupt increase 
in compressional velocity by ,.., 0.3 km/sec near at a depth varying 
regionally between 60 and 90 km. Variations in the structure of 
this part of the mantle are significant even within the Canadian 
Shield. The low-velocity zone is a minor feature in eastern 
North America and is subject to pronounced regional variations. 
It is 30 to 50 km thick, and occurs somewhere in the depth range 
from 80 to 160 km. The velocity decrease is less than 0.2 km/sec. 
Consideration of the absolute amplitudes indicates that the 
attenuation due to anelasticity is negligible for 2 hz waves in the 
upper 200 km along the southeastern and southwestern margins of 
the Canadian Shield. For compressional waves the average Q for 
this region is -:;;: 3000. The amplitudes also indicate that the 
veloc~ty gradient is at least 2 x 10- 3 both above and below the 
low-velocity zone, i mplying that the temperature gradient is < 4.8°C/km 
if the regions are chemically homogeneous. 
In western North America, the low-velocity zone is a pronounced 
feature, extending to the base of the crust and having minimum 
velocities of 7.7 to 7.8 km/sec. Beneath the Colorado Plateau and 
Southern Rocky Mountains provinces, there is a rapid velocity increase 
of about 0.3 km/sec, similar to that observed in eastern North 
v. 
America, but near a depth of 100 km. 
Complicated travel time curves observed on profiles with 
stations in both eastern and western North America can be explained 
in detail by a model taking into account the lateral variations in 
the structure of the low-velocity zone. These variations involve 
primarily the velocity within the zone and the depth to t he top 
of the zone; the depth to the bottom is, for both regions, between 
140 and 160 km. 
The depth to the transition zone near 400 km also varies 
regionally, by about 30-40 km. These differences imply variations 
of 250 °C in the temperature or 6 % in the iron content of the 
mantle, if the phase transformation of olivine to the spinel 
structure is assumed responsible. The structural variations at 
this depth are not correlated with those at shallower depths, and 
follow no obvious simple pattern. 
The computer programs used in this study are described in 
the Appendices. The program TTINV (Appendix IV) fits spherically 
synunetric earth models to observed travel time data. The method, 
described in Appendix III, resembles conventional least - square 
fitting, using partial derivatives of the travel time wi th respect 
to the model parameters to perturb an i nitial model. The usual 
ill-conditioned nature of least-squares techniques is avoided by 
vi. 
a te chnique which minimizes bo th the travel time r esiduals and the 
model perturbations. 
Spherically symmetric earth models, however, have been found 
inadequate to explain most of the observed travel times in this 
stu dy. TVT4, a computer program that performs ray theory calculations 
for a laterally inhomogeneous earth model, is described in Appendix II. 
Appendix I gives a derivation of s eismic ray theory for an arbitrarily 
inhomogeneous earth model. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Evidence has accumulated recently that there are significant 
regional variations in the structure of the upper mantle extending to 
depths of at least a few hundred kilometers beneath the continents. 
Variations in crustal thickness and in the seismic velocities in the 
crust and uppermost mantle have for a long time been inferred from 
near earthquake studies (see Gutenberg, 1959a, ch. 3, for a summary 
to 1959), but uncertainties caused by inadequate station coverage 
and inaccuracies in earthquake location have persisted. The first 
convincing evidence of pronounced lateral variations in upper mantle 
velocities came from the Gnome nuclear explosion, detonated near 
Carlsbad, in southeastern New Mexico in December, 1961. The observed 
travel times to stations in the western Uni ted States, though scattered, 
were in approximate agreement with the Jeffreys-Bullen times, 
determined from observations of earthquakes in tectonic regions. The 
times to eastern stations, though, were earlier by about 5 sec in 
the distance range from 1000 to 2000 km Eoomney~ al, 1962). 
Other evidence of velocity variations in the mantle has come 
from empirically determined "station corrections" to the travel times 
of teleseismic P and S waves. These corrections vary regionally by as 
much as O~ sec for P and 7 sec for S. Arrival times of P waves are 
about l~ - 2 sec later, for example, in the western United States 
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than in the east (Cleary and Hales, 1966; Press and Biehler, 1964; 
Doyle and Hales, 1967; Herrin and Taggart, 1968). If these variations 
were due only to differences within the crust, a 1 second delay would 
require an increase in crustal thickness of about 25 km, or a decrease 
in the average crustal velocity of about 25%, either of which would 
be easily detectable by seismic refraction and gravity techniques. 
Hales et al (1968) have analyzed these station residuals in detail 
and concluded that they are most likely produced by variations in 
the low-velocity zone, between depths of about 100 and 160 km. 
Still another line of evidence has come from measurements of 
surface wave dispersion. Toksoz and Anderson (1966) studied the 
propagation of Love waves over five different great circle paths, and 
used the observed dispersion to infer the phase velocity curves for 
oceanic, tectonic, and shield areas in the period range from about 
100 to 300 sec. Very significant differences were found, even for 
the longest periods, and the greatest difference was found between 
the shield and tectonic regions, with the oceanic areas being 
intermediate. The differences in the dispersion, moreover, implied 
structural differences extending to depths of at least 400 km. 
Similar conclusions have been reached by Brune (1965a, b) from 
studies of the seismic phase Sa, which represents the effect of a small 
number of interfering modes with approximately the same gr oup velocity 
and is quite sensitive to the shear velocity in the upper few hundred 
km of the mantle. The apparent group velocity of this phase from an 
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earthquake in the Hindu Kush region was found to be at least 0.1 km/sec 
greater in shield areas than in regions of more recent tectonic activity. 
Seismic body waves have also provided evidence of significant 
lateral variations in upper mantle velocities. In addition to the 
observations from the Gnome explosion mentioned above, indicating 
pronounced variations between the eastern and western U. S., observations 
of events in Nevada have indicated variations within the western U. S. 
Travel times to stations northeast of Nevada, in the direction of 
the Canadian Shield, are smaller than those to the east and southeast 
(see, for example, Lehmann, 1967). A detailed interpretation of 
travel times and amplitudes of P waves along four profiles from 
nuclear explosions in Nevada has been made by Archambeau ~ al 
(in press). The regional variations were found to be most significant 
within the uppermost mantle and the low-velocity zone, with velocities 
being lowest in the Basin and Range Province and highest in the 
Plateau and Rocky Mountain Provinces. The existence of variations 
beneath the low-velocity zone could be neither proven nor disproven 
on the basis of the Nevada data. 
Seismic body waves provide an ideal tool for studying details 
of the earth's structure, including regional variations. Since they 
have smaller wavelengths than surface waves, they are more sensitive 
to small structural details. Furthermore, relatively small events 
can generate observable body waves which penetrate to hundreds of 
kilometers, and ordinary short- period seismographs can record them. 
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Only long-period surface waves, however, generated by infrequent 
large earthquakes and recorded on sophisticated and unconunon instruments, 
can provide information about the earth's deep interior. 
The use of body waves to study structural details has been greatly 
facilitated recently by several factors, including the availability 
of accurately timed and located large explosions as seismic sources, 
the existence of large networks of standardized seismographs and 
seismometer arrays, and the increased accuracy and convenience of 
data processing with large digital computers. As a preliminary step 
in a comprehensive study of variations in upper mantle structure 
beneath North America, theoretical behavior of body wave travel times, 
apparent velocities, and amplitudes have been calculated for several 
proposed earth models and are pres~nted in Chapter II. 
Chapter III presents in detail the analysis of a large body 
of high quality body wave data from explosions at the Nevada Test 
Site, in New Mexico, and in Lake Superior. These data provide 
excellent areal coverage of most of the United States and southern 
Canada. In contrast to previous studies, which have assumed spherically 
symmetrical earth models, this work presents theoretical travel times 
and amplitudes for models with a two-dimensional velocity variation. 
Regional variations in observed travel times are large enough 
that this extension is now necessary for interpreting profiles which 
traverse more than one crustal- mantle province. In addition, the 
problem of fitting models to observed travel time data is so tedious 
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that an automated method for performing this inversion has proved 
necessary. Accordingly, a perturbation theory for body wave travel 
times has been developed and a computer program for fitting observed 
data written. This program has proved to be a very convenient tool, 
greatly reducing the labor involved in body wave studies. The end 
result of the data analysis, sunnnarized in Chapter IV, is a detailed 
map of the compressional velocity variations in the upper mantle 
beneath North America. 
Details of the methods of analysis used are presented in the 
appendices. Appendix I gives variational formulation of seismic 
ray theory for an arbitrarily inhomogeneous earth, and Appendix II 
describes the computer program used for seismic ray calculations in 
a laterally inhomogeneous earth, including instructions for use of 
the program. Body wave perturbation theory and the inversion of 
observed data are discussed in Appendix III and a computer program 
for inverting travel time data in a spherical earth is described 
in Appendix IV. 
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Chapter II 
Theoretical Body Wave Calculations 
In order to study the theoretical behavior of body wave travel 
times, apP3-rent velocities and amplitudes, programs have been written 
for the IBM 7094 and 3f!J/75 digital canputers which calculate these 
P3-ra.meters for both spherically synunetrical and laterall y varying 
earth models. The calculations are based on geometrical ray theory, 
a derivation of which is given in Appendix I. Both geometric spread-
ing and attenuation due to anelasticity are taken into account in cal-
culating amplitudes. The most general computer program is described 
in Appendix II. As a first step in a more complete study of the prob-
lem of the velocity structure of the earth's interior, we have calcu-
lated the travel times, apr:arent velocities, and amplitudes for the 
standard earth models and some more recent models, based upon both 
surface vrave and body wave studies. 
Earth Models. The upper mantle P wave velocities for the 
models of Gutenberg, Jeffreys and Lehmann are given in Figure 1. The 
general features of these models are well known. Both the Gutenberg 
and Lehmann models have a low velocity zone in the upper nBntle. There 
is a i'irst order discontinuity at 215 km in Lehmann' s rodel, and below· 
it a smooth increase which joins onto Jeffreys ' model near 700 km. The 
Gutenberg model has no strong first or second order discontinuities, 
but has a high velocity gradient from the low velocit y zone to about 
900 km. The Jeffreys' model has no low velocity zone but has a second 
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order discontinuity nee.r 415 km. Also shoYJri.is a recent body wave 
structure proposed by Luk.k and Nerseaov (1965) and a surface wave 
model, CITllGB. This latter model has a low velocity zone and regions 
of extremely high velocity gradients between 100-170, 350-450, and 
· 650-750 km. This structure is similar to the oceanic model CITll of 
Anderson and Toksoz (1963), but has been modified to have a continental 
type crust and upper mantle. The shear wave velocities were detennined 
from Love wave dispersion, and the P wave velocities were derived from 
them using the Poisson's ratio distribution of Gutenberg's model. 
Model CITllGB. The travel time curves, geometric spreading, 
attenuation, and other body wave J6rameters for the model CITllGB are 
shown in Figures 2-8. On all the travel time curves presented here, 
the Jeffreys-Bullen times have been indicated by dots for the sake of 
c<mJ6rison. Multibranched travel time curves, with large amplitude 
later arrivals, are important features of this and similar models. 
For P waves (Figure 2), the low velocity zone produces a shadow zone 
which ends with a small reverse branch between 12.2° and 13.2°. Be-
tween 14.3° and 31.8° there is a region of triplication (B-C) produced 
by the discontinuity at 350-450 km, and similarly the discontinuity at 
650-750 km produces an overlapping triplication (D-E) between 21.1° 
and 4o.2°. There is also a small zone of triplication near 39°, pro-
duced by a small second order discontinuity at 850 km. The travel 
time curve for S waves (Figure 4) is similar, the main difference be-
ing that the first ray to penetrate below the low velocity zone emerges 
at a greeter distance, 25 .4°. Slight changes in the model either above 
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or below the low velocity zone could change this result, however. As 
with P waves, there are two overlapping regions of triplication: one 
between 14.5° and 34.1° (B-C), produced by the 350 km discontinuity, 
and one between 21.1 ° and 41-3° (D-E), produced by the 650 km discon-
tinuity. If first arrivals alone are considered, the travel time 
curve for P can be considered to be made up of three approximately 
straight line segments, with api:srent velocities of about 8.4, l0.7, 
and 12.9 'km/sec, intersecting at 18° and 25.7°. The first arrival 
curve for S waves consists of two branches, with velocities of about 
5.8 and 7.0 lml/sec, intersecting at 25.8°. 
Geometric spreading has a very pronounced effect on the ampli-
tude of body waves. In the distance range 0°-40°, this effect varies 
by a factor of about 100 for both P and S waves (Figures 3, 5). The 
amplitude is .i:articularly large for the upper branches near the cusps 
at the beginning of regions of triplication. Slightly rounding the 
bottoms of the discontinuities (at 450 and 750 km) would proouce large 
amplitudes on both branches near these cusps. 
Attenuation. In addition to the geanetric spree.ding effect, 
for model CITllGB the effect upon the amplitude of attenuation due to 
anelasticity has been calculated. The Q vs. depth structure used was 
model MM8 of Anderson et al. (1965), derived from surface wave attenu-
ation. In order to determine whether the slight attenuation in the 
high Q lowermantle could be detected using waves which have been at-
tenuated strongly in the upper mantle, the calculations were done for 
two versions of the Q model: one with the values given by Anderson 
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et~· below WO km (Q = 4500 for P waves, Q = 2000 for S waves), and 
the other with infinite Q (no attenuation) in this region. For a par-
ticular frequency, the ma.in effect of anelasticity is to decrease the 
amplitude with increasing distance in the region of triplications 
·between 10° and 40°, where the mys are affected most strongly by the 
low Q upper mantle (Figure 6). For mys penetrating below 750 km 
(branches E-F, Figure 6), the attenuation depends very little on 
distance. 
Compi.red to the effect of geometric spreading, the effect of 
attenuation on the amplitude vs. distance curves is slight, except for 
high frequencies which are so greatly attenuated as to be difficult to 
observe. The most significant effect of attenuation, in fact, is upon 
amplitude as a function of frequency, which is shown in Figure 7 for 
several points from Figure 6. Immediately apµi.rent is the greater at-
tenuation at high frequencies of S waves, due to both their lower Q 
and their greater travel time. For corresponding rays, S waves are 
attenuated 10 to 1000 times as much as P waves at 0.5 cps and 100 to 
106 times as much at 1 cps. Thus attenuation is responsible for the 
observed low frequency character of S waves. Another way of looking 
at amplitude vs. frequency is by means of effective Q. From Figure 8 
one can see not only that the effective Q is about 2-1/4 times greater 
for P waves than for S waves, but also that it varies by a factor of 
about 6 for both wave types. Furthermore, for the models with no at-
tenuation in the lower nantle, the effective Q is greater by as much 
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as 3o<f,, which is easily detectable. The lower Q upper mantle does not 
completely mask our view of the Q structure of the lower mantle. 
Ray Plots. An option of the travel time computer progmm de-
scribed in Appendix II is to plot the trajectories of rays. For ex-
ample, Figures 9 and 10 give the trajectories for P, s, PKP, SKS, PKIKP 
and SKIKS in Jeffreys' earth model. The core shadow zone for P and 
the strong focusing of P wave energy near 145° are shown quite dramat-
ical ly. Plots of this sort have proved quite useful in recognizing 
potential difficulties of interpretation and in "steering11 rays in the 
process of model modifications. 
The P and S wave ray piths for model CITllGB are shown in 
Figure 11 and illustrate the strong focusing effect of the discontinu-
ities. The difficulties of interpretation between 15° and 30° can be 
well appreciated when these figures are compired with the corresponding 
figures for the much smoother models. 
Jeffreys Model. Figures 12 and 13 shaw the travel time curve, 
its derivative, and the amplitude, ccnsidering the effects of geo-
metric spreading only, for P waves from a surface focus in the model 
of Jeffreys (1962, p. 122). Between depths of 413 and 1047 km the 
model Wa<3 smoothed by the addition of points sµ:i.ced approximately every 
32 km, with velocities determined by 4-point Lagrangian interpolation 
between the points given by Jeffreys. The travel time curve is quite 
smooth except for a small r egion of triplication in the vicinity of 
20°. This "20° discontinuity'' is produced by the moderately rapid 
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incree.se of velocity between 413 and about 600 km depth (Bullen's 
region C). The ray tracings (Figure 14) are very helpful for under-
standing the relationship between the ee.rth model and the zone of 
triplication. 
Note that, although the travel time curve is smooth, its de-
rivative is not, and the amplitude curve is discontinuous and very 
erratic. This behavior is caused by very slight irregularities pro-
duced by apprax:inBting the model with shells in which the velocity is 
given by v = arb. The actual behavior of body waves which have a finite 
wavelength is dcubtless not as extremely sensitive to small irregula.i-
ities as geometrical ray theory predicts. Body wave ampli tu.de appears 
to be a potentially very powerful tool for studying details of ee.rth 
structure. 
Gutenberg Model. The reduced travel time, ~~D and amplitude 
(considering geometric spresding only) of P waves for the Gutenberg 
earth mod.el are shown in Figures 15 and 16. For depths less than 
400 km the velocities were taken from Gutenberg (1959b), while below 
400 km they were taken from the tabulation of Bullard (1957). The 
model has, of course, the well known Gutenberg low velocity zone, be-
tween depths of about 40 and 200 km. This region produces a shadow 
zone, and immediately beyond it, a region of duplication in the travel 
time curve, between 14.7 and 18.2 degrees. There are also four sIIB.11 
zones of triplication, at 15.5, 16.o, 18.5, and 19.l degrees, produced 
by small irregularities at depths of about 225, 250, 350, and 405 km. 
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These features, as well as the other irregularities in the ~~ and ampli-
tude curves are caused by small irregularities in the mooel, most of 
which are probably not significant. The drop in amplitude at 32° is 
caused by a decrease in the velocity gradient at 900 km, and is an 
important feature of this mooel. Again, the extreme sensitivity of 
the amplitudes to small details of earth structure is evident. Ray 
tracings for this model, shown in Figure 14 illustrate this sensitivity 
clearl y. 
LehnB.nn Model. Lehn:ann ( 1964) studied the travel times of P 
waves from 14 underground nuclear explosions fired at the Nevada Test 
Site (NTS) in 1961 and 1962, and from the Gnome underground explosion, 
fired in SE New Mexico in 1961. The travel times used, those published 
in the AFTAC shot reports, include only first arrivals, except in the 
case of the Hardhat event, for which some later arrivals were picked. 
The earth model derived by Lehmann has a low velocity channel between 
depths of 70 and 100 km, a discontinuous increase in velocity at 
215 km, and a smooth increase from 215 to 670 km. Figures 17 and 18 
show the travel time curve, its derivative, and the amplitudes (con-
sidering geometric spreading only) for this model. As for the Guten-
berg earth model, there is a shadow zone, followed by a region of 
duplication, between 6 and 15 degrees, produced by the first order 
discontinuity at the bottom of the low velocity zone. Overlapping 
this region, there is zone of triplication, from 9 to 26 degrees, pro-
duced by the discontinuity at 215 km. The ray isths for Lehmann' s 
model are shown in Figure 19. 
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Lultk and Nersesov Model. Lukk and Nersesov {1965) studied 
earth structure along a 3500 km profile extending from the Pamirs-
Hind u Kush epicentral region northeast across central Asia to the Lena 
River. The average station spacing along the profile was 7o · to 100 km. 
The ee.rth model was based on the analysis, by several different methods, 
of data from 24o earthquakes with focal depths between 70 and 270 km. 
It has a single layer crust, 45 km thick, a low velocity zone between 
110 and 150 km, and discontinuous increases of velocity at 85, 200, 
4oo, and 700 km. In addition, the velocity increases very rapidly be-
tween 700 and 780 km, then remains constant from 780 km to 900 km. 
For shear waves only, there is a second low velocity channel between 
depths of 24o and 390 km. Figures 20 and 21 show the travel time, ~~D 
and amplitude, considering only geometric spreading, of P waves from 
a surface focus for this model. The travel time curve is divided into 
tvo unconnected segments, A-D and E-0, because of the low velocity 
zone. The discontinuity at 85 km, above the low velocity zone, pro-
duces the region of triplication B-C in the first segment. The second 
segment has a region of duplication, E-F, between 8.1° and 14.3°, pro-
duced by the bottom of the low velocity zone, and four regions of 
triplication, G-H ( 9.4°-21.3°), I-J ( 22.6°-29°), K-L ( 22.5°-29°), and 
M-N (22.2°-23.3°), produced, respectively, by discontinuities at 200, 
4oo, and 700 km and the rapid velocity increase between 700 and 780 km. 
I n addition to having many complex later arrivals, this model is in-
teresting because the first arrival travel times are not coosistent 
with those for the other models suggesting that the earth is 
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significantly different in central Asia than in tectonic areas of 
Europe and North America. Figure 19 illustrates the ray 
trajectories calculated for this model. 
With the exception of the model of Lukk and Nersesov, the 
first arrival times are similar for all the models , although the later 
arrivals differ considerably. Many body wave studies are based en-
tirely on first arrivals. Because of scatter in travel time data, it 
is difficult or impossible, using first arrivals alone, to distinguish 
between a smooth curve, such as that for Jeffreys' model (Figure 12), 
and one with sharp bends. If a smooth curve were fitted to the first 
arrivals of a travel time curve similar to Figure 2, a velocity struc-
ture would result which is similar to Jeffreys'. Only if due attention 
is p:i.id to later arrivals can sharp first and second order discontinu-
ities be detected with body waves. otherwise relatively smooth struc-
tures with very broad transition regions result. Furthennore, all the 
models considered here have later arrivals whose amplitude is sometimes 
greater than that of the first arrival. For the surf'ace wave model 
CITllGB, the amplitude is less for the first arrival than for some of 
the later arrivals throughout the distance range 12° to 36° for both 
P and S waves. The large amplitude later arrivals help explain the 
scatter of data near the 11 20 discontinuity." For a model similar to 
CITllGB later arrivals from small events could easily be mistaken for 
the first arrival. 
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Chapter III 
Analysis of Body Wave Data 
In order to delineate in as much detail as possible the regional 
variations in structure beneath North America, a large volume of body 
wave data from explosions has been analyzed. This includes all the 
data recorded during Project Early Rise from a series of forty 5 ton 
chemical explosions detonated on the bottom of Lake Superior as well 
as data from chemical explosions in Hudson Bay and nuclear explosions 
at the Nevada Test Site and in northwestern New Mexico. 
The signals from Project Early Rise were recorded along ten 
profiles extending radially outward from Lake Superior, the locations 
of which are shown in Figure 22. Travel time and amplitude data for 
first arrivals, as well as record sections for the profiles have 
been compiled by the U. S. Geological Survey Etarren~ al, 1967). 
Later arrival times have been measured from the record sections and 
used in the analysis. Travel times to the permanent Canadian 
seismograph stations observed during a similar experiment in Hudson 
Bay were measured from Figure 2 of Barr (1967). For events at the 
Nevada Test Site, a compilation was made of the bes t available travel 
time data for five profiles radiating f rom southern Nevada (see Figure 
23). These data included recordings made by the Air Force Technical 
Applications Center (AFTAC) as part of the Long Range Seismic 
Measurements (LRSM) program. Whenever possible, travel times were 
read directly from the seismograms; for stations for which seismograms 
were not available, data published in the LRSM shot reports were used. 
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Also included were data from the World-Wide Standardized Seismograph 
Network (WWSSN) and the Seismograph Network of the Dominion Observatory 
of Canada. These data were measured from microfilm copies of the 
se ismograms. In addition, travel t i mes from a few other stations 
.were taken from the bulletins of the International Seismological 
Center and the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. For each station, 
events with the largest available signal to noise ratio were used, 
and particular emphasis was placed upon the measurement of later 
arrivals. The data for the Nevada Test Site profiles are listed in 
Tables 1-5. Not listed in the tables, but used in the analysis, 
were data from two U. S. Geological Survey profiles extending north 
and west from the Nevada Test Site, reported by Ryall and Stuart 
(1963) and Hill and Pakiser (1966) , and data from a profile to the 
east of the nuclear explosion Greeley, measured from Figures 11 and 12 
of Green and Hales (1968). 
In order to study in detail the structure of the Colorado Plateau -
Basin and Range boundary, the Nevada Test Site east profile was 
approximately reversed by a profile extending west from the Project 
Gasbuggy nuclear explosion in northwestern New Mexico to the edge of 
the Sierra Nevada in California. The mob ile seismograph array 
described by Lehner and Press (1966) was used, along with several 
temporary instruments set up for this purpose and the permanent 
stations of t h e Caltech seismograph network. The observed travel times 
for these stations are given in Table 7 and the station locations are 
shown in Figure 24 and Table 6. Observations at distances less than 
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500 km were made by the U. S. Geological Survey (Warren, 1968). 
The analysis of the data was carried out using the computer 
programs TVT4 and TTINV, described in Appendices II and IV. TTINV 
was used to find a spherically symmetric earth model which approximately 
fitted the observed travel times . In most cases, however, lateral 
variations along the profile were required to fit the data well. 
This fitting was performed by trial and error, using the spherically 
syrmnetric model as a starting point, and calculating the travel times 
with program TVT4. The models were required to be consistent with 
seismic refraction measurements of crustal structure, wherever such 
measurements exist, and t he structures for different profiles were 
required to be the same at places where the profiles cross. 
Amplitudes 
The amplitudes of the observed waves furnish information on 
attenuation along the ray path and the geometric spreading of the 
rays which is complementar y to the information furnished by the travel 
times. In order to interpret these data, however, the characteristics 
of the source must be known. The source parameters have been calculated 
for the explosions of the Early Rise experiment, but not for the 
nuclear explosions, since the required data are not available for most 
of them. The theoretical amplitude calculations here are 
based on first order geometric ray theory, and hence some 
care must be exercised in their application. In this work, only 
amplitudes for rays whose turning points are in regions of relatively 
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low velocity gradients have been used. Ray theory approximations 
are known to be reasonably accurate for thiR condition (Archambeau 
~alI in press; Landisman et al, 1966). 
The phenomena accompanying underwater explosions have been studied 
.in considerable detail, both theoretically and experimentally, and 
are reasonably well understood (see, for example, Cole, 1948, and 
Arons and Yennie, 1948). The shots in the Early Rise experiment 
consisted of 10,650 lbs of du Pont Nitramon WW(EL) explosive detonated 
on the bottom of Lake Superior, at a depth of about 600 ft. Under 
these conditions, both the initial shock wave and the subsequent 
bubble pulses contribute significantly to the observed waves. Both 
signals have a duration much shorter than the period of the observed 
seismic waves (1/2 sec.), and for our purposes the pressure can be 
represented as a series of delta functions in time, each with the same 
specific impulse as the actual disturbance. Barnard (1967) gives 
data from which the shock wave impulse for Nitramon WW(EL),which 
consists of 74.5% annnonium nitrate, 18% aluminum, 5% dinitrotoluene, 
and 2.5% oil (personal connnunication from Dr. A. B. Andrews, du Pont 
Eastern Division Laboratories, Gibbstown, New Jersey), can be calculated. 
For a 10 lb shot the impulse is 0.407 and 0.179 psi-sec at distances 
of 35 and 70 ft, respectively. These values are about 1.5 times the 
corresponding values for pentolite (Arons, 1954). Assuming that this 
relation also holds with respect to pentolite at distances for which 
the acoustic scaling law 
I rn213 /R 
s 
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applies, where I = impulse/unit area of wavefront, W = charge weight, 
s 
and R = distance from charge, we calculate a value for the constant 
t of 4 psi sec ft/(lb) 213 , 
The pulses emitted by the oscillating gas bubble have an impulse 
-which is somewhat larger than that for the shock wave, and hence 
must be taken into consideration. The period between these "bubble 
pulses" is given by 
(2) 
where p is the density of the water, P is the initial hydrostatic 
0 0 
pressure, and Y is the energy of the bubble oscillations (Cole , 1948, 
p. 276), Assuming that the energy Y is proportional to the heat of 
explosion, we can extend the observed period relation for TNT 
(Cole, 1948) to Nitramon WW(EL), Using the values of 1060 cal/g for 
TNT and 1520 cal/g for Nitramon WW(EL) (A. B. Andrews, personal 
~ommunicationF we get 
wl/3 
TB = 4.92 (d + 33)5/6 (3) 
where T is in seconds, Win pounds, and d is the depth in feet. 
Theoretically, the period should be increased by proximity to t he 
bottom, if it is rigid, and decreased by proximity to the free surface 
of the water, but observations do not confirm the bottom effect, 
probably because of cr~tering by the initial shock wave. Therefore, 
this period equation will be used as it stands. The impulse of 
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the bubble pulses is given by 
0.21 (rQ) 2/ 3 (d + 33)-l/6 w2/3 
R 
(4) 
where Q is the heat of explosion in cal/gm, r is the fraction of the 
explosion energy going into the bubble oscillations (about 40%), 
and d, W, and Rare defined as before (Cole, 1948, p. 371). Again 
using observations on TNT for comparison, we calculate, for Nitramon 
WW(EL) 
15.5 (d + 33)-116 
w2/3 
R 
The energyof the successive bubble oscillations decreases 
(5) 
considerably more rapidly than is predicted by simple theories, 
probably because of the turbulence in the water, so we will consider 
only the first bubble pulse. For the conditions of the Early Rise 
experiment (w = 10,650 lb, d = 600 ft), we get, from equations (1) and 
(5), for the specific impulse normalized to a distance (R = 1 cm) from 
the shot point (assuming an uncertainty of 50%): 
15 = (4.2 ± 2.1) dyne sec/cm2 (6) 
IB = (1,46 ± 0.73) dyne sec/cm2 
From (3), we get the bubble period: 
TB = 0.5 sec (7) 
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In addition to the direct wave, the reflections from the water 
surface and the lake bottom must be taken into consideration. 
On the basis of a sound velocity of 4720 ft/sec (1.44 km/sec) for 
water, the two way vertical travel time through the lake is 0.25 sec. 
The reflection from the free surface of the water is essentially 
perfect, but that from the lake bottom is not, only about 75% of 
the incident power being reflected (based on values given by Ewing, 
Jardetsky and Press (1957), discussed below). The total pressure 
signal in the lake may thus be represented as a series of delta 
functions in time (see Figure 25), As above, the pressure is 
scaled to a unit distance (1 cm) from the shot point, or from the 
appropriate image point for the reflections. k is t he reflection 
coefficient, 1nterms of power, at the lake bottom. The second and 
later bubble pulses have been ignored. The part of the signal 
considered here is that with the largest amplitude. The amplitude 
measured on the seismograms is the maximum value within the first 
cycle or bYO, and hence should correspond to the same part of the 
signal. 
The amplitude spectrum for this signal will have a maximum at 
2 hz, and in fact the predominant frequency of the observed seismic 
waves is 2 hz, the higher frequency components having been removed, 
presumably by attenuation. In our amplitude calculations, we will 
consider only the 2 hz spectral component. The spectral density at 
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this frequency, for the signaJ in Figure 25, is 
and the spectral density for the displacement is 
A 
0 
p /wCL p 
0 0 0 
where w is the angular frequency (4n radians/sec), CL is the 
0 
(8) 
(9) 
compressional velocity (1.44 km/sec), p is the density (1 g/cm3), 
0 
and, as before, we have normalized to a unit distance. The displace-
ment spectral density of the emerging wave is given by 
A A r 
0 0 
(10) 
where r is the radius used in normalizing the amplitude (in this 
0 
case, r = 1 cm) , E/I is the geometrical spreading factor for the 
0 
rays (see Appendix I), CL and p are the compressional velocity and 
density, respectively, at the observation point, K is the product 
of the transmission coefficients (in terms of power) at the interfaces 
along the ray path, T is the total travel time, and Q is the effective 
quality factor, which gives the effect of attenuation (see Appendix I 
and Chapter II). b~uation (10) can be used to calculate the quantity 
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E/I exp ( - w~ F in terms of the observed amplitude and other quantities 
E 
I (11) 
and this can be compared with values calculated for various earth 
models and effective Q values . In order to make use of this equation, 
we need the value of the transmission coefficient K. 
The only interfaces at which the transmission coefficient is 
significantly different from 1 are the lake bottom and (for incidence 
near the critical angle) the Mohorovicic discontinuity. The coefficient 
at the Lake bottom can be estimated from graphs given by Ewing, 
Jarde-tsky, and Press (195 7, Ch. 3). For a compressional wave in water, 
incident at an angle of about 10° upon a solid whose compressional 
velocity is 3.0 times greater, roughly appropriate for the bottom of 
Lake Superior, the power transmission coefficient is 0.25 and reflection 
coefficient k is thus 0.75. This is an uppe r limit on the poss ible 
value of k at the lake b ottom; if the velocity increase is spread out 
over a transition zone, the value of k will be lower. Two factors in 
equation (11) depend on k: A 
0 
(equations (8) and (9)) and k (which 
contains the factor (1-k) . The product (1-k) A2 has a maximum value 
0 
of 6 .13 8 2 2 x 10 cm /hz for a value of k of 0.25. The actual value thus 
8 2 2 
must be between this value and 3.37 x 10 cm /hz , calculated for 
k = 0.75. The transmission coefficient at t he Moho depends strongly 
on the angle of incidence and hence has been calculate d explicitly 
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f or appropriate ·values of the parameters and will be discussed separately 
for each profile. 
Finally, assuming values of 3.0 ± 1.0 km/sec for a and 2.3 ± 0.3 
g/cm3 for p, we get, substituting numerical values into equation (11): 
l E ( wT )] ( AKm2 ) . log1 0 Lr exp - Q -(-8.0 ± 0.5) + logl O (12) 
where E/I is measured in cm-2 and A in cm/hz. K is the transmission 
m 
coefficient for two passages through the Mohorovi cic discontinuity. 
The transmission coefficient at the lake bottom has been included in 
(12). Values of E/I can now be calculated from the amplitudes 
observed on the various profiles, and compared with values calculated 
from hypothetical models. 
Manitoba and Yellowknife Profiles 
The Manitoba profile extends north northwest about 1500 km . 
from Lake Superior, crossing the Superior and Churchill provinces 
of the Canadian Shield . The boundary between the provinces is about 
1100 km from the shot point, and runs approximately transverse to 
the profile. The Yellowknife profile is nearly parallel to the 
Manitoba profile, but lies about 500 km to the southwest, and 
covers the distance range from 1200 to 2300 km (see Figure 22). 
Except for the last three stations, which lie in the Ye llowknife 
Province, the profile lies entirely within the Churchill Province. 
I n the distance range from 1200 to 1500 km, covered by both profiles, 
the travel times are in good agreement. Because of this fact and 
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the geological similarity of the regions traversed, the profiles 
have been interpreted together. Seismograms from the two profiles 
are shown in the form of record sections in Figures 27 and 28 and a 
combined plot of the travel times is given in Figure 26. The travel 
time curve on these figures is that calculated for model YLKNF 10, 
discussed below. 
Crustal phases appear on the records out to about 350 km, but 
because of the great separation of the stations, crustal structure 
cannot be determined reliably. In the models, the crust is assumed 
to be similar to that found for the Lake Superior region by O'Brien 
(1968), consisting of three layers with velocities of 5.0, 6.7, and 
7.2 km/sec, The Pn phase, which becomes a first arrival at about 
350 km, has an apparent velocity of about 8.15 km/sec. Near 650 
km, however, there is a sudden increase in the first arrival velocity 
to about 8.5 km/sec. Later arrivals lining up with this new phase 
can be traced as later arrivals back to approximately 450 km, and 
Pn can similarly be followed from the crossover point out to about 
800 km. Beyond about 1100 km, ~he amplitude of the 8.5 km/sec 
branch diminishes rapidly, and the first arrival becomes difficult 
to identify. At about 1300 km, however, large arrivals appear again, 
and can be traced continuously to beyond 2000 km. A later arriving 
branch appears near 1850 km and becomes a first arrival at about 2300 km, 
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near the end of the p r ofile . 
The model YLKNF 10 which has been fitted to these data is 
shown in Figure 38 and Table 8. The abrupt bend in the travel 
time curve near 600 km is i n t erpreted as the r esu l t o f a rapid 
increase in velocity from 8.11 to 8.43 km/sec at a d ep t h o f 
about 85 km. A region of slightly diminished v~locities between 
depths of 96 and 160 km, beneath which the velocity again incr eases, 
p r oduces the shadow zone and the region of duplication beginn i ng 
near 1300 km . Th e later arr i vals beginning near 1850 km are 
produ ced by an increase in the velocity from 8.55 to 9 . 50 between 
375 and 420 km (see discussion of Model CITllGB in Ch ap t e r I I). 
The model has a minor low- velocity zone, with the velocity 
decreasing gradua l l y, and by only 0 . 05 km/sec. 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the observed amplitudes 
furnish information on the attenuation along the ray path and t h e 
velocity gradient near the bottom of the ray . Unfortunately , 
absolute amplitude measurements were not made for the Manitoba profile . 
Such measurements are available, however, for the Yellowknife profile, 
and they enab le us to study the average attenuation down to a depth 
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of about 180 km, immediately below the low-velocity zone. As can be 
seen from Figure 28, the amplitude of the first arrival can be 
measured reliably only beyond about 1900 km; at smaller distances 
the large amplitude retrograde branch of the travel time curve 
interferes with the first arrivals . In the range from 1900-2200 km, 
t he velocity amplitude is about 20 mµ/s ec , corresponding (at a 
-20 frequency of 2 hz) to a displacement amplitude of ---z;; = 1.6 mµ. 
For an appropriate value (about 43°) of the angle of incidence at 
the surface, the ampli t ude of the incident wave is calculat ed 
to be 1.1 mµ. Representing the signal as 2 cycles of a 2 hz wave 
y ields an amplitude spectral density (A in equation (12)) of 5.5 x lo-6 
cm/hz . The angle of incidence immediately above the Mohorovicic 
discontinuity is 55.6°, and the reflection coefficient (for t wo 
passages) is calculated t o be K = 0.91. Substituting these values 
m 
in equation (12), we get 
log10 [ f exp ( - ~q ) ] =-18.5 ± 0.5 (13) 
Calculated values of the factor E/I, for mode l s with different 
- 20 gr adients between 170 and 210 km, lie in the range from 10 to 
l0-19 , i f the model is constrai ned to be consistent with the observed 
travel times. Thus the observed and calculated values are consistent 
only if the attenuation is negligible. Quantitatively , from (13) 
we must have Q > wT . For the waves under considera tion here, 
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T ~ 250 sec, so Q ~ 3000. 
Nova Scotia and Quebec Profiles 
The Nova Scotia profile extends north northeast from Chapleau, 
Ontario, about 400 km from the shot point, across the Superior 
Province of the Canadian Shield to Chibogamu, Quebec, at a distance 
of 1100 km. It then turns to the southeast, crossing the Grenville 
Province, leaves the Canadian Shield at the St. Lawrence River, and 
ends at Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, at a distance of 2200 km. The 
Quebec profile, lying entirely within the Superior Province, begins 
near Chibogamu, and extends northeast to Schefferville, Quebec, 
1700 km from the shot point (see Figure 22). Record sections for 
the two segments of the Nova Scotia profile are shown in Figures 29 
and 30, and that for the Quebec profile is shown in Figure 31. The 
travel time data are shown in Figure 28. Included for comparison 
on all the fi gures is the calculated curve for model YLKNF 10, 
discussed above. The records for these profiles are considerably 
noisier than those for the Manitoba and Yellowknife profiles, but 
despite this fact, the travel times for both profiles are similar. 
The profile begins at a greater distance, so the Pn phase is not 
observed, except possibly at the first few stations. Out to 1200 km, 
the first arrival times are virtually identical to those for the 
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Manitoba and Yellowknife profiles, with an apparent velocity of 
about 8.5 km/sec. Beyond this distance, the amplitudes are small 
and the travel times, though scattered, are delayed slightly and 
appear to have a higher velocity. Within the limitations of the 
data, the results for the two profiles are the same; the southwestern 
and southeastern margins of the Canadian Shield have similar upper 
mantle structures. 
For this profile, unlike the Manitoba profile, absolute amplitude 
measurements are available for distances less than 1200 km, thus 
allowing us to study the velocity gradients and attenuation for 
waves that penetrate to a depth of about 90 km. At a distance of 
800 km, the observed velocity amplitude is about 15 mµ/sec. The 
angle of incidence at the Moho is about 62°, which corresponds to 
a transmission coefficient of K 
m 
0.93. Using arguments similar 
to those above, we calculate, from equation (12) 
log10 [~ exp (- ~qFg - 18.75 ± 0.5 (14) 
Calculations for models with various gradients between depths of 
87 and 97 indicate that if attenuation is negligible, the velocity 
gradient in this region must be at least 2 x 10-3 sec-1 to be compatible 
with this value. If the attenuation is significant, the value must 
be larger, but this seems unlikely in view of the negligible effect 
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of attenuation observed at greater distances on the Yellowknife profile. 
The effect of reflections at the "discontinuity" at 85 km has not 
been included. Whether this effect would be significant depends on 
how abrupt the velocity change actually is. In view of these two 
uncertainties, the calculated velocity gradient should be regarded 
as a minimum possible value. 
Hudson Bay Experiment 
Travel time data for the central Canadian Shiel d which can be 
comparedwith data from the Manitoba, Yellowknife, Nova Scotia, and 
Quebec profiles have been obtained by Barr (1967) from the Hudson Bay 
Experiment of 1965 . This experiment involved the detonation of 41 
separate chemical explosions along two long lines in the waters of 
Hudson Bay. The length of the longes t line was about 700 km. 
Hobson ~ al. (1967) have made a time-term interpretation of the 
crustal structure under the bay, using the short range data. 
According to their interpretation, the crust consists of a single 
layer with a seismic velocity of 6.3 km/sec and a thickness varying 
between 26 and 41 km. The teleseismic data considered here was 
obtained from the records of the permanent stations of the Dominion 
Observatory's seismograph network, and were measured from Figure 2 
of Barr ( 196 7). 
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Since many diffe rent paths are represented, the observed travel 
t imes show cons iderable scatter (see Figures 33 and 34). Althou~1 
they are qualitatively simi lar to the times for the Mani toba and 
Yellowknife profiles, they are earlier, by as much as 3 to 4 seconds, 
out to 2000 km, indicating that t here are significant regional 
variations in the upper 300 km of the mantle, even within the Canadian 
Shield. The model HUDSBY 10 fitted to the data (Figure38 and 
Table 9) has an abrupt increase in ~elocity from 8.23 to 8.48 at a 
depth of 60 km, corresponding to the similar fea ture at 85 km in 
model YLKNF 10. It appears that the low velocity zone, too, may 
differ from that for the Yellowknife region, being thinner and 
shallower (boundaries at 80 and 125 km) and having a smaller velocity 
decrease (.02 km/sec), but this is not certain, as the travel time 
curve between 1000 and 2000 km is not well defined by the data. 
The later arrivals associated with the zone of rapid velocity increase 
near 400 km are shown qui te clearly. These data provide the best 
evidence on the structure at this depth for the Canadian Shie ld 
region ; the only other data, from the Yellowknife profile, are quite 
sparse and come from later arrivals exclusively. The velocity 
increases from 8.58 to 9 . 40 km/sec in the depth i nterval from 370 
to 410 km in the model HUDSBY 10. 
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Arkansas and Texas Profiles 
The Arkansas and Texas profiles extend south- southwest from 
Lake Superior distances of about 1650 and 2250 km, respectively. 
The data from these profiles are qualitati vely very similar to those 
for the Canadian Shield, discussed above, with apparent velocities 
of about 8.1 km/sec increasing to 8.5 km/sec at 700 km and a delay 
in the arrivals beyond about 1400 km (see Figure 35). The travel 
time curve shown in Figure 35 is that calculated for model ER- 2, 
shown in Figure 38 and Table 10, which was proposed by Green and 
Hales (1968) on the basis of the data from these profiles. The 
features of this model are ·very similar to those of the model 
YLKNF 11 discussed previously, with a velocity at the top of the 
mantle of 8.05 km/sec, an abrupt increase to 8.33 km/sec at 89 km, 
and a small low velocity zone, terminated by a rapid velocity 
increase near 160 km. 
North Carolina Profile 
The observed travel times for the North Carolina prof ile, which 
extends 1700 km southeast from Lake Superior are, like those for the 
other profiles discussed above, similar to those observed on the 
Manitoba and Yellowknife profiles (see Figures 36 and 37). There is, 
as before, an abrupt increase in apparent velocity from 8.1 to 
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8.5 km/sec at about 500 km, and the times beyond 800 km are delayed 
slightly. The model NC 1 fitted to the data is shown in Figure38 and 
Table 11, and the travel time curve calculated from it is s hown 
in Figures 36 and 37. Because of the gap in the profile caused by 
Lake Michigan, and the geological heterogeneity of the path 
traversed, this model should be considered on l y a rough approximation 
to the actual structure. 
The general features of all the models discussed so far are 
quite similar. The Pn velocity is approximately 8 .1 km/sec, with 
an abrupt increase to about 8.4 km/sec at a depth of 80 or 90 km. 
It is interesting to note that travel times observed in the eastern 
coastal plain during the East Coast On-Shore Off- Shore Experiment 
and from the Chase III, I V, and VII explosions show an 8.5 km/sec 
branch, beginning with large later arrivals near 500 km, indicating 
that a similar abrupt velocity increase occurs in that region (see 
Figures 5, 8, and 9 of Willis, 1968). It is likely that this feature 
is responsible for reports of unusually large crustal thicknesses 
and high Pn velocities sometimes reported for eastern North America 
(e.g. Rankin et al, 1969). Pn is a first arrival only between 
approximately 300 and 600 km for models like YLKNF 10, and the 
8.5 km/sec branch produces large later arrivals beginning near 
400 km, The Hudson Bay data suggest that the velocity jump may 
occur at a shallower depth in some places, which would make the 
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interpretation of data even more difficult. Beneath this 
"discontinuity," there is probably a slight velocity reversal, and 
a rapid velocity increase near 160 km. The details of this low 
velocity zone cannot be determined with certainty, but diminished 
amplitudes, followed by larger, delayed arrivals indicate that 
it probably exists . Thus, most of eastern North America, including 
the Canadian Shield and at least the eastern part of the Interior 
Lowlands provice, have similar upper mantle structures, with only 
slight regional variations. 
NTS-North Profi l e 
Figures 38 to 41 show the observed travel times for the profile 
exten_ding north from the Nevada Test Site. In order to keep the 
path as homogeneous as possible, only stations in the Cordillera 
are included. Two studies have been made of crustal structure in 
regions traversed by this profile, and the models proposed for the 
profile are in agreement with the results of these studies. 
Hill and Pakiser (1966) investigated crustal structure between the 
Nevada Test Site and Boise, Idaho, using both chemical and nuclear 
explosions, and found that the crustal thicknes s increases abruptly, 
from about 31 to 42 km, going from the Basin and Range Province 
into the Snake River Plain. Since no similar studies have been 
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made of the Columbia Plateau, we have assumed lts crustal struc ture 
to be similar to that of the Snake River Plain. White and Savage 
(1965) used unreversed profiles from chemical explosions near 
Vancouver Island to study the structure of the crust in British 
Col umbia. Crustal thickness was found to be greatest near the coast, 
and to decrease considerably toward the east, having a value of 
about 30 km in central British Columbia, where most of the stations 
for this profile are located. In both of these studies, Pn velocities 
of 7,8 to 7.9 km/sec were found. A recent, more detailed study by 
thite~ al (1968) gives generally similar conclusions. 
The observed travel time data show a clear offset at about 
500 km, due to the increased crustal thickness in the Snake River 
Plain. Beyond about 700 km, the Pn arrival, whose amplitude decreases 
rapidly with distance, cannot be picked reliab l y . A l ater phase, 
with an apparent velocity of about 8.5 km/sec is the first observable 
arrival between about 900 and 2000 km. How far back this branch of 
the travel time curve extends is uncertain, in view of the scatter 
of the data points and the geographic spread of the recording 
stations. Therefore, two alternate models have been fitted to the 
data (see Figure 67 and Table 12) . The preferred model, NTS N3 , 
.has the 8.5 km/sec branch beginning at a cusp near 900 km , while for 
the alternate model , NTS Nl, it begins near 550 km. In both models, 
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a velocity reversal in the upper mantle is required to produce the 
.observed delay in this branch. Model NTS Nl has a velocity decrease 
of 0.4 km/sec at a depth of 60 km and an increase to 8.05 at 116 km, 
while for model NTS N3, the velocity decreases by only 0.1 km/sec, 
to 7.8, and the bottom of the low velocity zone is near 160 km. 
Later arrivals associated with the rapid velocity increase 
near 400 km depth are observed between 1500 and 2100 km. Unfortunately, 
there are no observations between 2100 and 2700 km, so all the data 
on the 400 km "discontinuity" comes from later arrivals. This 
fea ture is similar in both proposed models; the velocity increases 
from 8.56 to 9.2 km/sec between depths of 360 and 420 km. The region 
immediately above the transition zone, however, is slightly different 
for the two models. This difference is intended to indicate the 
range of possibilities allowed by the data. Rays which penetrate 
beneath the transition zone near 650 km depth are observed as first 
arrivals at t wo stations. Because of the sparcity of relevant 
observations, however, the structure indicated for this zone in the 
two models is not reliable. 
As can be seen from Figures 39-42, arrivals on the 8.5 km/sec 
branch, between 1000 and 2000 km, show considerable scatter. The 
residuals between the observed times and those calculated from 
the models, however, have a systemati c geographical distribution, 
as is shown in Figure 44. Stations toward the east have positive 
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residuals, while those toward the west have negative ones. Still 
further toward the west, the residuals appear to become positive 
again. Teleseismic P wave residuals show a similar north-south 
trending band of negative residuals, as is shown by the recent 
P-delay map of Herrin and Taggart (1968) , a portion of which is 
reproduced as Figure 43. 
Since P waves do not generally emerge vertically, and since the 
data of Herrin and Taggart have been averaged over all azimuths, 
travel time anomalies like those of Figures 43 and 44 give only a 
rough picture of the nature of the corresponding anomalies in 
seismic velocity. A more precise indication of the location of the 
velocity anomalies is obtained by studying the travel time residuals 
from a single earthquake, located in the region of interest, which 
can be done conveniently by plotting the observed residuals on an 
imaginary sphere centered at the earthquake focus, using the 
mapping defined by the seismic rays. Figure 45 shows such a plot, 
in an equal area projection, of the lower half of the focal sphere 
for the Puget Sound earthquake of April 29, 1965 (epicenter 47.41°N 
122-29°W, depth= 59 km, magnitude M = 6 .3 ). The anomalies are 
taken from the compilation of data for this earthquake by the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey. Positive residuals (late arrivals) have been 
indicated by pluses, and negative ones by circles, the absolute 
value being indicated by the size of the symbol. Davies and McKenzie 
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( ) have used plots of this t ype to study earthquakes and the 
nuclear explosion "Longshot" in the Aleutian Islands and found a 
band of negative residuals which they interpreted as evidence of 
a slab of high velocity material dipping at an angle of about 45° 
northward beneath the island arc. The existence of such dipping 
slabs beneath island arcs has been suggested previously on the basis 
of studies of seismicity, earthquake focal mechanisms, and seismic 
wave attenuation (!sacks et al, 1968; Oliver and !sacks, 1967; 
Sykes, 1966). 
A similar pattern may be seen in Figure 45; rays leaving the focus 
with a dip of about 50° to the east have negative residuals. 
Furthermore, as can be seen from Figure 46, which shows a map of 
the world in the same projection, many of the negative residuals 
outside this band correspond t o stations located on island arc 
structures, such as Japan, the Aleutians, the Marianas, etc. 
The analyses of travel time residuals is subject to a fundamental 
ambiguity with respect to the velocity distribution which produces 
them; the residual pattern of Figure i~R for example, could be by 
velocity anomalies beneath the receiving stations, rather than a 
slab of high velocity material in the source region. To partially 
overcome this ambiguity, we can study the residual pattern for 
another earthquake in the same general region but far enough away 
so that it is not located directly above the hypotheti cal slab. 
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The residuals should be approximately the same if anomalies beneath 
the stations are responsible, but should be different if structures 
·near the focus are responsible. Figure 7 shows a residual plot, 
similar to that of Figure 45 for an earthquake on the Queen Charlotte 
Island fault off the coast of Vancouver Island. It is seen that 
the band of neg?tive residuals which was found for the Puget Sound 
earthquake is absent, but that otherwise the residual pattern is 
similar. Travel time residuals thus furnish strong evidence of 
anomalously high seismic velocities, localized in a narrow zone 
dipping eastward about 50° from the Puget Sound region. The Cascade 
Range thus is probably an example of an island arc structure, 
although probably a nearly inactive one. Further support for 
this hypothesis comes from the focal mechanism of the Puget Sound 
earthquake considered here (Julian and McKenzie, in preparation). 
Yukon Profile 
The Yukon profile extends northwest from Lake Superior a 
distance of 3000 km, crossing from the Canadian Shield into the 
Interior Lowlands physiographic province, and then into the Rocky 
Mountains, where it ends near the Alaskan border (see Figure 22). 
Crustal structure determinations for areas near the profile have 
been made in central western Manitoba (Hall and Brisbin, 1965) and 
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in the Albertan plains (Richards and Walker, 1959). With one 
notable exception in the vicinity of Lake Winnipeg (see below), 
the crustal s tructure for the model proposed here is consistent with 
these determinations. In the absence of any direct determina tions 
for northern British Columbia or the Yukon, the crustal structure 
for these areas was assumed to be the same as that determined for 
southern British Columbia by White and Savage ( 1965, see discussion 
of Nevada Test Site north profile). A di fferent crustal structure 
for this region would have little effect on other fea tures of the 
model. 
The travel times abserved on this profile, as well as those 
for all the other profiles which include stations in both eastern 
and western North America, are relatively complicated, with several 
changes in apparent velocity, abrupt offsets of the travel time 
curve, etc. Kanasewich et al. (1968) have interpreted data from 
the Yukon profile in terms of a spherically symmetric earth, and 
ob t ained a rather complicated model, wi t h two major low-veloci ty 
zones in the upper 350 km. It is apparent, however, from the 
differences in the observed travel times for eastern and wes tern 
paths (e.g. the Yellowknife and NTS north profiles) that there a re 
quite significant regional variations along profiles such as this 
one. The model proposed here includes these variations explicitly 
and is able to explain the complications in the observed travel times 
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without resort to an extremely complicated model. Lateral changes 
in the s tructure of the low-velocity zone, in fact, are sufficient 
to explain most of the observations. 
The observed travel times for the Yukon profile are shown in 
Figures 48 and 49, and record sections are given in Figures 50-52. 
The calculated travel time curve for model YUKON 4 (Table 13) 
is shown on all the figures. A cross-section of the crust and 
upper mantle illustrating the general features of the model is 
shown in Figure 53. 
The travel times of the phase Pn are similar to those observed 
on the Manitoba and other eastern profiles out to a distance of 
500 km. At this distance, however, the travel time curve is abruptly 
offset, and between 500 and 900 km the arrivals are early by as 
much as 2 seconds. A sudden change in crustal thickness is thus 
implied by the data. For the proposed model YUKON 4, the crust 
thins from 44 to 19 km and gradually thickens back to its original 
value in western Manitoba. Such pronounced changes in crustal 
thickness are indeed remarkable, but perhaps not completely 
unexpected; even more pronounced variations have been suggested to 
exist beneath Lake Superior Epmith~ al, 1966; Berry and West, 1966). 
Also the crustal structure studies of Hall and Brisbin (1965), 
which were made about 200 km to the north of the region traversed 
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by this profile, also indicated a rather low crus tal thickness, 
31 km, and that the value decreased toward the south. It is 
· possible, of course, that errors in the travel time measurements 
are responsible for this apparent offset. Furthermore, the magnitude 
of the change depends on the average velocity in the crust, which 
is unkno~mK In any case, changes in this feature would have little 
effect on other parts of the model. Crustal structure in the 
vicinity of Lakes Winnipeg and Manitoba presents an intriguing 
topic for further investigation. 
Beyond about 1300 km, the amplitudes of the first arrivals 
decrease, as did those on the various eastern profiles, due t o the 
effect of the low-velocity zone. The branch of travel time curve 
corresponding to rays penetrating beneath the low- veloci t y zone, 
however, is delayed by about 3 seconds, much more than fo r the 
eastern profiles, indicating that the low-velocity zone is a more 
pronounced feature beneath the p lains than in the east. The model 
YUKON 4 (Table 13 and Figure 53) has a low velocity zone between 
depths of 105 and 160 km in this region. Another small offset of 
the travel time curve apparently occurs near 1800 km, sugges ting 
another slight change in the low-velocity zone, although the 
signal-to-noise ratio for these arrivals is poor. 
The later arrivals near 1800 km associated with the 
"discontinuity" around 400 km depth are more clearly shown on this 
profile than on any other (Figures 48, 49, 51 , and 52). This 
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branch of the travel time curve is not smooth, however, but has 
peculiar changes in slope and curvature. An abrupt transition in 
· the model to a low-velocity zone like that for NTS N3, however, 
explains this phenomenon quite well. Thus a model wi th lateral 
changes in the depth of the top of the low-velocity zone explains 
most of the peculiarities of the travel times observed along this 
profile, and is in agreement with structures determined independently 
near the ends of the profile. 
Utah Profile 
The Early Rise Utah profile begins about 450 km southwest of 
Lake Superior and extends across the Interior Lowlands, Southern 
Rocky Mountains, and Colorado Plateau physiographic provinces, 
ending in Utah on the edge of the Basin and Range province, 
2250 km from the shot point. Observations during the 1964 Lake 
Superior experiment were made along a nearly identical profile as 
far as Denver, Colorado (Roller and Jackson, 1966) which included 
stations closer to the shot point. The crustal structure inferred 
from these observations is generally similar to that found in 
the Lake Superior region (O'Brien, 1968). Other crustal structure 
determinations have been made in the high plains of eastern 
Colorado (Jackson et al, 1963), the southern Rocky Mountains 
(Jackson and Pakiser, 1966), and the central Colorado Plateau 
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(Roller, 1965). The model UTAH 1 (Figure 57 and Table 15) proposed 
here has crustal structure consistent with these earlier studies. 
The first arrivals have an apparent velocity of 8.4 km/sec out to 
a distance of 900 km. The velocity and travel time of this phase are 
consiste nt with those for waves refracted below the discontinuity at 
90 km depth found for the Lake Superior region. The phase Pn is only 
observed as a first arrival at smaller distances, if at all. The 
observations of Roller and Jackson (1966) suggest the presence of this 
phase as a first arrival in the range from 300 to 400 km. At about 
900 km there is a sudden offset in the first arrival curve. Arrivals 
beyond 900 km are delayed by about 2 sec and have an apparent velocity 
of 8.7 km/sec. This new phase, which can be traced as a later arrival 
back to 800 km, is analogous to a similar phase observed on the Yukon 
profile (see Figures 50 and 51), which is refracted beneath th e low-
velocity zone. Its travel time is smaller, however, indicating that 
the low-velocity zone is a less pronounced feature to the southwest of 
Lake Superior than to the nor t hwest. 
Beyond about 1500 km , where the profile enters the Rocky Mountains, 
the apparent velocity decreases and then near 1900 km increases again 
to near its original value. A delay, increasing with d i stance as the 
low-velocity z one becomes more pronounced, similar t o that observed for 
the Yukon profile, is to be expected, but the value of the observed delay 
(5 sec), is unexplainably large. Fo r this pro file, unlik e the other 
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Early Rise profiles, independent information on th e mantle structure Is 
available; the profile is approximately reversed by the Nevada Test Site 
northeast and east-northeast profiles. In addition, the Nevada Test 
Site east and Gasbuggy west profiles furnish structural information for 
the central Colorado Plateau, slightly south of the Utah profile. The 
models derived from these data are in substantial agreement with each 
other, but they cannot be reconciled with the late arrivals observed 
between 1700 and 2100 km on the Utah profile. The qual ity of the data 
themselves suggests that they are not reliable (see Figure 56). The 
amplitudes and the signal to noise ratio are both very small, and in 
fact the arrival times were indicated to be questionable by Warren et al, 
(1967). Furthermore, the travel time s measured by Roller and Jackson 
(1966) in central Arizona, at a distance of 1800 km, during the 1964 
Lake Superior experiment are smaller than those for the Utah profile, 
and are in agreement with the times calculated from the model UTAH 1. 
Thus, although the low-velocity zone does introduce a delay at the 
stations in the west, it is probably not as great as that indicated by 
the data in Figures 54, 55, and 56. 
A cross-section of the crust and upper mantle along the line of 
the profile is shown in Figure 57. Though differing in detail, the 
structure of the upper mantle is seen to be similar along this p r ofile 
and the Yukon profile (Figure 53) . Data from the Nevada Test Site 
northeast, east-northeast, and east profiles , and the Gasbuggy west 
profile, discussed below were also used in deriving thi s structure . 
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NTS Northeast and East-northeast Profiles 
Since travel time data for the Nevada Test Site east-northeast 
profile are less numerous than those for other profiles, and since they 
were mostly measured from small events, this profile and the Nevada Test 
Site northeast profile have been interpreted together . The observed 
travel times are shown in Figures 58 and 59, a l ong with the calculated 
times for the proposed model NTS NEl. The mode l is based a l so on data 
from the Early Rise Utah profile, which approximately reverses these 
profiles, and is essentially the same as the model UTAH 1 (see above). 
The phase Pn is observed at distances less than 500 km, but not 
beyond, due to the small size of the events invo l ved. Beyond 500 km 
the arrivals are delayed about 4 seconds and have an apparent velocity 
of about 8.4 km/sec. This phase is more clear l y observed on the NTS 
east and Gasbuggy west profiles, for which the station density is higher. 
It is analogous to the phase observed in eastern North Amer i ca which is 
refracted beneath the 90 km discontinuity, and indicates that a similar 
feature exists at a depth of about 100 km beneath the Colorado Plateau. 
The phase continues to a distance of 1500 km, beyond wh i ch waves 
refracted beneath the low velocity zone are the first arrival. The 
branches of the travel time curve associated with the 400 km discontinuity 
are observed exceptionally clearly on this profile, as both first and 
later arrivals. Between about 1600 and 200 km, h owever, there is an 
offset of about 5 seconds in the travel time curve, indicating a change 
in the depth to the discontinuity. In the proposed model, NTS NE 1, 
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the discontinuity is 30 km shallower to the n o rth e ast Lhan to the 
southwest, the change occurring at a distance of 9.2 u (1020 km) from 
the Nevada Test Site, approximately beneath the edge of the Rocky 
Mountains near the Wyoming-Montana border. This may be nothing more 
than a coincidence, as comparison of the NTS north and Yukon profiles 
indicates that the discontinuity is deep beneath the plains in Canada 
and shallow in the Pacific northwest, while the NTS east profile (see 
below) i ndicates that it remains deep in both the southwestern and 
south central United States. Waves refracted beneath the 600 km dis-
continuity are observed as first arrivals beyone 3400 km. Because of 
the gap in the station coverage between 2500 and 3400 km and the lack 
of later arrival data, though, the structure at this depth in the model 
is not reliable. 
NTS East Profile 
Figures 60 and 61 show the observed travel times for the profile 
extending east from the Nevada Test Site to the Atlantic Ocean. 
Included are the data measured by Ryall and Stuart (1963) al ong 
a profile to Ordway, in eastern Colorado (Figure 24). The initial 
law Pn velocit y (7.6 km/ sec ) caused by the greater crustal thickness 
in the western Colorado Plateau is evident, as well as a n increase 
in velocity at 400 to 500 km, as the crust becomes thinner again. 
Pn observations on the Gasbuggy west profile (see below) wh ich 
approximately reverses this profile, are cons istent with a crustal 
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structure of this type , but a detailed interpretation has not been 
attempted. Beginning at about 500 km as a later arrival is a branch 
_of the travel time curve with an apparent velocity of about 8.3 km/sec. 
Ryall and Stuart called this phase P , but gave no interpretation 
c 
of it. Its travel time is consistent with that calculated for an 
abrupt increase in velocity of about 0.3 km/sec at a depth of 100 km, 
as are the times of similar phases observed on the NTS northeast, 
NTS east-northeast, and Gasbuggy west profiles. These observations 
provide strong evidence that such a discontinuity is present beneath 
the Colorado Plateau. The data suggest that this phase disappears 
at about 1000 km, although inadequate station coverage from 1000 
to 1500 km makes this conclusion uncertain. For the profiles 
northeast of NTS, the phase continues to about 1500 km. Thus, it 
appears that the discontinuity may not exist beneath the Southern 
Rocky Mountains in Colorado (se e Figure 57). Beyond 1500 km, the 
trav el times observe d for th i s pro file are generally similar to 
those for the two northe asterly NTS profiles. Wave s refracted 
beneath the 400 km discontinuity , however, are about 3 sec later, 
indicating that its depth does not decrease in the southern plains 
as it does further north . 
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Gasbuggy West Profile 
The Project Gasbuggy nuclear explosion was detonated in 
northwestern New Mexico on December 10, 1967. Stations of the 
CIT portable seismic array (Lehner and Press, 1966) were operated 
along a profile extending from northwestern Arizona to the edge 
of t he Sierra Nevada in California, extending a profile of 
U.S. Geological Survey stations (Figure 24). Data from the CIT 
stations are shown in the form of a record section in Figure 63. 
The dashed lines connecting the picked phases are only initial 
tentative correlations, and do not correspond exactly to the final 
interpretation, which is shown in Figure 62. Prominent featu r es 
on the records are the crustal phase P, with a velocity of about 
6.2 km/sec, and, about 10 seconds earlier , a similar phase with 
a velocity of about 7 km/sec which is probably a wave guided in the 
lower crustal layer. The high apparent velocity of Pn between 500 
and 700 km is in agreement with the hypothesis that the crust is 
thicker in the western Colorado Plateau than in the Basin and Range 
province (see discussion of NTS east profile, above). At about 
700 km, near the calculated cusp for waves reflected at the 100 km 
discontinuity, large later arrivals are observed. The times of the 
first arrivals at greater distances, however, indicate that this 
discontinuity does not continue into the Basin and Range province. 
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Waves refracted from below the low-velocity zone are observed near 
900 km. 
Since the profile is not long enough to observe this phase as 
a first arrival, the velocity beneath the low-velocity zone is not 
well determined by these data . 
NTS Southeast Profile 
The data recorded to the southeast from the Nevada Test Site 
(Figure 64) are of poor quality, since most of the events used were small. 
They are generally consistent with the travel times observed on the NTS 
north profile; however, (Figure 4) suggesting that Basin and Range 
structure in Nevada and in southern Arizona and New Mexico are 
similar. 
Washington Profile 
The travel times observed along the Early Rise Washington profile 
are shown in Figures 65 and 66. Lewis and Meyer (1968) have interpreted 
these data in terms of a model with discontinuous increases of velocity 
at 70 and 125 km and a minor velocity decrease between 130 and 200 km. 
The modification of their model proposed here (Table 19 and Figure 67) 
explains the observed times better, and is qualitatively very similar 
to the other models for eastern and central North America. It has an 
abrupt velocity increase of about 0.25 km/sec at 60 km, and a low-
velocity zone between 80 and 140 km. 
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Uniqueness of Proposed Models 
Several factors lead to a degree of non-uniqueness in the 
proposed models. As has been mentioned for several of the 
individual profiles, data of poor quality cause uncertainties in 
particular features of some of the models. Later arrival data, 
especially, are subject to larger uncertainties than first arrivals; 
features such as the "sharpness" of discontinuities, which depend 
on later arrivals are less certain than those based on first 
arrivals, such as velocities above and below discontinuities. 
Since travel times are most sensitive to the velocity near turning 
points of the rays, the sampling of laterally inhomogeneous 
structures provided by travel time data is not the same in different 
regions. The structure indicated in Figure 53 for the low-velocity 
zone beneath the Canadian Rocky Mountains, for example, is based 
on data from the Yukon and NTS north profiles, for both of which 
rays measure only the total delay through the zone. Variations, 
such as a "lid" above the low-velocity zone, are possible. Those 
features which are less certain are mentioned in the discussions of 
the individual profiles and models, and are indicated by dashed 
lines on the cross-sections of Figures 53 and 57. 
Another type of uncertainty arises because of the number of 
degrees of freedom involved in specifying a two-dimensional velocity 
structure. It is well known that the interpretation of unreversed 
profiles is subject to ambiguities between vertical and horizontal 
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velocity variations. For example, the spherically symmetric model 
proposed by Kanasewich et al (1968), with multiple discontinuities 
and low-velocity zones, explains the observed travel times for the 
Yukon profile as well as the model YUKON 4 proposed here. The 
consideration of data from many profiles, including ones which cross 
or reverse each other, eliminates many such ambiguities, however. 
Data for the Canadian Shield and wes tern North America indicate that 
the structure along the Yukon profile is not spherically symmetrical. 
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Chapter IV 
Conclusions 
The data analyzed in Chapter III gives a fairly detailed picture 
of the structure of the upper mantle in North America . Significant 
regional differences in mantle structure have been found ; within 
the upper 200 km the compressional velocity varies by almost 10%. 
Differences of smaller magnitude persist to a depth of at least 400 km. 
The general features of upper mantle structure determined in 
Chapter III are summarized and discussed below. 
Eastern North America 
The structural features of the upper mantle are generally similar 
throughout the Canadian Shield, the eastern part of the Interior 
Lowland province, and the eastern United States. The velocity 
structures for the models derived from profiles in these regions are 
shown in Figure 38. The velocity at the top o f the mantle is between 
8.0 and 8.1 km/sec, except in the central Canadian Shield beneath 
Hudson Bay, where eobson~~ have reported a velocity of 8.23 km/sec . 
The most striking feature of the models is an abrupt, or nearly abrupt, 
increase in the compressional velocity by about 0.2 or 0.3 km/sec 
somewhere petween the depths of 60 and 90 km. The shallower depths are 
based on data of somewhat lower quality than the deeper values, but the 
depth variations nevertheless appear to be real. This "discontinuity" 
is a very widespread feature beneath North America; it is also 
found beneath much of the western United States, although at a 
slightly greater depth (see below), and beneath the Gulf of Mexico 
(Hales, personal communication). 
Confusion of waves reflected and refracted from this 
discontinuity with the phase Pn are probably responsible for 
unusually large crustal thicknesses and Pn velocities sometimes 
reported for eastern North America. It is interesting to note that 
Ringwood (1969) has predicted a velocity increase of about 0.3 km/sec 
near 70 km depth due to the transformation from a pyroxene pyrolite 
to a garnet pyrolite mineral assemblage. Beneath the discontinuity 
there is, in most areas at least, a minor low-velocity zone. The 
details of the velocity variation cannot be determined precisely 
from travel time data, and the details clearly vary regionally, but 
the zone occurs somewhere within the depth range from 80 to 160 km, 
is 30 to 50 km thick, and the velocity decrease is less than 0.2 km/sec. 
Included in Figure 38 for the sake of comparison are the 
compressional and shear velocity distributions for model CANSD, 
derived by Brune and Dorman (1963) from surface wave dispersion in 
the Canadian Shield. I t can be seen that the compressional velocity 
in the upper mantle for model CANSD is lower than that for the 
other models by up to 0.4 km/sec. Since surface wave phase velocities 
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are about 5 times more sensitive to shear velocity than to 
compressional velocity, a ·small change in the former would compensate 
for this difference. It is interesting that the velocity reversal 
occurs at roughly the same depth in the proposed models as the 
shear velocity reversal for model CANSD, which has a low velocity 
zone for shear waves only. 
Amplitudes and Velocity Gradients 
The absolute amplitudes of the observed waves have been used 
to obtain information about the seismic attenuation and the velocity 
gradients near the southwestern and southeastern margins of the 
Canadian Shield. The minimum value of the quality factor Q for 
the upper 200 km (including the low velocity zone) is approximately 
3000. The minimum possible velocity gradient, both above and 
below the low velocity zone, is about 2 x lo- 3 sec- 1 • Under the 
assumption of chemical uniformity for these regions, this value 
can be related to the temperature gradient. We have 
dV 
dz 
dP 
dz +Ea~ aT)p dT dz 
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where 
V compresRional velocity 
z = depth 
P pressure 
T temperature 
Anderson and Sanunis (in press) have compiled measured values of 
( ~~Fq and ( ~~y for presumed mantle constituents. For a mixture 
with the composition estimated by Ringwood (1969, Figure 3) at 
depths between 80 and 160 km (56% olivine, 40% pyroxene, 4% garnet), 
the velocity derivatives are 
13.7 x 10-3 km/sec kb 
and 
- 5.0 x 10-4 km/sec °C. 
Taking the hydrostatic pressure gradient of dP dz = 0.32 kb/km, 
we find that the observed minimum velocity gradient implies a 
maximum temperature gradient of 4.8 °C/km. This value is lower 
than that estimated by Ringwood (1966) (7-10°C/km) and also those 
calculated from other seismic models (5-11° C/km, Anderson and 
Sammis, in press). For the Canadian Shield, however, lower 
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temperatures and thermal gradients are to be expected, in view 
of the high seismic velocities and low heat flow . Assuming a 
conductivity of 6 x 10-3 cal/cm sec°C, the inferred heat flow in 
the mantle is 0.29 µcal/cm2 sec, compared to values observed at the 
surface of 0.8 µcal/cm2 sec for the Canadian Shield, and 1.1 µcal/cm2 
sec for the rest of eastern North America (Simmons and Roy, 1969). 
The observed thermal gradient is also comparable to the melting 
point gradient of 4°C/km (as one would expect in view of the 
unpronounced and highly variable nature of the low-velocity zone 
in eastern North America). Thus the observed amplitudes can be 
used to infer the velocity gradient in the mantle, which is very 
poorly defined by the travel time data alone. Extension of the 
technique to other known seismic sources, particularly nuclear 
explosions, and the development of more accurate theories for 
calculating theoretical amplitudes can greatly increase our 
knowledge of details of the structure of the earth. 
Western North America 
The upper mantle structure in western North America differs 
from that in the east primarily in the existence of a pronounced 
low velocity zone, with velocities of the order of 7.7-7.8 km/sec 
(see Figure .67). For profiles extending east and northeast from 
the Nevada Test Site, evidence has been found for a "discontinuity" 
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similar to the one found at depths varying between 60 and 90 km 
in eastern North America (see above). The velocity increase is about 
the same, ~ 0.3 km/sec, but the absolute velocities are lower 
and the depth to the discontinuity is greater, .. ~ 100. km. For paths 
to the north and southeast from NTS, in the Basin and Range Province, 
there is no evidence for such a feature, the low-velocity zone 
apparently extending to the base of the crust. 
The travel time curves for profiles which include stations 
in both eastern and western North America are relatively complicated. 
Previous interpretations of these data in terms of a spherically 
syunnetric earth have invoked very complicated models, with mulitple 
low-velocity zones. The lateral changes in the structure of the 
low-velocity zone, however, are sufficient to explain the observations 
without resort : to such complex models. The depth to the bottom 
of the low-velocity zone does not vary greatly, being between 
140 and 160 km for all the models considered. This depth is the 
same as that found under oceans by Anderson and Toksoz (1963) . 
The velocity in the zone and the depth to the top vary greatly 
(Figures 53 and 57). 
Data from all the long profiles show clear evidence of the 
existence of a rapid velocity increase near 400 km depth. There 
is clear evidence, moreover, that the structure of this transition 
region varies regionally. Previous studies have suggested such 
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variations (Archambeau ~_!:_ al, in press) but the conclusj on was 
uncertain because of the influence of the more pronounced structural 
differences at shallower depths. Most of the deviation seems 
to involve the depth to the discontinuity, which varies by at least 
30 km, and to have no simple relation to the variations at shallower 
depths. In fact, no obvious pattern is evident in the measured 
depths (see Figure 68). The assumption that the discontinuity is 
caused by the transition of olivine to the spinel structure would 
imply temperature variations of 250°C or variations of .06 in the 
mole fraction of fayalite in the olivine (Anderson, 1967). Further 
discussion of the physical significance of these regional differences 
will have to await the availability of more data, so that the 
structural details can be further refined. 
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Appendix I 
A Variational Formulation of Seismic Ray Theory in 
an Arbitrarily Heterogeneous Earth 
Recently v. A. Eliseevnin (1965) has formulated the ray 
problem for an arbitrarily inhomogeneous medium. Starting with the 
eikonal equation, 
2 
= n ' 
¥here u(r) is the eikonal, or phase function, and n(r) is the refrac-
tive index of the medium, he derived the following system of six 
simultaneous differential equations for the motion of a disturbance 
along a ray: 
dx 
dt 
~ 
dt 
dz 
dt 
da 
dt 
~ 
dt 
~ 
dt 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
v cos a 
v cos ~ 
v cos y 
OV 
sin a - ov cot a cos ~ Ov cot a cos y ox oy - oz 
ov 
cos a cot ~ OV sin ~ Ov cot (3 cos 
- ox +- - oz y "dy 
ov 
cos a cot ov cos ~ cot Ov sin 
- ox y - ?Jy y +- y oz 
(1) 
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where: 
x,y,z are the cartesian coordinates of a point on the ray. 
aI~Iy are the direction angles of the tangent to the ray. 
v(x,y,z) is the wave speed. 
t = time. 
Only five of these equations are independent, because the last 
2 2 2 three are connected by the relation cos a + cos ~ + cos y = 1. We 
shall give a different derivation, based on Fermat's principle of 
least time, and carry out the derivation in spherical coordinates, so 
that the result will be in a seismologically useful fonn. 
Let r, e, ~ be the spherical coordinates, at time t, of a 
point on a ray. Further, letting er, ee, e~ be the conventional unit 
vectors for spherical coordinates, define: 
i angle between ray direction and 
,.. 
= e . r r 
ie angle between direction and 
,.. 
= ray ee· 
i$ angle between direction and 
,.. 
= ray e~K 
The first three differential equations follow geometrically: 
dr i dt = v cos r (2) 
d9 v 
ie dt = cos r ( 3) 
d~ v i~ dt = 9 cos r sin ( 4) 
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dir di 8 di$ To find the differential equations for dt , dt , and dt , we consider 
conditions for the travel time to be stationary with respect to small 
changes in the ray µ:i.th. The travel time of a ray between two points 
where e = 81 and e = 92 is 
8: 8 92 
T r 2 ds J rd8 = = . v v cos ie 
e- e e1 - 1 
where ds is an element of length of the ray pa.th. Consider a small 
change in the ray pa.th specified by or(e), 0$(9) with or(81)= or( 82 ) 
= 0$(81 ) = 0$(82) = O, that is, with the end points of the ray fixed. 
The change in the travel time is 
82 82 92 
&r I or d8 I o(l) rd9 r o( co~ i ) rd8 = v cos i 8 + + ,. ' v cos i 8 v 
81 81 e1 
e 
( 5) 
o(l) 1 ~v or dv ...., Now = - 2 + 0$ M ! v or 
v 
( 6) 
and from (2), (3) and (4) we get 
which leads to 
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tan i 6 sec 2 i e Ci ,_, = _rl ~dr I_ .! dr or + .! ~E er) 1 
u a l;;J L. 2 ae r ae _; 
r 
• 2 r d<I> a ( t..+-) 
+ sin \;j a e a e u ... 
so 
= -
cos i 
6 dr a ( i:. ) . • 2 8 d¢> d ( i:."') + --2- d 6 d 8 ur + COS l. 8 sin d 6 d8 U'+' 0 
r 
Using (7), the third term on the right side of (5) becomes 
92 cos i . .., r 0 (dr)2 er ae = - I 2 J ae 
81 
vr 
92 cos . 
+ . r rvl. e dr d J a e a e ( er) a e 
e1 
bl~I 
~ l' COG 
+ r 
·' v 
i 0 2 d <I> d 
--- sin e ae ao ( 64>) ae. 
el 
Integrating b y r:er ts: 
82 r cos i e dr u 
,I l"V c1 J <i 8 
e1 
(or) ae = I 
. 62 
i e dr I 
--- er ' d 8 
- 61 
.- cos 
L rv 
( 8) 
(9) 
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and 
82 cos i e r r 2 d<I> d 
sin 8 de a:e ( o<1>) ae , ! v 
8 1 
rr COG is 82 
sin 2 8 d«l> O<I> l - . 
' 
v d8 ~ 
el 
82 ~er cos ie r sin 2 e ~:g M dEI. 
•• 1 d 8 v 
81 
Since or and o<I> vanish for 8 = e1 and 8 = e2, the first term on the 
right side of each of these equations vanishes. 
(10) 
Using (6), (8), (9), and (10), (5) now becomes (rearranging 
terms ) 
82 cos i " 
err r {[v 1 r ?iv 0 E ~~F O = or - 2 cos ie 2 ie QO 8 v cos vr 1 
d cos i 8 .., r 6v 
- - ( dr) I t.r + ,I - __ r __ ~ 
de rv de ! v 2 i o«!> 
_, L. v cos 
e 
(11) 
d r cos ie l } 
- d8 ( v s in2 e ~:F - O<I> d 8 . 
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Since we want fJJ! = 0 for arbitrary or and o.P, the coefficients of or 
and M in (11) must vanish. Noting, from (2), ( 3) , and ( 4) that 
and 
dr 
d6 = 
r cos i 
r 
d.P cos icp 
ae = sin e cos i 8 
and doing some algebraic manipulation, these conditions can be written 
as 
di 
( Ov - ~F v r sin i cos i e ae = r r or r 
(12) 
[ cos i e Ov cos icp 0v-1 
-
cot i ae + e a .P . 
.r r r sin 
and 
v dicp 
cot i cp fcos i <fr - ~F - cos i e de = r L r r r 
cos i e Ov 1 sin i <i> av + <as - v cot e) + r sin e ~· (13) r 
dir dicp 
Using (3), we see that these are the expressions for dt and dt • The 
di e 1 
expression fordt"" can be fowid from them using the fact that 
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2 i 2 . 2 . 1 cos r + cos 1 8 + cos i<I> = • The six different ial equations for 
the ray then a.re: 
dr 
dt = v cos i r 
d8 v 
dt = r cos ie 
d$ v 
at = r sin e cos i <I> 
di 
(av - .:!) - cot r sin i i dt = r or r 
cos i<I> ()y-
+ r sin e o<l>J 
a18 sin i e "(N i 8 lcos at = 08 - cot r L_ 
cos i <I> 1 "(N cos 
+ (sin e o<t> + r cos 
di<I> sin i<l> "(N . r-
dt = r sin e~ - cot l.$ I COS L . 
cos 1 e Ov 
e) l + ( 08 - v cot r _, 
(14) 
( 15) 
(16) 
j.cos ie "(N 
08 r L r 
(17) 
( "(N - .:!) i 
r or r 
(18) 
i$ 
6) 1 
i e 
v cot 
-
<¥r - ~F i r 
(19) 
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Instead of i 8 or i<V' it is simpler to use the angle 3 between 
the vertical plane in the ray direction and the meridional plane. We 
have 
cos ie 
cos s :::: 
sin 1 sin J :::: 
r 
so 
d sin ie di8 cos ie cos i di 
sinJ r r dt :::: sin i dt + 2 dt :::: 
r sin i 
r 
cos ~ sin J 1 av v 2 
8 ~ -- sin i sin J sin i r sin r r 
r 
and we can write the five equations for the ray as 
dr 
dt 
d8 
dt 
d<V 
dt 
:::: v cos i 
r 
:::: v sin i cos J 
r r 
:::: v 8 sin ir sin i.. r sin .) 
sin j avl 
+sin U~_; 
cos i<V 
sin i 
r 
1-cos Y av 
r sin i de 
r 
cot 8 
(20) 
( 21) 
(22) 
(23) 
= 
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1-cos J av cos J 
r sin ir sin j' de - sin ir 
v sin i sin s cot 9 
r r 
Amplitudes - Geometr ic Spreading 
1 dv 
r sin 0 di 
(24) 
Two phenomena affect the amplitudes of body waves: geometric 
spreading of the rays and attenuation due to anelasticity. We will 
direct our attention to geometric spreading first, assuming the earth 
is non-dissipative. 
Let 
I(iro' j 
0
) = pawer/ unit solid angle radiated at the focus 
E (e, ¢) = power/ unit area of wavefront at the point of 
observation 
where i , b are the initial values of i , S and 8 , ¢ are the values of ro Jo r 
UI~ at the point of observation. In a non-dissipative earth 
I(r , S ) dO = E(8,¢) dS 
0 0 
( 25 ) 
where dO and dS are the corre spondi ng elements of solid angle at the 
source and surface area of wavefront at the receiver and are given by 
dO = Sin i d i d So r o ro 
( 26) 
dS R
2 
s i n e de d <I> = cos i 
r 
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R is the earth's radius. Here i refers to the value at the observation 
r 
point. d8 and d~ refer to changes with t held fixed , along a wave-
front, not along the earth 1 s surface. d i , d ~ , d8 and d~ are re-
ro Jo 
lated by the Jacobian of the transformation from 8,¢ 
defined by the rays: 
0(8,¢) 
= 
From (25), (26), and (27) we get 
sin i cos i 
E = I ro r 
R2 . 8 o(e,<IJ) sin ~ o( i Ip ) 
ro' ..)o 
to i , ~ ro ~ o 
To evaluate the :i;artial derivatives in (27) we must solve ten more 
(27) 
(28) 
or or 0 J d J . differential equations, for~D oj:' ••• ~D oj; simultaneously 
ro o ro o 
with (20)-(24). These equations are obtained by differentiating equa-
tions (20)-(24) with respect to i and t and reversing the order of 
ro o 
differentiation E M~ . [~~z 
ro 
d or 
= dt [~zI etc.). The derivatives 
ro 
or or ~D oJ , etc. thus obtained are those which apply when the travel 
ro o 
time is held fixed; that is they apply t o values on a :i;articular 
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wavefront. In their general form, these ten equations are canplicated 
and would probably be impractical to solve even on a large computer. 
We will restrict ourselves to a Gpecial case. 
Velocity varies in the direction of prof8gation, as well as with r 
This actually includes two cases: one in which the velocity 
is constant along small circles centered at the focus, and one in which 
the velocity is constant along great circles perpendicular to the 
direction of propagation. The equations for the ray path, {20 )-(24), 
take the same form in both cases. In the first case we take v = v(r,e) 
and initial conditions e = = o. From {22) and {24) we see that J = 0 
and ~ = const. for all t; the rays lie in meridional planes ~ = const. 
and propagate in the 9 direction. The ray iath equations become 
dr 
dt 
d9 
dt 
di 
r 
= v cos i 
r 
v 
= sin i 
r r 
dt = ( ov v) 1 ov '""'""" - - sin i - -r ~e cos i or r r o r 
In the second case we take v = v(r,4>) and initial ccnditions e = 
(29) 
( 30) 
(31) 
= n/2. From (21) and (24) we see that 6 = = n/2 for all time; the 
rays stay in the equatorial plane e = n/2 and propagate in the 4> 
direction. The ray equations are the same as (29)-(31), if 9 and ~ 
are interchanged. 
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The geometric opreading is not the same for theoe two cases, 
though. In the first case, it is evident fran symmetry considerations 
that ~ 0e o~ 0e oiro = 010 = o anct oJ'o = i. 0n1y oiro needs to be evaluated in 
(27). To do this, it is necessary to solve only three additional 
equations, which are obtained from (20), (21), and (23): 
oi 
-- · r +cos i ~ 
- v sin i -, -.-
r oi r Di 
ro ro 
oi 
d c~e ) dt 0 1. 
ro 
v r v or 1 
= r cos ir ar- - 2 sin ir ar- + r sin ir 
'. d 0 1. 
dt ( oir ) = 
ro 
1 
+-2 v sin 
r 
D 
+ sin i 
r Di 
ro r ro 
Dv 
Di 
ro 
sin i w (av - ~F cos i + r -::, 8 or r r r 0 
i ov i or + oe cos ai"" r r 
ro 
1 Dv cos i r 
---
D ( ov) -
or r Di r Di 
ro ro 
ai 
r 
ri-
ro 
( OV) 
08 
ro 
ae _ o~ In the second case, ~ - 0 ro So 
Ct¢ Cle 
= 0, and both ar- and 0 f must be 
ro o 
(32) 
( 33) 
(34) 
calculated. The equations f or M~ are the same as equations (32)-(34), 
ro 
with e and ~ interchanged. The equations 
v . . 0 J' 
= - r sin 1.r o_f 
0 
oe for~ are 
0...1 0 
( 35) 
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d (il) v sin i oe 1 ov (\ = - -+ 04> a dt 0"' r r o r sin i ,Jo 0 r 0 ( 36) 
Using equation (22) with e = n/2, we can rewrite these as 
d ( c,e ) 0 J' 
= 
- o:t d<i> oj 
0 0 
(37) 
d ( ae ) oa 1 ov 05' 
= v+ 2 04> 0 J • d<i> oJ'. j"o v sin i 0 0 
(38) 
r 
oe or The initial conditions are~ = O, M ~ = 1. Yo Jo 
These equations, in either form, could be solved numerically, the -ra.y 
];6th being known. We will give an alternate, perturbation approoch. 
av . I! o<i> = O, the solution is clearly 
08 
oy = 
0 
- sin $ (39) 
of 
01: = 
0 
cos $ ( 40) 
so we let 
08 OJ = - sin$+ q (<i>). 
0 
(41) 
( 37) gives 
cos $ - q' ( <P) ( 42) 
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(The prime i ndicates uifferentiation with respect to cl>.) Putting th ese 
into ( 3B ) ancl rearranging we get 
1 ov [ 1 q" ( <I> ) + q (<I>) + --.-2-- o<1> cos <I> - q' ( <I>) I = o 
v sin i 
(43) 
r 
Assuming q' (<!>) is small ccmpa.red to cos <I> this becomes 
q11 ( <l>) + q (<I>) = _ _c_o_s_<I>_ ov = f ( <I>) 
. 2 . o<i> 
v sin i 
( 44) 
r 
which has the solution 
<I> 
q (<I>) = r fE~F sin (<I> - ~ ) d ~ ( 45) 
0 
Finally, then 
<I> 
- sin <I> + r f(j} sin (<I> - j ) d _~ 
.; 
( 46) 
0 
where f(<I>) is defined by (44). 
From inspection (27) and (28), remembering that the roles of 6 and <I> 
are interchanged, we see that the power in the second case is divided 
by the factor 
1 
sin <I> 
<I> 
r f(J) sin ( <I> - s ) d J 
<' 
0 
relative to the first case. 
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Attenuation 
The effect of attenuation due to o.nela:::;ticity is to reduce the 
power in the wave by the factor 
where 
exp (- w r dt) Q 
Q = dimensionless quality factor 
w = angular frequency 
(48) 
and the integral with respect to time is evaluated along the ray rath. 
For both compressional and shear waves, the power is related to the 
amplitude by 
( 49) 
where p = density 
A = displacement amplitude. 
In this discussion, only the amplitude of the emerging wave 
has been considered; to calculate the surface rnation, the effect of 
the reflected -waves must also be considered. 
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PlJRPOSF 
THI S Pltllf, RAM CALCULATES SEISMIC BODY tAs~ !'RAVEL T!MlS ANl l AMPLI llllJtS 
~flo A GIVEN LATFRALLY !NHIJMOGE NF OUS • ISUTAllPIC tARTH MllDEL. 
METHUO 
THE VELOCITY I VI IS ASS UM ED TO VARY WITH RADIUS (Al ANO DISTANCE 
AL ON G THE PROF IL E !THETA). THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY DIVIDING THE EARTH 
INT O SE GM ENTS WITH VERTICAL f\OUNOARIES, IN EACH OF WHICH TH E VELOCITY I S 
A FUNCTI ON OF R ALONE. THE VELOCITY IN EACH SEGM ENT IS SPFCIFIEO IN 
TERMS UF THE VALUES OF R AND VELOCITY, v, AT A NUMBER OF DISl!NCT 
POIN TS, BETWEEN WHICH IT IS ASSUMED TO FOLLOW THE LAW V ~ A•R••B, WHERE 
A ANO 8 ARE CONSTANTS. AMPLITUDES ARE C ALCULATED TAKING !N TIJ ACCOUNT 
THE EFFECTS OF GEOMETRICAL SPREADING AND I IF 0 VALIJES ARE I NCLUOEO I N 
THE MOOELI ATTENUAT ION Dllt TO ANELAST!C!TY. OPTIONS AIU AVAILAHLt FflK 
PLOTTING TRAVEL TIME, DITt/DIDELTAI, AMPLITUDE, ANIJ EFFtCT!VE 0 C URVFS1 
EITHER ON THE PRINTER OR THE ~-v m~lqqboI OBSERVED DATA MAY HE READ IN 
ANO INCLUDED ON PLOTS. IF OES!REO, RAYS WHICH CURRESPllNU lCl Ot LTA 
VALUES FOR DATA WILL BE CALCULATEO BY AN ITERAT I VE PROCEEOURt WHENFVfR 
AN OBSERVED OELTA VALUE I S CROSSED IN THE COURSE OF THf. CALCIJLATIONS . 
RAY TRACINGS MAY BE PRODUCED ON THE X-Y PLOTTER. 
RESTRICTIONS 
THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS MU S T NOT EXCEED 10, 
THE NUMBER OF POINTS IOEPTH, VELOC ITY, 0) IN EACH SEGMENT MUST NO T 
EXCEED 100. 
ABRIJPT DI SCONTINUITIES IN VELOCITY ARE NOT ALL OWED WITHIN A SEGMENT . 
USAGE 
C 1. CARD: 
C I-RO !DENT 120A4l: BO COLUMNS OF lDENT!FlCAT! ON . FIRST 12 CflLIJMNS USED 
c AS TITLE o~ x-Y PLOTS. IF ANY. 
c 
c 
C II. CARO: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
I- 5 NMODEL 
11-2 0 RAOl lJS 
21- THFTA 
( 151: 
IF 10. 51 : 
( FI0.51: 
NUMf\ER OF SEGMENTS. 
RAD I US UF EARTH IKMI. 
ARRAY CONTAIN IN G ANGULAR COORO!NATES OF SfGf'IENT 
BOUNDAR I ES IDEGREESI. NMOOfL VALUES ARF RFUIJI RFU. 
MAY BE CONTINUED ONTO MORE CARDS IF NtCESSARY . 
OIJE TO AN ! O!OSYNCR ASY OF lf\M, A RLANK CARO MUS I 
FO LLOW IF q~c FINAL VALUE FAL LS IN COLUMNS 71-RO . 
C ! I!. 
c 
MOOELS - THE FOLLOWING GROlW OF CARDS GIVES THF S TRUCTURE I N LINE SfG Mt-NT 
AND MIJS T RE REP EATED NMODEL TIMES. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C R 
C E 
c p 
C E 
C A 
C T 
c 
C N 
C M 
c 0 
C D 
C E 
C L 
c 
C T 
c l 
C M 
c f 
c s 
c 
c 
c 
"A-:cARc>-------------------------------------------------------
1-0 o ID (20A41: 80 COLllMNS OF IOENT!F!CAT!ON, 
B. CARD: 
1 3 - 24 RM 1Fl2.Al: SC ALE FACTOR FOR RR ON STRl lC TURE CARDS ISEE Cl . 
IF NOT G I VEN, WILL Rf SF.T = I . 
C. ST•WCTURF CARDS - EACH CARO PAIR GIVFS DEPTH, VELOC I TY , 0 AT TINE POINT 
OF MODFL. S TRUCTURE MUST RE REAO IN FROM 'IOTTOM UPWARDS. 
DISCllNT!NUIT!ES ARE Nill ALLOWED, 
? -12 RR IFll.Rl: RAIJIUS UR OEPTH, DEPENDING ON !? I SE E f\ ELOWI. 
14-24 vv 
?5 -2 R 12 
33-31> LAST 
1-1? OIJ 
SC ALE FACTOR RM ISEF RI 15 APPLI ED TO RR . 
IFll.RI: VELOCITY CORRESPONDING TO RR. 
1141: .EO . 0 - RR. RM= DFPTH. 
1141: 
.N E. 0 - RR • RM = RADlllS 
.NE, 0 - THIS IS THF LAST ~qorCqlloc C AR ii PA I R H lR 
TH! S SEGMENT• 
IF1 2.H I: ISECllN D CARil IJF PAIRI 
VALUF Uf 0 IN INT HW AL Mt:IWf.tN qef~ CA!lll PAIR ANJ) 
Nt:Xl llNt. fpmbCl~v !kd A LI MIJlltL IN !H' ll l lN AL , I 
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1- 6 kr~C[F l I ~d; krMU~o OF 11 ~tp 1 HE FfJL L0\11 I NG {,IHJll f.' ff~ CAICU\ f~ 
REf.'t:Alt:ll. 
I 11 I II 1111 11 I 11 111 11 I I I I I J 111 I I I I I I I 11 I 11 I 111 I I l I r1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 11 I I l 11 I I I I 1 1 I 
I A. c. .u .o: 
I 1-10 oi;oc; !FIO.Fll: OH TH OF FtlC.US. 
I 11 - 20 A I IF IO .Ill: INITIAL l AKE-OFF ANGU:. 
TAKE-UFF ANGLE IN(.REflilENT. I 21 -30 AC lFlO . BI : 
I 
I 
I 
(t A(.< O., RAYS MILL AE C.HOSEN SO HUT Ufl l A I S 
SPACtO ~y APPROXIMATEL Y AP.SfAC.I. THIS OPTION l'IAS 
PROVEO EX TA.EMEL V USEFUL FOR MOST CASES• 
I 3l-40 AF 
I 
FINAL r.u.E-OFF U.IGLE. 
TUE - UFF ANGLE IS "EASURfO IN DEGREES. O. OEGftEES 
IS STRA[GHT DOWN, 90. ;,.'EGii.H S IS HOit JZONIAl , IFIO. 
UEGREt:S IS STM .A lGHT UP . 
I 
4 l-50 OR FF f FlO.B I: 
bl - 62 NP PL T 112): 
63- b4 I RAY PL 112t: 
b5- 66 [o ~v ( 12 1 : 
67 - 68 11-'N(..H ( 12 l: 
b9- 70 NXYPL I! 21 ! 
11-12 I DATA l 12 I : 
73- 80 flH:O I F8.2 I: 
l~fKDqe OF REHECl!DN. r;:. REFLECTED RA'f'S AM.E OESIRi::o 
IF Q'l;H • O. NO REFLECTION IS ASSU,,..E-0 . 
NO. OF "'MINTER PLUTS OF TRAVEL T I Mft OT/OOElTA, OR 
AMPLITUDE: CUll:VES . FWt EAC.H !-'LOT. (ARO GIVING SC.Alf 
F-AC.TOicS. ETC. MUST ~b G I VfN I SH fl . 
.N E. 0 - PRUDUC.E ftA'r' TRAC.l,.,GS ON X- 'f PLOTTER. IN 
THIS CASE. CARO GIVING SC.Ali:: l l'llFQR.MATIO"' MUST RE 
11'1.CLUOfD !SEE Cl. 
.NE. D - 1-'RINT lABLE GIVll'llG TJ11E. DELTA Al ToP fl'" 
EACH LAVER OUR ING IUY C.ALClJLAT Jn.NS • 
• NE. 0 - PUNCH ~co CARDS GIVING TRAVEL l l "'f:S . 
Al'IPLllUDES, ETC. FOR (ALC.IJLATfD RAYS. 
Ttl'IES. flC.. FOR CllLCIJLATEU ~usK 
NO. OF X- Y PLOTS OF TRAVH Tll1H· , OT/ODELTA, 08. 
llMPLll UO t' CURVES . FOR 1-'ACH i:<L UT , A (All:.0 Gl \llNG 
SC.ALE:. Fe.C.TORS, ETC. MUST RE C..JYE,_. ! SEE DI • 
• GT. 0 - READ OBS ERVE D OA TA ISH Bl A,.,0 C. A. LC.ULATF 
RA YS \llllH S.6/itE DELTA VA.LUES • 
• LT. 0 - Rf,!10 OBSERVED UA TA AND 1,,.CLUOE UN .,LOTS , 
BUT DU N01 CALC.ULATE C.QR'l;ESOQNO ING RAYS• 
.EQ. 0 - 0 0 NOT READ lo~boslD:r DATA. 
FREOUENCY IHZI USED I N U4PLI TUOE CHC.UU. llONS. 11-
NOT GIVEN. I HZ IS AS SU11 EO. 
8. ORSE R. YEO O.&H {.AR.OS - REOU lll:.E O ONL'f IF I0.6TA. . ME. 0 !SEE Al. RAYS W!IH 
SAME l)HlA VALUES MILL BE C.. 4LClJ li!iTEO If IOHA . LI . O. O I HfW VAUJfS AR E 
OPTIQkAL A.NO ARE USED ONLY ON PLOTS. 
[NOH:: DA TA MEAD-IN IS CONTROLL ED RY SURROl!TINE DATARO. IN ADDITION 111 
THE "STANDllRQ FQJOUT " DESCRIBED t4FLOW, VERSIUNS Of l~b SUARUUTINf. FUW 
le-if~ F ORl14TS , SUCH AS TH6T FOR THE EARLY ft lSE fJ(!o'fRll'tENT, t:Al<.T.) 
FIRST Oi!. T.I. C AR O: 
1-RO 120A4J: RO COL UMN S OF I OENllFICAllO"' 
SURSEOUENT 
l - 10 
t 1-20 
21 - 30 
31 - loO 
41 - 50 
65- 66 HJ-
69- 70 LAST 
O"-lA CUOS : 
lFI0.51: OELH. t0E (;REESl. 
lFl0 . 51: TRAVfL TIME' ISECONOSI 
!Fl0.51: RAY f.'ARAME HR, Pl• OT/OOELTAllSfC/OEGI. 
lFl0.51: AMPLIT\ll)L 
IFIO .') I : EFHCTIVE o. 
1121: NUMBE't FROM 0 TO 1~K l"'DICATING SY"'kllL 10 IH USt-0 
WHEH ~rllqqkd THIS 0.tU 1-lOINT ISH 'lll R!Tt: UP OF 
SUBROUTINE PLUTXYI • 
112) : • NE. 0 ON LAST OASERVEO 04TA {ARO. ZERO UR lo\LANIC 
0 ,.. ALL OTHER C.AROS. 
C. C.UO GIVlNC. SC.ALE fkcl~KMKAqflk FOR RAY PLOTS CREOUIREO ONL'f If IRAYPL 
.NE. O. SEE .ti• 
l - 10 XLNC.TM lFI0.51 : PLOT 0J"4E NSIDN IN X OJIU:CTION l INCHESl. 
11-20 VL.NGTH IFl0.51: P LOl DIMENSION IN 'f OI RECTIO,. !INCHES!. 
I IF q~f-pb TWO FJFLD5 ARE LEFT P.l.lNK. THE STANO.ARO 
SMAL L Pt.PER SfH IS ASSUMED.) 
21-30 THl'IU I Fl0,'!1 1 : ANGULAR lt:NGTH OF tl.A'f PLOTS (OE:GRHSI . 
31-40 THMAll: ic; lfl0.5): .SJ.'ACIN G Uf .SC.4LE .M..&RKS &LONG EARTH'S SURFACE 
51 - bO ftB 
IOEC.RHSl. IF .Eo. a • • NO (,(ALE 1111.&Rl(S .lll.f: l'IA.OE. 
fF l0.51: RA.DI VS OF- C.IRC LE TO BE DRAWN ON RAY PL O T jp<.J"I . 
IE . G. CO'tE fl.OUNOAlf.Y , MOHO. ETC..l 
IF J0.51: IUOIUS Uf pbC~l (.111:.(lf , SIMILAR TO A80VE. 
f\F . E:Q. O., NO Cllf.CLE'S ,lRE ORAW"'ll. 
O. INXYPLI C,lftQS - SCALING JNFQRMA.ffQN FOR X- V PLOTS 9 IF ANY ISEF Al. 
1-10 IClNGlH CFl0.'31 : .,LDT tlil'H NSION I N X (Dfll.&I OJRf-CllONll"IC.HESI. 
ll-20 YLNGTH IFl0.511 P LUT O JMENSJON IN Y DIRECTION ll NC.HESI. 
21-30 XF CFl0 .5 1 : X SC.A LE FACTOR lOfG /IN 011: lE~/lk - Sff llCM. HfLOWI. 
31-40 ICl'IJN fF l0.511 Ml,..ll'tUM X VALUE !IOI OR OEGI. 
41-50 Yf I Fl0. 5 1: 'f SCALE FACTOtl: WATA UNITS/IN ) . 
51-60 YMJN IFlO.SJ: MINlllUM Y VALUE lOA TA. UNITSI. 
61-02 IT C !21 : TNOI C. ATES WHICH FUliCTION IS TO RE PLOT TEO. 
1 - 1"1.EOUCEO TIUVEl llP'IE: 2 - Ol/OOHTA.: 
3 - AM PLITUDE; 4 - EF FECTIVE 0. 
6 3-64 LAP II 2 I: . EO. 1 fNOIC..&TES LI.ST PLUT OH TH IS SHHl. 
65 - bb NX 
I 61 - bB NY 
1.1211 
It 2) : 
1121: 
. EO. 0 WILL C"-US E NEXf PLOT TO AE ON SAMf SHEEl , 
NO. OF X INTERVALS FOR SCALE MARKS A,.,0 L.&8ELS. 
NO. OF Y l NTEM.VA.LS FOtl. SC.4LE MARKS A.,.,0 LA8Ft.S. 
. eu. I - )( SCA.U' IN ""' · I 69 - 10 I Kflil 
I 
f 11-80 RY 
I 
I 
I 
.Eo . a - )I SCALE IN DEG . 
IFlO.SI: YELOC.11"f TO eE USED To REDUCE r!UVEL ll"'1fS lllM/Sf(J. 
JF .ea. o •• TRAV EL T 1.M.ES Will krlT SE REOVC EO. 
I E. I NPPLTJ C.&ROS - SCALING INFOll:fll4.&TION FOR PA.INT ER lo'LUTSt IF &NY ISH Al. 
I FORMAT IS SAJi(E AS FOR X-V PLOTS IS.EE OJ. YLN(;TM MUST &E .L L 'i>. 
I LAP, NX. NY ARE IGNORED. 
lllJJ!lll!T l llllllllllllll l llltl llllllllll llll l lllll ll l llll lllllllllll l lllll 
C Ml~ b HUN ONE DEC.IC MAY BE RUN Al ONE ll""E· SIMPL'f PLICt ON t- flt-CIC, 
C BEGINNING WITH I OENT CARO, IMMEDIAT ELY A.FTEli: ANlllHtk. 
CC.CCC CCC C. CCC.CC.CC CCC C. CCC CC C.C.C C. CC CCC CCC C.C. CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC. (.CCC CCC.(. C..C CC. C.C. C(C. C CCC C:C C ct 
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Appendix III 
Body Wave Perturbation Theory and Inversion of Observed Data 
An automated procedure for fitting earth model s to observed 
body wave data tremendously simplifies the process of interpreting 
these data, and is virtually a necessity in studies involving 
large numbers of observations. In this appendix, we derive 
partial derivatives of travel time, slowness, and amplitude with 
respect to changes in the parameters specifying the velocity 
distribution in a spherical earth model. These partial derivatives 
enable one to calculate to first order the changes in the body 
wave parameters produced by a small change in the earth model. 
We then discuss a method for inverting the process, and finding 
the changes in an initial earth model which are required to fit 
given observed data. This method is an extension of the usual least 
squares method, and overcomes the unstable behavior which us ually 
plagues least squares fitting . A program utilizing this me thod 
has been written for the IBM 360/75 digital computer, and is 
described in Appendix IV. 
Referring to Figure 69• suppose curve A is a portion of t he 
travel time curve for an ini tial earth model wi th velocity distribution 
V(r) and B is the curve for a model with velocity V(r) + 6V(r), 
where r is the radial coordinate . Further, s uppose a ray, corresponding 
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to a particular value of the ray parameter, p, emer ges at point a 
in the first case, and at point b in the second case. Since 
p = dT/d6 , we see from the figure that, to first order 
o(T) 6 o(T) - p o(ti ) p p o (T-p6) p ( 1) 
The subscripts indicate that p or 6 , as the case may be, is held 
fixed. dT Similarly, the perturbation to the slowness, dfi = p is 
o (p)6 - E.E_ d6 0 ( Li ) p 
To obtain the expression for the amplitude perturbation, 
(2) 
consider the expression for the geometric spreading factor (see 
Appendix I) in the case of a spherically s ymmetric model: 
E 
I 
V t an i 
0 0 
R2r sin Ii cos i 
0 
l/dei 
/ dp (3 ) 
where R is the earth's radius, r , V , and i are the values of 
0 0 0 
radius, velocity, and take-off angle at the focus, and i is the 
angle of incidence at the surface. 
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The change in the spreading factor is 
0(f) 6 E {si~ (Oi0 ) 6 + tan i ( Oi) 6 -I i cos i 0 0 
1/ d6 6 (::) J dp 
Since the angle of incidence at any depth is given by 
r 
v 
sin i p 
the changes (oi) and (oi ) are related to the change in the 
6 0 6 
slowness, p: 
(6i) D. v(R) sec i ( op) 6 R 
v 
(Oio) 6 0 i ( 6p) 6 sec r 0 
0 
By arguments similar to those used above for the travel time and 
slowness perturbations we get 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
0 (dflJ 
dp) fl 
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( dfl ) 0 (6) dp p 
o (dfl) - {d
2
Llvdfl } 6 (6) dp dp2 dp p p 
(8) 
We now show how the travel times, amplitudes, and other quantities 
needed in these expressions may be evaluated f or a given earth model. 
Calculation of Travel Times 
Let the earth be divided into n spherical shells , in each o f 
which the vel ocity i s given by some analytic function of r, the 
radial coordinate , and s ome parameters a. : 
l. 
v 1,2, ... ,n (9) 
Further, let G(p,a,p) and T( p ,a,p) be the angular length and travel 
time of a ray which makes a singl e passage from i ts deepest point 
to the surface in a sphere with r adius p and parameters a;p is the 
conventional r ay parameter. The angul ar length and travel time for 
a ray starting and ending at the surface of t he earth are then: 
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(10) 
T (11) 
Here j is the index of the layer in which the ray bottoms. If 
the ray does not begin at the surface, then, of course, the 
contributions of some layers are deleted from the above summation. 
d~ dO~ The values of dp and dp2, needed for the amplitude calculations, 
are calculated similarly: 
{
a
2
e(r.+l'a..,p) n [ a2 e(r .+l'a..,p) 
2 J J + I i 1 -
ap2 i=j+l ap2 
The analytic function used here for the velocity distribution is 
b the s o-called "Mohorovicic law," v = ar • The expressions for 
ae T, 0, ap a2 e and ap- are particularly simple for this case: 
(13) 
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T( p ,a,b ,p) 
G( p ,a,b ,p) 1 -1 ap = -1--b cos ~El~--b-F 
p 
38 (p,a,b,p) 
3p 
3 2 8 (p , a, b , p) 
3p2 
1 
(l-b)2T(p,a,b,p) 
[ (
pl-b ) 2 ~ -3/2 
- __E_ -- - p2 1-b a 
The values of a., b., i = l, • . • ,n are calculated so that the 
1. 1. 
velocity takes on specified values at the shell boundaries. For 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
the velocity function v = arb, for example, we have in the ith layer: 
v(r . ) 
1. 
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which can be solved for a1 and bi in terms of ri, v(r1), ri+l' 
ln [v(ri)/v(ri+l)] 
ln [ri/ri+l] 
Perturbation Theory 
(18) 
(19) 
To make use of equations (1), (2), and (8) it is necessary to 
30 
calculate the partial derivatives of T, 0 , and ap with respect to 
changes in the parameters a, b, and p, with p held fixed. From (14), 
(15), and (16) we get 
_a T = _ "-P =-2 _< l_-_b_) 
a3(1-b) aa 
aT T P2(1-b) Rm. P 
ab = 1-b - a 2 (1-b) 1 -~ p 2 
I 
...J 
(20) 
(21) 
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ae = - P [(Pla-b)2 - P2 J-1/2 
aa a(l-b) 
ae e p f!n P 
ab= 1-b - 1-b 
1-b) 2 J -112 
[ E~ - p2 
ae 
-= 
dp 
1-b ) 2 J-112 
;[ ( ~ - p2 
1 aT(p,a,b,p) 
(l-b) 2T2 (p ,a,b,p) 3a 
2 + --~l ____ _ 
( l-b ) 3T (p,a,b,p) (l-b) 2T2 (p ,a,b,p) 
1 aT (p ,a,b,p) 
(l-b) 2T2 (p ,a,b,p) 3p 
aT(p ,a,b,p) 
3b 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
( 26) 
(28) 
(27) 
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The partial derivatives of T-p 0, needed for the travel time 
perturbations (see (1)), take on particularly simple forms: 
and 
a 
aa (T-p 0) 
a 
ab (T-p0) 
(T - p0) dp 
T 
a 
T - pG -T log p 
1-b 
1-b 
-T 
p 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
With (1), (2), (4), (8), and (10)-(13) these partial derivatives 
could be used to calculate the effect on the total travel time, 
slowness, and amplitude of changing the model slightly. However, 
in regions where the velocity changes rapidly, the numerical value 
of a may become very large, so it is preferable to calculate partial 
derivatives with respect to the values ri, v(r1) specified by the 
user. From (18) and (19) we get, writing vi for v(ri) 
aai ai ln ri+l 
avi = - vi ln [ri/ri+l] (32) 
(33) 
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(34) 
()b i bi 
ar i = - _r_i_l_n__,,f_r_i..,../r_i_+_l-=]- (35) 
and similar expressions for aai_1/ avi, aai_1/ ari, Clbi_1/ avi, and 
Clbi_1 /ari. Now, using (1), (10), and (11) we get: (calling, for 
simplicity, x(p,a,b,p) = T(p,a,b,p) - pG(p,a,b,p) ) 
a 
= - (T - p l:I ) 
av. p 
1 
i ( aa-1 ab-1) I A . ___.J... + B ___.J... 
j=i-1 JdVi j()vi 
(36) 
and 
E ~~KF 
1 6 
a 
= - (T - p6) 
ari p 
i ( ~ ~F l Aj ar + Bj ari j=i-1 i 
(37) 
wher e 
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dl'.I Similarly, the partial derivatives for p and dp are 
(:vi D! J ) p - { ::V :! 1 U!J P 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
~a!i [ :! J) 6 = ( a!i [ :~ J ) p - {::y :~} ( :ei ) p (43) 
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which can be evaluated using 
l C --1. + D _.,.L i ( aa. ab;) 
j=i-1 j ari j ari 
i 
l j=i-1 
i 
l j=i=l ( 
aa . ab-t) 
E _J_ + F __.L j ar. j ar . 
l. l. 
a ( ae 
- -a- a (r. ,a. ,b. ,p) 
ri p i i i 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
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where 
c. a {G(rj+l'aj,bj,p) - G(r j'aj ,b j ,p)} (48) = --J aa. J 
D. a ~Erj+l DajIbjIpF - G ( r j , a j , b j , p )} (49) = --J ab. J 
E. a {as (rj+l,aj,bj,p) aG } (50) -  (r. ,a. ,b. ,p) J aa. ap p J J J J 
"I 
{aG ae Fj 0 (r.+1 ,a.,b.,p) (r,,a.,b.,p)} (51) ab. Clp J J J Clp J J J J 
Equations (20)-(35) derived above provide all the quantities 
needed to evaluate the derivatives in (36)-(39) and (44)-(51), and 
dli d2 Li . these, along with the calculated values of dp and dP2"" give, through 
(36), (37), (40)-(43) the partial derivatives with respect to the 
values rK~KI i=l, ... n+l used to specify the model. The partial 
i i 
derivatives for the travel time take on a fairly simple form: 
( ~~KF 
l. t:. 
where 
r. 
l. 
G-H 
r. 
l. 
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H 
1 - b. 1 1 - b 
i- i 
+ ---- T(r. ,a. 1 ,b. 1 ,p) - --- T(r. ,a. ,b. ,p). r. i i- i- r. i i i 
l. l. 
(52) 
(53) 
G = 
_r_c_r_i_'_a_i_'_b_i_'_P_) + _x_C_r_i_+_l_D_a_i_D_b_i_D_m_F_-_x_C_r_i_D_a_i_D_b_i_D_p~F 
vi vi l og (rivi+l/ri+lvi) (54) 
H 
Inversion of Observed Data 
The partial derivatives derived above enable us to calculate 
approximately the change in the travel time, slowness, and amplitude 
produced by any arbitrary change in the earth model. What is more 
interesting, however, is usually the inverse problem: to find the 
change in an initial earth model which is required to fit given observed 
data. The usual least squares technique for inverting data is 
notoriously ill-behaved, because large model perturbations can be found 
which, in the linearized approximation, produce only small changes in 
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t he calculated parameters. The technique presented here overcomes this 
difficulty by minimizing not only the residuals between the observed and 
cal culated values, but also the perturbations to the initial model. 
Consider the model to be specified by parameters aj,j=l, ... m, which 
might, for example, be the velocities at the shell boundaries, or 
coefficients in a polynomial, etc. The theoretically calculated travel 
time, say, is then specified as a function (possibly multi-valued) of 
distance, 6, and the parameters a.: 
J 
T = T(6, a 1 , a 2 , ••• a) m (56) 
and, for small perturbations oaj in the model, the change in the 
travel time is given, to first order, by 
(57) 
If we have observed travel times 0. and corresponding calculated 
l. 
times Ti for i=l, ... n, let us try to find changes iSaj ,j=l, ... m 
in the model which minimize 
n 
[Ti+ - oi ]2 
m 
I oTi + a I (oa.) 2 (58) 
i=l j=l J 
This may be viewed as a problem of minimizing either of the above 
sums, under the condition that the other sum has a fixed value, with 
a playing the role of a Lagrange multiplier. The case a = 0 
corresponds to conventional least squares fitting. Putting expression 
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(57) for (oT) 6 into (58), the quantity we want to minimize becomes 
which can be written in matrix form as 
where 
A .. 
1] 
x. 
J 
b. 
1 
oa. 
o. 
1 
J 
T. 
1 
T=T i 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
( 62) 
(63) 
The condition for minimizing (59) is expressed by a system of m 
simultaneous linear algebraic equations, which are obtained by 
setting the partial derivatives of (59) with respect to oa. for 
J 
j = l, ••• m equal to zero. In matrix form , the system can be 
written 
(64) 
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-T -
where A indicates the transpose of the matrix A, and I is the 
identity matrix. Thus the problem posed here differs from the 
conventional least squares problem only in that the constant a is 
added to each diagonal coefficient of the system to be solved. The 
behavior of the system is much more stable, however, and the solutions 
obtained are much more likely to be physically reasonable. This 
technique would probably be of great practical value i n many least 
square fitting applications besides the one described here. 
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Appendix IV 
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TTINV - SEISMIC SOOY WAVE TRAVEL TIME INVERSION PROGRAM 
PURPOSE 
THI S PR OGRAM CALCULATES SEISMIC BODY WAVE TRAVEL TIMES ANO AMPLITUDES 
FOR A GIVE N SPHERICALLY SYMME TRI CA L, ISOTROPIC EARTH MODEL ANO, I F 
DESIRED, PERTURBS THE MODEL TO FIT OBSERVED TRAV EL TIM E DATA. 
METHOD 
THE MODEL IS SPECIFIED IN TERMS OF VALUES OF VELOCITY ANO RADIUS AT A 
NUMBER OF DEPTHS IN TH E EARTH, THE VELOCITY BETWEEN THESE POINTS IS 
ASSUMED TO OB EY THE LA W V=A*R**B• OBS ERV ED DATA <TRAV EL TIME VS. 
DELTA) IS READ I N ANO THE TRAVEL TIME CURVE FOR THE GIV EN MODEL IS 
CALCULATED. RAYS CORRESPONDING TO DELTA VALUES FOR OBSERVED DATA ARE 
FOUND ITE RA TIVELY ANO PAR TI AL DERIVATIV ES OF TRAVEL TIM E WITH RESPECT 
TO MOD EL PARAMETERS ARE STORED. EACH DATA PO I NT IS ASSUMED TO BE 
ASSOCIA TE D WITH THE CLOSEST BRANC H OF TH E TRAVEL TI ME CURVE, I F MORE 
THAN ONE BRANCH EXISTS FOR A GIVEN DE LT A VALUE, OR THE USER MA Y I ND ICA TE 
WHI CH BRANCH A GIVEN DATA POINT IS ON BY SPECIFYING THE AP PROXIMATE 
VA LUE OF THE RAY PARAMETER, P. THE PART IA L DERIVATIVE ARE THEN USE D TO 
PERTURB THE GIVEN MODEL BY A METHOD WH ICH MINIMIZ ES A WEIGHTED SUM OF 
THE SQUARES OF TH E TRAVEL TIME RESIDUA L VECTOR ANO THE MODEL PERTUR-
BATION VECTOR. THE ENTI RE OPERATION MAY BE REPEATED AS MANY TIMES AS 
DESIR ED, ANO FINALLY THE TRAVEL TIMES, ETC. FOR THE FI NAL MODEL ARE 
CALCULATED. AT THE USERS OPTION, DATA POINTS WITH LARGE RESIDUA LS MAY 
BE O!SCAROEO BEFORE INVERSION . DURING THE TR AVEL TIME CALCULATIONS, 
THEORETICA i_ AMPL ITUDES ARE COMPUT ED, CONSIDER ING THE EFFECTS OF BOTH 
GEOMETRIC SPREADING ANO ATTENUATION ( IF A Q VS. DEPTH MODEL IS GIVE N!. 
OPTIONS ARE INCLUDED FOR PLOTTING THE MOD ELS , THE TRAVEL TIME CURVES, 
THE OT/OO ELT A CURVES, ANO THE AMPLITUDE CURVES, EITHER ON TH E PRINTER 
OR THE X-Y PLOTTER. 
RESTR ICTIONS 
TH E NUMBER OF POINTS !DEPTH, VELOCITY, Q) IN THE MOD EL MUST NO T 
EXCEED 100 . 
USAGE 
THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS MUST NOT EXCEED 200. 
THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS TO SE PERTURSEO MUST NOT EXCEED 50. 
ASRUPT DISCONTINUITIES ARE NOT ALLOWED. 
CI. CARO: 
C 1-SO IOENT 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
11 . CAR O: 
1-12 RADIUS 
13-24 RM 
C20A4): SO COLUMNS OF IDENTIFICATION. FIRST 12 COLUMNS USED 
AS TITLE ON X-Y PLOTS, IF ANY. 
CF12.S): RADIUS OF EARTH (KMJ. 
(Fl2 .Rl: SCALE FACTOR FOR RR ON STRUCTURE CARDS !SEE !Il l. 
IF NOT GIVEN, WILL BE SET = 1. 
c 
c 
c 
25-2S MODPLT ((4): .GT. 0 - PLOT MODEL ON PRINTER. 
. LT. 0 - PLOT MODEL ON X-Y PLOTTER. 
.EQ. 0 - 00 NOT PLOT MODE L. 
c 
c 
c 
IF PLOTS ARE REQlJESTEO CMODPLT .NE. Ol , THE STRUCTURE 
CARDS MUST RE FOLLOWED RY CARDS GIVING SIZE ANO SCALE 
FOR THE PLOTS ISEE (VJ. 
c 
c 
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C Ill. STRUCTURE CARUS - EACH CARO PAIR GIVES DEPTH, VELOCITY, Q AT ONE POINT 
C OF MODEL. STRUCTURE MUST BE REAU IN FROM BOTTOM UPWARDS. 
C DISCONTINUITIES ARE NO T ALLOWED. 
C 2-12 RR IFll.Bl: RADIUS OR DEPTH, DEPENDING ON 12 (SEE BELOW>. 
C SCALE FACTOR RM I SEE 11 I IS APPL! ED TO RR. 
C 14-24 VV IFll.Bl: VELOCITY CORRESPONDING TO RR. 
C AN ASTERICK l•l PRECEEOING RR ANO/OR VV ICOLS. 1 & 13 ) 
C INDI CATES WHICH PARAMETERS MAY BE PERTURBED. 
C 25-2B 12 114): .EQ. 0 - RR• RM 2 DEPTH, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
33-36 LAST 
l-12 QQ 
,NE, 0 - RR • RM = RADIUS. 
114) : .NE, 0 - THIS IS THE LAST STRUCTURE CARO PAIR. 
IF12.8): (SECOND CARO OF PAIR) 
VALUE OF Q IN INTERVAL BETWEEN THIS CARO PAIR ANO NEXT 
ONE, !SPECIFYING A Q MODEL IS OPTIONAL,) 
C JV, ABSIMOOPLT) CARDS - PARAMETERS FOR PLOTS( SI OF MODEL, IF ANY ISEE II l. 
X LENGTH OF PAPER IN INCHES. C l-10 XL IFl0,5): 
C ll-20 YL CFl0.5): Y LENGTH OF PAPER IN INCHES. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
21-30 XF 
31-40 XMIN 
41-50 YF 
51-60 YMIN 
63-64 LAB 
65-66 NX 
67-6B NY 
1Fl0,5l 
(Fl0,5) 
IFl0.5) 
IFlO.Sl 
(J 2): 
( 12): 
( 12): 
FOR PRINTER PLOT IMOOPLT ,GT, 0), YL MUST BE . LE, 12, 
FOR X-Y PLOT IMODLPT .LT. 0), SPECIAL PAPER MUST BE 
USED IF YL IS , GT. 10. 
X IDEPTHI SCALE FACTOR IDATA UNI TS I INCH), 
MINIMUM X IDEPTHl VALUE, 
Y (VELOCITY> SCALE FACTOR ISCALE UNITS I INCH >. 
MINIMUM Y (VELOCITY) VALUE, 
FLAG USED ONLY WITH X-Y PLOTS. 
.NE, 0 - THIS IS LAST PLOT ON SHEET. 
.EQ. 0 - THIS JS NOT LAST PLOT ON SHEET. 
.EQ. -1 - SUPRESS PRINTING OF JOB ANO SEQUENCE NUMBERS 
NUMBER OF INTERVALS ALONG X AXIS FOR X-Y PLOTS, 
NUMBER OF INTERVALS ALONG Y AXIS FOR X-Y PLOTS. 
ISEE WRITE-UP OF SUBROUTINE LABEL.I 
.EQ, 0 - SUPRESS SCALE MARKS AND LABELS ON X-Y PLOTS. 
c 
c 
c 
V, CARO: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C R 
C E 
c p 
C E 
C A 
C T 
c 
C N 
c u 
C M 
c c 
c 0 
c 
C T 
C I 
_ C M 
C E 
c s 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1- 6 NUMCO ( 16): NUMBER OF TIMES THE FOLLOWING GROUP Of CARDS IS 
REPEATED. 
I I I II I I I I I I 11II11I1111III11I111IIIII11111I1111III11I111 I I I I I I I 111I11I11 11111 
I VI. CARO: 
I 1-10 OFOC 
I 11-20 Al 
I 21-30 AC 
I 
I 
I 
I 31-40 AF 
I 
I 
I 
I 41-50 OREF 
I 
IF 10,B I: 
(Fl0.8): 
!FlO.Bl: 
lflO.B): 
lFlO,B) : 
l61-62NPPLT 112 ) : 
I 
I 
I 65-66 !RAY 
I 
I I 2 l : 
I 67-68 IPNCH 1121: 
I 
I 
I 69-70 NXYPL 1121: 
I 
I 
I 71-72 INVRT llz°I: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 73-80 FREQ 
I 
I 
IFB.21: 
DEPTH OF FOCUS. 
INITIAL TAKE-OFF ANGLE. 
TAKE-OF F ANGLE INCREMENT. 
IF AC < o., RAYS WI LL BE CHOSEN SO THAT DELTA IS 
SPACED BY APPROXIMATELY A8SIACI. THIS OPTION HAS 
PROVED EXTREMELY USEFUL FOR MOST CASES, 
FINAL TAKE-OFF ANGLE. 
TAKE-OFF ANGLE IS MEASURED IN DEGREES. O. DEGREES 
IS STRAIGHT DOWN, 90. DEGREES IS HORIZONTAL, 180, 
DEGRE ES IS STRAIGHT UP. 
DEPTH OF REFLECTION, IF REFLECTED RAYS ARE DESIRED 
IF OREF = O, NO REFLECTION IS ASSUMED. 
NO. OF PR I NTER PLOTS OF TRAVE L TIME, OT/ODELTA, OR 
AMPLITUDE CURVES. FOR EACH PLOT, CARO GIVING SCALE 
FACTORS, ETC. MUST BE GIVEN ISEE !XI. 
.NE. 0 - PRINT TABLE GIVING TIME, DELTA AT TOP OF 
EACH LAYER DURING RAY CALCULATIONS. 
,NE. 0 - PUNCH BCD CARDS GIVING TRAVEL TIMES, 
AMP LITUDE S, ETC. FOR CALCULATED RAYS. 
TIMES, ETC, FOR CA LCULATED RAYS. 
NO, OF X-Y PLOTS OF TRAVEL TIME, OT/DOELTA, OR 
AMPLITUDE CURVES. FOR EACH PLOT, A CARD GIVING 
SCALE FACTORS, ETC. MUST BE GIVEN CSEE Villi. 
.GT. 0 - READ OBSERVED DATA CSEE VII) ANO PERTURB 
MODEL ITER ATIVE LY llNVRT) TIMES TO FIT DATA, 
.LT. 0 - READ OBSERVED DATA ANO INCLUDE ON PL OTS, 
BUT DO NOT PERTURB MODEL. 
.EQ. 0 - DO NOT READ 08SERVED DATA. 
FREQUENCY lHZI US ED IN AMPLITUDE CALCULATIONS. IF 
NOT GIVEN, l f4Z IS ASSUMED. 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
c I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C R I 
C E I 
C P I 
C E I 
C A I 
C T I 
C I 
C N I 
C U I 
C M I 
C C I 
C D I 
c 1 
C T I 
C I I 
C M I 
C E I 
C S I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
c l 
C I 
C I 
C I 
c 1 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
c 1 
c 1 
c 1 
c 1 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
C I 
c 
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VII. OBSERVED DATA CARDS - REQUIRED ONLY IF INVRT .NE. 0 ISEE Vil. 
ONLY DELTA ANO TRAVEL TIME ARE USED FOR INVERSION. RAY PARAMETER, IF 
GIVEN, WILL BE USED TO ASSIGN DATA POINT TO CORRECT BRANCH OF TRAVEL 
TIME CURVE. OTHER VALUES ARE OPTIONAL ANO ARE USED ONLY ON PLOTS. 
OPTIONAL AND ARE USED ONLY ON PLOTS. 
1-10 lFl0.5)1 DELTA <DEGREES>. 
ll-20 tFl0 . 5): TRAVEL TIME <SECONDS) 
21 -30 lFl0.5): RAY PARAMETER, P. 
21-30 tFl0.5): RAY PARAMETER, Pt• DT/DDELTAltSEC/DEGl. 
31-40 tFl0.5l: AMPLITUDE. 
41-50 lFl0 .5l: EFFECTIVE Q. 
65-66 NF 112): NUMBER FROM 0 TO 14, INDICATING SYMBOL TO BE USED 
69-70 LAST ( 12): 
VI I I. 
l-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-62 
<NXYPLl CARDS -
XLNGTH tFl0.5): 
YLNGTH tFl0.5): 
XF tFl0.51: 
XMIN 1Fl0.5l: 
YF IFl0.51: 
YMIN tFl0.5): 
IT t 12 l: 
63-64 LAP I l 2l: 
65-66 NX 
67-68 NY 
69-70 IKM 
71-80 RV 
l I 2 l: 
( 12): 
112) : 
tFl0.5): 
WHEN PLOTTING THIS DATA POINT lSEE WRITE UP OF 
SUBROUTINE PLOTXYl. 
.NE. 0 ON LAST OBSERVED DATA CARO. ZERO OR BLANK 
ON ALL OTHER CARDS. 
SCALING INFORMATION FOR X-Y PLOTS, IF ANY. 
PLOT DIMENSION IN X IDELTAI DIRECTIONtlNCHESl. 
PLOT DIMENSION IN Y DIRECTION IINCHESl. 
X SCALE FACTOR IDEG/IN OR KM/IN - SEE !KM, BELOW). 
MINIMUM X VALUE IKM OR DEGl. 
Y SCALE FACTOR IDATA UNITS/IN). 
MINIMUM Y VALUE lDATA UNITS). 
INDICATE S WHICH FUNCTION IS TO BE PLOTTED. 
l - REDUCED TRAVEL TIME; 2 - DT/DDELTAI 
3 - AMPLITUDE; 4 - EFFECTIVE Q. 
.EQ. l INDICATES LAST PLOT ON THIS SHEET. 
.EQ. 0 WILL CAUSE NEXT PLOT TO BE ON SAME SHEET. 
NO. OF X INTERVALS FOR SCALE MARKS ANO LABELS. 
NO. OF Y INTERVALS FOR SCALE MARKS ANO LABELS. 
.EQ. l - X SCALE IN KM. 
.EQ. 0 - X SCALE IN DEG. 
VELOCITY TO BE USED TO REDUCE TRAVEL TIMES IKM/SECl. 
IF .EQ. o., TRAVEL TIMES WILL NOT BE REDUCED. 
IX. (NPPLTl CARDS - SCALING INFORMATION FOR PRINTER PLOTS, IF ANY ISEEVIl. 
FORMAT IS SAME
0
AS FOR X-Y PLOTS tSEE Villi. YLNGTH MUST BE .LE. 12. 
LAP , NX, NY ARE IGNORED. 
X. CA~l - PARAMETERS FOR INVERSION (IF INVRT . GT. Ot SEE VII. 
1-10 ALPHA tFl0.5) : CONSTRAINT PARAMETER: THE LARGER ALPHA IS, THE 
SMALLER THE MODEL PERTURBATION WILL BE. A 
REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF THE VALUE IS THE RATIO OF THE 
EXPECTED TRAVEL TIME ERROR lSECI TO THE EXPECTED 
11-15 MAX 
16-25 EPS 
26-35 TJ 
( 15) : MODEL PERTURBATIONS (KM/SECl. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED FOR SUBROUTINE EQSOV 
TO SOLVE LINEAR SYSTEM. 5 IS USUALLY SUFFICIENT. 
lFl0.5): RELATIVE ACCURACY REQUIRED IN SOLUTION OF SYSTEM. 
MUST BE .GE •• 00001 
IFl0.51: DATA POINTS WILL BE DISCARDED IF THEY HAVE RESIDUALS 
GREATER THAN TWICE THE RMS DEVIATION BETWEEN THE 
OBSERVED AND CALCULATED TRAVEL TIMES AND IF THE 
DEVIATION EXCEEDS TJ. IF TJ .EQ. o, NO POINTS WILL 
BE OISCARDEO. 
NOTE: IF MORE THAN ONE ITERATION I S PERFORMED FOR INVERSION IJNVRT .GT. l 
- SEE Vilt CARD X MUST BE REPEATED FOR EACH ITERATION. ALSO, THE PLOTS 
IVlll t IX), IF ANY, WILL BE REPEATED FOR EACH ITERATION. THUS Vlllr IX, 
c 
c 
c 
1 ANO X MUST BE REPEATED FOR EACH ITERATION. 
II 111111 111 11111 I I I 11 I I I I I 11 I 1 I I I I 11 11111 I 11 I I I I I 11 II 111111 111 111 111 I 1 I I I ti I 
C MORE THAN ONE DECK MAY BE RUN AT ONE TIME. SIMPLY PLACE NEXT DECK, 
C BEGINNING WITH IDENT CARO, IMMEDIATELY AFTER PREVIOUS ONE. 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
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Explanation of Abbreviations used in Tables 1- 5, 7 
Source Abbreviations 
Nuclear event names longer than six lett e rs have been abbreviated 
as fo 1 l ows : 
ARDVRK 
ARMDLO 
CHRTRS 
CLRWTR 
COMO DR 
DORMSE 
DORMS' 
FLTLES 
GASBGY 
HALF BK 
HRDHAT 
HAYMKR 
MERMAC 
MIS ISP 
- Aardvark 
- Armadillo 
- Chartreuse 
- Clearwater 
- Connnodore 
- Dormouse 
- Dormouse Prime 
- Faultless 
- Gasbuggy 
- Half Beak 
- Hardhat 
- Haymaker 
- Merrimac 
- Mississipp i 
Receiver Abbreviations 
Three letter codes are the standard abbreviations established by 
the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey . Four and five letter codes are 
those used by the Air Force Technical Applications Center (AFTAC) for 
stations of the Long Range Seismic Measurements (LRSM) network. Codes 
s uch as USGS 1 (Table 7) refer to data obtained by U.S. Geological 
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Survey record i ng units (see Warren 1968). 
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Table 1 
NTS - N NEVA CA TEST SI TE NORTH PROFILE 
AZI MU TH CORRECTED H IP ELEV COAR 
SOURCE RCVR DELTA S-- >R R- - >S TIME CCRA SRCE RCVH 
DEG KM DEG CEG SEC SEC SEC SEC 
BCXCAR A TNV 2.236 248.4 ~4TKS l 61. 2 3R. 3 l c. r - 0 . 25 -0.44 
HRDHAT ATNV 2.3R1 264 . B 340. 7 l60. I 39.96 o.o - 0.40 -o ..... 
BIL BY EUR 2,420 268.7 o . q 101.c 40.64 c.o -0.11 -0.49 
AROVAK AThV 2. 549 2B ~If 341 . 5 160.e 42.30 o . o -o. 25 - 0 . H 
AUK UVN 1. 756 417.4 3 34 .o I 52. 1 sa. R 1 v.O - 0.26 - o. 4 ) 
Bl LRY Id NV ". 42 7 4q 1.9 34 5, B !<4. 9 6B. 39 c. c - o. 17 - n. 3• 
GRFflY 11111 (" 1 fl '. 16 5 640 .4 1.0 1 el. I Ql.59 o.n -o. 2J -0. l B 
GREFLY Mil I C 5. 76'> 640 . 4 1.0 l8 l, 1 17.69 o.o - 0. 2 ! -0. I H 
CH ELY ~M 1 M '>. 765 640,4 1. 0 l 81 , I 9 9,q9 o.o - 0.23 - 0. 18 
GREE LY M(J IO 5. 765 640.4 1.0 let. I BB. 19 o.o - 0.2l - 0 . l B 
HROHA T ftf OR 6. 119 6B6.6 )4 3. 7 IU.2 94, 0B o.o - 0.40 - 0.32 
ARC'WR!<. VTU b . 34'> 705.0 34 3 .9 162,4 q6. 33 o.c - 0.25 - 0. 32 
HALFBK B~C 7 ,55 6 839. 6 354.5 173. <; 12 1.66 o.o - O.J7 - 0.27 
HALF BK RH(') 7.556 BH.6 354,5 173,<; ll4. 06 o.o -o. 31 - c.21 
HALF BK BMC 7. 556 639 .6 354.5 173. <; 126.26 o.o - o. J7 - 0. 21 
BILBY BMC 1. B34 670.4 35J.3 172. 4 l 2 o. 2 7 o.o - 0.11 - 0 . 21 
BILBY BMC 7,B34 B7C.4 353.3 17 2. 4 117. 77 o.o - 0 . 11 - 0.21 
BILBY BMO 7. B34 B70.4 353.3 172. 4 1'14.47 c.o - 0. 17 - 0.21 
HAYMKR PK CR 8,547 q49.7 ~4fKO l64.3 129.51 o.o - 0.25 - o. 23 
HR CHAT PTCR 8,636 959,6 346. 7 164. 8 130. J l o.o - 0.40 -o.oq 
YUBA PTaR B. 64 3 960,4 34 7. 4 165,6 13 7,47 o .o - C,64 - o.oq 
ARDVRK PTGR B.803 978.2 346. B 164.9 133·bb o.o - 0 .25 -Q ,Oq 
ARDVR K TR loA 9,78 2 1087.1 341.3 15B.4 146.04 c.c - 0.2 5 - 0. 11 
fl !LES (CWA 9, H5 1088.7 340.3 157.0 145. 69 o.o - 1.2B - 0. 23 
FL TLES CC•A <; . 795 IOB B. 7 340.3 1t;7. 0 148 .1 <; o. c - 0 .28 - 0.23 
FLT LES CCWA 9. 795 I OBB. 1 340.3 157. 0 l54. 79 o.o - 0. 28 -0.23 
GR EELY LON 10.251 1140.0 338. 6 155,0 I 5 I .6B o.o - 0.23 - 0, I 9 
HAYHKR EL .,_A 10,472 116 3, B 342.0 158.B 155. Z3 o.o -0.25 -o. 22 
CUP LON I C.50B 1167·9 3 J7. 7 153,8 l56.C8 o.o -0,24 - 0.19 
CUP SPr 10 , 619 II BO. 0 3 5 5. 2 l 74. 3 157,40 o.o - 0 . 24 - 0.1 0 
FLTLES PNT 10.874 1208.5 348.I I 65, 7 161 .00 o.o -0.28 -J. 12 
BOXCAR CCloA 11.001 122 3. 2 343. 4 160. l 162.12 o.o -0.25 - 0.23 
CUP TUM 11.096 1233. 3 334. e 150.2 l6B.05 o.o - 0.24 -0.01 
Fl TLE S VI C 1 1.169 1241. 7 334.5 149 . 5 l63.5e o.c - 0.28 - 0.04 
CLRWTR HWA 11. B46 1316.4 349. 1 166 .8 l 74, 25 o.o -0,54 - 0.1 1 
Bl L8Y TK"A 12 .o ll 1334 , 9 !.t, 8. b 166 . I 174. 82 c.o - o. 17 - o . l I 
BILBY TK ilA 12.013 13H,9 ]48. 6 166• I 184 .0 2 o . o - 0.17 - 0.11 
HALF8K PNT 12. 15 l 1350.6 ?4q.t lt7. 3 177,40 o.o - 0.37 -0 . 12 
HALFBK P'T 12. 15 3 1350,6 349. 6 167.3 177.40 o.o -o. 37 -0. 12 
GREELY V 1 C 12.324 1369,9 337,6 152.8 ISl.12 o.o - 0 .23 - 0 . 04 
GREELY VIC 12.324 1369.9 337. 6 152.B lB3.42 o.o - 0.23 - 0.04 
GREELY VIC 12. 324 1369.9 337 , 6 1s2.a 179 . 42 o.o -0.23 - 0 .04 
CUP PNT 12.356 13 73. l 349,0 166,5 181.44 o.o -o. 24 - 0.12 
MlSlSP IKKr~S 12.522 139 I. 7 341.9 15 7. <; 18 3 .29 o.o - 0.25 -0.16 
Fl TLE S ~cc 13. 520 1502.6 353.7 I 72 .o 196 .99 0.0 - 0.28 - 0 .14 
MISISP CK BC 14.193 1577.4 346.2 162.5 2C 3.03 o.o - 0.25 - 0.12 
FL TL ES PHC 14.447 1606.4 33C.2 142. 3 214.Bl o.o - 0 . 28 - 0.01 
FLT LES PHC 14.447 1606.4 330·2 142.3 207.Bl o.o - D.28 - 0, 0L 
GREELY MCC l4.B?8 1647,9 354,7 173. 2 214.23 o.o - o. Z3 - 0.14 
~fpfpm ~MBC 15.o15 l66B.7 346.8 16 3. 0 214.70 o.o - o. 2 5 - G.25 
GR EELY PH( 15.546 112• ,J >33.0 1'45 . ; l40. jb 0,0 -0.23 - 0.01 
GR EELY PHC 15. '546 1728. 3 33 3 . 0 l.t.5. 1 232.2b o.o - 0.23 - 0 . 01 
GRf ELY m~C 15.546 1728.J 333·0 145.:? 226.66 o.o - o. 2 3 - 0.0 I 
GREELY PHC 15 , 546 17 28. 3 333.C 14 5, l 221.% o.o - 0.23 - 0.01 
HALFBK J PAT 15. 6 32 1737 . 2 356.0 1 74. 7 242.17 o . o -o. 37 -0 .2 5 
HAlFBK J PAT 15 . 632 17 )7. 2 356.0 I 74. 7 234.B7 o.o -0.31 - 0.25 
HALF BK JPAT 15.632 1737.2 356.0 I 74. 7 226. 5 7 o.o - .:i. 37 -0.25 
HA LFBK JPAT 15. 6 32 173 1. 2 356,0 174,7 225.17 c.o -c.n - 0.25 
HALFBK J PAT 15. 632 17 37 .2 356,0 I 74. 7 222.31 o.o -J,37 -0.25 
CUP PHC 15.816 I 758 .4 332. 5 144,6 229.46 o.o - 0 .2• - 0 .01 
Fl TLE S PGBC 15.961 1774 . 1 346. J 161. 7 232.42 o.o -0.2B - 0.20 
Fl TL E S PGBC 15.%1 1774. I 346,3 161.7 22B,02 o.o -0 . 28 - 0.20 
FL TL ES FSJ l6. 7Z3 IB59 .o 343.5 l 5 7. b 237. 75 o.o - .:J, 2B - o. 17 
GREELY PGBC 11. 224 1914.J 34 7. 1 l ~ 3. 3 2se .. 6 o.o - 0.23 -0.20 
GREELY PGBC 17.224 1914.3 347.7 L0. 3 2 55 . 96 o.o - 0.2J -0.20 
GREELY PGBC 11. 2 24 1914.J 347,7 16 3.? 2H,l6 c.o -0.23 -0.20 
GREELY PGBC 17.224 1914.3 347.7 16 3. 3 243.06 o.o -0.2J - c.20 
HHFBK PGBC 17.229 1914.9 347.S 10.0 246.62 o.o -0.37 -0.20 
HALFBK PGBC 17. 229 1914.9 34 7. 5 10.0 24 3. 12 c .c - 0. 37 - 0.20 
GREELY FSJ 17. 962 1996.6 345,0 159.3 255,39 o.o -0.23 - o. 17 
GREELY FSJ 17 . 962 1996 , 6 345.D 159. 3 252. 69 o.o - 0.23 -0.11 
HALFBK S IBC 18.967 2108.5 340. 5 152 . 1 275.20 o.o -0.37 -0.13 
HALFBK SIBC 18.967 2108. 5 340. 5 152. 1 211.10 c.o -0. 37 -0.13 
HALF BK srac 18.967 2108.5 340. 5 152· 1 2b 7. 40 o.o - o . 37 -0 .13 
HALFBK s 1 ec 18.967 2108.5 340.5 152. 1 264.50 o.o -o. 37 -O.l3 
FL TLE S WH2YK 25.016 2781.7 338. 0 143.4 333. 23 o.o -0.2B -0.19 
FLTLES loH2YK 2:.Clc 2781 . 7 338.0 14 3." 325.B J o.c -0.28 - o.1q 
BOXCAR WM2YK 26.192 2912. 3 339. 3 145 . 0 355. 26 o.o -0.25 -O,l9 
BCXCAR WH2YK 26. 192 2912. 3 339. 3 145 .0 342 .56 o.o - 0.25 - 0 .19 
GREELY WH2YK 2b . 200 2913.l 339.2 1"4.9 ns.28 c.o -0.23 -0.19 
GREELY WH2YK 26 . 200 2913. I 33<;.2 144.9 336.28 o.o -0.23 -0 . 19 
GREELY COL 33.2 5 7 3698.6 3 36 . I I JO. 7 403.93 Q, J - o . 2 3 -0. 04 
GREELY COL 33.257 3698. 6 3 36, I 130. 1 399,53 o.o -o. 23 -0.04 
FORE COL 33. :24 3728.3 336.0 I JO, 3 4Cl.81 ~ Ko - 0.25 -0 . 0 4 
CUP 8RW 40 . 137 4464. 0 34C.9 126,0 457.26 o . c - 0.24 -o. o o 
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Table 2 
NTS-NE NEVA CA TEST S !TE NORTHEAST PRCFlLE 
AZCMUTH CORRECTED EL IP ELEV CORR 
SOURCE RCVR DELTA S-->R R-->S TIME CORR SRCE RCVR 
DEG KM DEG DEG SEC SEC SEC SEC 
BILBY CUNV l. t 75 186.l 15.4 1'15.7 2'1.36 o.o -0.17 
-o. 37 
FORE EKf\V 2.C83 231.3 7. l 18 7. 3 35.21 o.o -0.25 -0.44 
BCXUR EYNV 2.2'15 2 55 .o 22,7 2C 3. 5 38.70 o.o -0.25 -0.45 
S TCNE S IO•UT 2.412 268.2 51.8 233.2 39. 71 c.o -0.28 -0.41 
FOPE DUG 3.960 440.3 3t .7 22C,7 61. 02 o.o -0.25 -0.33 
BILBY SLC 4.927 547.8 40. l 222.1 77.21 o.o -0.11 -0.32 
CUP Pl21jY 7.5CO 834 .o 39.6 223.e 114,67 o.o -0.24 -0.49 
CUP PI 211Y 7,5CO 834,C 39.6 223 .8 111.77 c.c -0.24 -0.49 
-Fl TLE S LAO lo.0n 1211.9 39.2 2 26. c 158. 22 (). c -0.28 -0.20 
CUP HYMA 11.075 1231.4 34.5 220. 5 160.44 o.o -0.24 -0.22 
BILBY FRMA 11.525 1281.5 35.5 2 21. e 165.62 o.o -0.11 
- 0.11 
BILBY FRMA 11.525 1281.5 35.5 221. 8 167,42 o.o -0.11 
-o. 11 
BILBY FRMA 11. 52 5 1281.5 35.5 221. 8 183.32 o.o -0.11 -0.11 
GREELY LAO 12.047 133q,5 35.7 222.t 172.87 c.o -0.23 -0.20 
CUP ANMA 12.u2 1346.7 34.5 221. 2 174.26 o.o -0.24 -0.20 
CHRTRS RGSC 12.411 1380.5 4t.8 235.2 179.34 c.o -0.45 -0.21 
CHRTRS RGSC 12.411 1380.5 4t.8 23 5. 2 177·54 o.c -0,45 -0.21 
CHRTRS RGSD 12.411 1380. 5 46,8 235.2 l92.q4 c.c -0.45 -0.21 
HAL FBI< RGSO 12.41'1 1381.5 46.6 235.0 193.61 o.o -0.37 -0.21 
HALF BK RGSO 12.419 1381,5 46.6 235.0 179,21 o.o -0.37 -n.21 
HALF BK RGSO 12.419 1381.5 46.6 235,0 177.91 o.o -0.37 -0.21 
HALFBt< RGSO 12. 41 'l 1381. 5 4t.6 235,C lBO.'ll o.o -0.37 -0.21 
BILBY GlMA 13.371 1486.9 37.l 225.l l"l0.12 o.o -0.11 -o. 11 
BILBY G!MA 13.371 1486."l 37 .1 225.l 2Cl.52 0,0 - (). l 7 - 0.11 
CUP TSNO 13. '522 1503.7 38.8 221. l 201.28 o.o -0.24 -0.18 
CUP TSt-.D 13. 522 1503.7 38·8 221.1 205.f:18 o.c -0.24 - 0.18 
CUP TSNO 13.522 1503.7 38.8 227.l 192.08 c.o -0.24 - 0.18 
BILBY RYNO 15. 338 1705.8 3c;. 5 229.4 224 .62 o.o -0.17 -0.11 
BtLBY RYNO l':.338 t7C5,8 3c;. 5 229.4 218.82 o.c -0.17 - 0.11 
BILBY HHNC 11.320 l 926. 4 4 l. 3 233.2 243,92 o.o -0.17 -0.11 
BILBY t'l-ND 17.320 1926.4 41.3 233.2 247.02 o.o -0.17 -0.11 
FL TLES FFC lB.792 2089.4 26,2 216.7 259.33 o.c -0.28 -0.08 
BILBY EBl'T 19.363 2153.8 43.2 237.3 273 .6 2 o.c -0. 1 7 -0.11 
Bl L BY EBMT 19.363 2153.8 43.2 237.3 269.72 o.o -0.11 - 0. 11 
- BILBY EBMT 19.363 2153.B 43.2 2 37. 3 266.22 o.o -0.17 -0.11 
FL TLE S Rt<CI\ 20.039 2 2 29. 3 45.2 241.3 288.41 o.o -0.28 -0.11 
Fl TLE S Rl<Of\ 20.C39 222q,3 45.2 241.3 217. 71 o.o -0.28 -0.11 
FLTLES Rl<Cf\ 20.039 22 29. 3 45.2 241.3 275,91 o.o -0.28 -0.11 
fl TLE S Rl<Gf\ 20.039 22 29. 3 45.2 241.3 273,51 o.o -0.28 -0.11 
CCMOOR FFC 20.09'1 2234.6 24.2 214. 5 275.06 o.o -0.11 -0.00 
GREELY Rl<CN 21. 10 1 234703 42.9 238,9 285,25 o.o -0.23 -0.11 
GREELY Rt<Cf\ 21.101 2347,3 42.9 238.9 295.35 o.o -0.23 -0.11 
GREELY RKON 21.101 2347.3 42.9 238.9 288.05 o.o -0.23 -0.11 
Fl TLES FCC 24,664 2742.9 2 8. l 2 2 5. 0 322.34 o.o -0.28 -0.01 
FLT LES GWC 3C.593 340 3 .q 44,4 O~PKO 378.91 o.o -0.28 -o.oo 
FL TLE S GWC 30.5<;3 3403, 9 44.4 2!: 3. 2 375.16 o.o -0.28 -o.oo 
Cl~lCm GWC 31.601 3515.8 42.6 2 51 • l 382.93 o.o -0.17 -o.oo 
GREELY Gl!C 31.662 3522,6 42.9 251.7 383.97 o.o -0.23 -o.oo 
FLTLES SCH 36.692 40B3.l 47.4 264.7 430.11 o.o -0.28 -0.11 
FL TLES SCH 36.692 4083.l 47,4 264.7 427.ll o.c -0.28 -0.11 
cifib~ SV3CB 36.711 4085.l 47.4 2 64. 8 444.79 o.o -0.28 -0.13 
FL TLE S SV3CB 36. 71 l 4085.l 47.4 264. 8 431,1q o.o -0.28 -0. 13 
Fl TLE 5 S\/3QB 36, 711 4085.l 47,4 264.8 427.19 o.c -0.28 -0.13 
HAL FBI< SV3Cf! :n. 661 41qo.1 46ol 20.3 459.00 o.o -0.37 -0.13 
HAL FBI< SV3QB 37.661 4190.7 1,6. l 2t3.3 450.30 o.c -0.37 -0.13 
HALF Bl< SV31;8 37.661 4190.7 46 .1 263.3 443.20 o.c -o.37 -0.13 
HALF BK SV3CB ~TKStl 41qo.1 46.l 263. 3 4 35. 50 o.c - 0.37 -0.13 
GREELY SV3QA 3 7. 733 4lq8.7 46.l 263.3 438.24 o.o -0.23 -0.13 
GREEL'f S\/3QB 37.733 4lq8,7 46. l 263.3 435,94 o.o -0.23 -0 .1 3 
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Table 3 
NTS-ENE NEV AC A TEST S!TF EAST-NOR THE AST PR OFILE 
AZIMUTH CORRECT EO EL!P ELEV COR R 
SOURCE RCVR DELTA S-->R R-->S TIME CORR SRCE RCVR 
DEG Kii OEG DEG SEC SE C SEC SEC 
HR CHAT FHUT 3. 6 24 403. 2 55 .7 2 38. l 5b.38 a.o - 0.'tO - O.'t 2 
CUP FL A 4.98 1 554.2 bO,b 24't. l 78·09 o.o -o. 24 - 0.38 
CUP HCU 5. a 53 5b2.3 60.8 244.3 79.19 o.o - a.24 - 0.48 
FL TLES UBO 5.412 602.3 69.8 254 . a 85.56 o.a - 0. 2 8 - 0. 36 
HRDHAT ~krq 6.a22 6 70.0 55.2 239.2 92.78 o.a - a.40 -a.42 
BOXCAR ueo 6.169 686 .3 58.6 242.9 95.49 o.a - a.25 - 0.36 
BI LBY FGU 6.450 717.5 51 . 3 235.4 99.a9 o.a - 0. 11 - a.44 
GRE EL Y GOL e.979 999.3 11.2 2 5e. 1 l 32. 7 4 o.o - a.23 - 0.53 
YORK PllWY 9,237 la21.9 6a . 6 247.4 135. 12 a.o - o. 33 - 0.55 
111 SI SP PllloY 9.240 la28. 2 60. 7 247 .4 !35.3a c.o - 0.25 - 0.55 
AROVRK Pl'WY 9.263 1030.7 60.J 247 .0 135.89 o.o - 0.25 - 0 .55 
HYRO Pll•Y 9.267 la31.2 6C.l 246.9 145.33 a.o -a.32 -0.55 
HAYl'KR PMWY 9. 278 la32.4 60.1 24b.9 l3b. 79 a. a - a .25 - a .55 
GREELY FKCC 9.646 107 3. 7 72. 7 26a . I l41 .9b a. o -0 . 23 -0.4a 
SEDAN CYWY 9.647 1073.4 60.6 247. 7 139. 6 2 o.a -0 . 35 -a.43 
YORK HKloY la. 122 l 12b.3 59.7 24 7. l l't8.83 a.o - a. 33 -0. 33 
HISISP hKloY l a. 12 5 1126. b R~KT 247.2 148. 12 o.o - 0.25 -a. 33 
HYRAX HICloY 10.153 1129.7 59.2 24b.b 151 .95 a.a - a . 32 -o. 33 
HAYllKR hSNB 11. 51b 1288.0 58.3 246.e 168.88 a.a - 0.25 -a.21 
Cup RCC 11.951 132 9. 5 5a.7 239. 1 1 72 . 34 a.a - a .24 - o. 22 
HALF8K WNSD 13.640 1517 .9 59.3 249.7 202.35 o.o - a.H - o. 18 
HALFBK WNSC 13.640 1517 .9 R~ KP 249.7 195. 15 o.o - 0.37 - a .18 
MI S I SP · AYSD 14 .401 1602.5 58.5 249.5 21<,.H c.o - 0.2 5 -a .1 4 
HYRAX AYSO 14.431 16a5.8 58.l 249. l 214.65 o.o - o . 32 - 0.14 
HYRAX AYSC 14. 4 31 1605.8 5 8. l 249 . I 214.65 o.o - o. 32 - a-14 
ARCVRK MCSC 15 .281 l 7Ca.<, 58·9 25a. 7 216. 11 c. c - 0.2 5 - a.a5 
HAYl'KR MCSO 15.2% 11a2. 2 58.8 25a .6 218 . 76 a.a - a.2s - a . a8 
HROHAT SEMN 17.682 196 7. 7 59 . 4 25 ~ K ~ 247, 75 o.o - 0,4a - a . a5 
YORK SEMh 17.721 1972.a 59.l 2 5 3. 2 248 . 41 a.a - o. 33 -a.as 
•U SI SP SEllN 17.723 197 2. 3 59.2 253 .2 246.30 a.a - 0 .25 -a.Os 
STCNES SEMN 17.74C 1974.l 58.9 2 ~O K 5 248.a7 o.c - 0.28 -0. 05 
ARDVRK SEMN 17. 748 1975.0 59.0 2 53 .o 248.59 o.o - a.25 - O.C5 
MER MAC SEMN 17.755 1975.8 58.9 253.0 248.39 o.o -0.26 -o.a5 
HAYl'KR SEMI< 17. 763 1976 .7 58.9 2 52. 5 248.49 o.a - a.25 -0. 05 
ARl'OLC SEM N 17. 765 1976.9 58 .9 252.9 250.64 o.o - o. 31 -o .os 
YUBA SEl'h 17. 803 1981.2 59.4 253. 6 250.1 1 o.o -0.64 -o.os 
YORK ~q"k 19.069 2122.0 58.9 2 54 , 3 266.0l o.o - o . 33 -0. 06 
HNCCAR WFMN 19.164 2132.8 62.4 257.9 2b5.82 o.o - 0. 29 -0.09 
AUK wc~k 19. l b8 2133 .2 62.2 257. b 267.76 o.o - 0. 2b -0.09 
AUK tc~" l<l.168 2133.2 b2.2 2 57. 6 2 74. 06 o.o - 0 .26 -0. 09 
AUK WFMh 19.168 2133.2 62. 2 257.6 266.06 o.o - 0 .26 - 0 . 09 
AUK WFMh 19.168 2133.2 62.2 2 57. 6 27b.76 o.o - 0 .2b - a .09 
PU WFMN 19. 182 2[34.B 62.4 2 57 .9 286.82 o.o - 0. 29 - 0.0 9 
PA R WFM" l 9. I 82 2134. 8 62.4 257.9 266.42 c. o -a.29 - 0.09 
ARC\IRK CNlo S 20. 364 2266. 2 58 .8 255 .4 278.58 c.o -0.25 -0.01 
HAYMKR CNloS 2C.3BO 2267.9 58.8 2 55. 3 279.28 o.o -0.25 - 0 .01 
HROHAT NGWS 22. 4 86 2502.<, 59.0 2 57. 1 300.61 o.o - 0,40 -0.09 
MI SI SP ARloS 2 2. 52 3 2506,5 se.9 25 7 .6 30 l. 27 o.o - 0.25 -0 .08 
S fCNE S NGWS 22.545 2509.0 5e.6 251.2 304 .03 o. o -0.25 - 0.0'l 
AR Cso~ NGWS OOKRR~ 2509 .B 58.6 251;3 3Cl .66 o.o -0.2 5 -0.0'l 
MERMIC ARW S 22.555 25 10.1 5e. 1 257.4 302. 66 o.o - O.l6 - 0.08 
HAYMKR ARWS 22.563 25 11. 0 5e. 1 257.4 302.06 o.o - 0 .25 - 0.05 
YUBA NGloS 22.607 2515.8 59.0 2s1.e 3C4.78 o.o -0 . 64 -o.oq 
FLTLES OTT 30.589 3404. 7 64.l 211. e 3 74. 60 o.o -0 .28 -0 .0 2 
HIS!SP BUQ8 31.282 3481. 7 61. l 268.6 38 1. 0l o.o - 0.25 -0.04 
GREELY CTT 31. 327 3486.8 62. I 269.6 381.45 o.o -0 .23 -0.02 
FLTLES MNT JZ. 056 356B.O 63. 1 273. c 387.30 o .o - 0. 28 -0.03 
GREELY ~kq 32.BOO 3650. 7 61.9 2 7C. 9 393. 94 o.o -0.23 -0.03 
GREELY SF A 34,720 3B64.2 58.9 270.5 4 10 . 92 o.o -0.23 -0.05 
AROVRK 8GME 35.79 8 3'l8't.4 b2.9 274.5 421.4 1 o.o -0.2 5 -0.04 
FL TLES HNME 35.937 4000.0 t2.o 275,6 4 38 .87 o.o -0.28 - o .o s 
FLTLES HNME 35.937 4000.0 62.0 275.6 't25. 8 7 o.o -0.28 -0.05 
FL TLES HNME 35.937 4000.0 62.0 275,6 423.2 7 o.o - 0.28 -0.05 
FL TL ES ~kMb 35.937 4000.0 62.0 275.6 42 1. 47 o . o - 0 ·28 - a. os 
BILBY ~kMb 3t.562 4069.4 60.2 273.2 247.48 o.o - 0 .17 -o.os 
FLTLES SIC 36.591 407 2. 3 55.2 211. 1 426.16 o . a - 0 .28 -Q.06 
HALFBK ~kMb 36.628 4076.8 60,4 273. 7 437.38 c.o - 0. 37 -0 .05 
HALFBK HNME 36. t2 8 4076.8 60.4 273.1 427.88 o.o -o. 37 -0 .05 
HALF BK 1-NME 3b.62e 40 76. 8 60·4 273. 7 439.88 o.c -0.37 -0,05 
BC XCAR HNME 36.747 4090.0 60.4 273. E 436.20 o.o -0.25 -0.05 
BCXCAR "NME H.747 40'10.0 60.4 213. 8 429.00 o.o -0.25 -0.05 
GREELY SIC 37. 488 4172.1 53.7 269.4 1t3J. qo o.c -0.23 -0 ,06 
Fl TLE S HAL 39.207 4364.0 b3.8 280.2 450.a I o.o -o.za - 0.01 
GREELY HA L 39. 945 4446. l 62.3 278.4 456. 15 o.o -0.23 -0 .0 1 
FlTL ES STJ 46.026 5122.8 57.3 283. 2 564.9 1 o.o -0.28 -0.01 
GREELY STJ 46.883 5218.0 56.2 281.8 511.65 o.o -O.H -0.01 
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Table 4 
NTS-E NEVA CA TEST SITE EAST PROFILE 
AZIMUTH CORRECTED EL IP ELEV CORR 
SOUPCE RCVR DEL TA S-->R R-->S TIME CORR SRCE RCVR 
DEG KM DEG CEG SEC SEC SEC SEC 
BILBY Kl\UT 2.556 284.5 89.9 2 71. 8 41.94 a.a -a.11 -a.39 
GREELY KNUT 2.874 319.9 94.5 276.6 46.38 a.o -0.23 -0.39 
BILBY GCA 3. 54 5 394.7 90.l 272.7 56.33 o.o -0.17 -o. 30 
BILBY BXUT 5.275 587.2 82.t 266.6 79. 35 o.o -0.17 -0.38 
CLIHHR BXur 5.424 60 3. 7 84.l 268.2 el.58 c.c -0.54 -0.38 
BILBY ORCO 6.583 732. 8 84.0 269.C 97.43 o.a 
-a.11 -a.50 
CLRWTR CRCO 6. 736 749.8 85.2 270. 3 99. 56 o.c -0.54 -0.50 
BILBY TONM 7.9a7 880.2 90.0 275. 9 116. 18 o.o -0.11 -0.66 
BILBY TONM 7.907 880.2 90.0 275.9 121.48 a.a -a.11 -a.66 
CLRWTR TONM 8 .074 898.8 90.8 276.8 118.51 o.o -0.54 -0.66 
BILBY RTNM 9.349 1040.7 88.5 275.5 144.09 o.o -0.17 -0.44 
BILBY RTNM 9.349 1040.7 fl 8. 5 2 75. 5 136.09 o.o -0.17 -0.44 
CLRWTR RTN,.. 9.512 1058.9 89.2 276.4 138.03 o.o -0.54 -0.44 
BILBY Al TX 11. 496 1279.6 <; 3. 9 282.2 172.61 o.o -0.17 -0.22 
BILBY AZTX 11. 49 t 1279.6 c; 3. 9 2e2.2 169. 71 o.o -a.11 -0.22 
BILBY SKTX 12.823 1427.3 94.2 283.4 194028 o.o -o. l 7 -0.15 
BILBY SKTX 12.823 142 7. 3 94.2 283.4 187.38 o.o -0.17 -0.15 
HAYMKR 1-BCK 13.973 1555.3 92. 5 282.6 203.34 o.o -0.25 -0.ll 
HRDHAT HBGK 14.aOl 1558.6 93.3 283.4 214.69 a.o -0.40 -0.11 
BILBY 1o1MO 14.326 1594.7 94.2 284.4 205.92 o.o -0.11 -0.11 
BILBY \!IMC l4.32C 1594.7 94.2 284.4 217.82 o.o -0.17 -0.ll 
GREELY \!IMO 14.653 1631.0 94.e 2€5.3 210.05 o.o -0.23 -0.11 
GREELY WMO 14.653 1631.0 94. 8 2€5.3 235.35 c.o -0.23 -0.11 
FLTLES I.MC 14.673 1633.2 lOC.a 290.6 217.ll o.o -0.28 -o. 11 
FLTLES WMO 14.673 1633.2 100.0 290. 6 209.41 o.o -0.28 -0.11 
ARC\IRK TOOK 16.C39 1785.3 9 3. 9 2€5.3 227. 99 o.o -0.25 -0.06 
BILBY G\ITX 16.137 1796.l 99.3 290.2 236.la o.a -0.17 -0.03 
BILBY G\ITX 16.137 l 796. l 99.3 2c;a.2 232.80 o.o -0.17 -0.03 
BILBY G\ITX 16.137 l 796. l 99.3 290. 2 229.70 o.o -0.17 -0.03 
FORE TUL 16.32!: 1817.2 88.2 200. 3 2 32. 39 a.o -0.25 - 0.06 
FORE CAL 16.348 1819.5 9 c;. 4 2<JO. !: 233.0l o.o -0.25 -0.04 
BILBY DUCK 16.398 1825.2 94.7 286.2 236.59 o.o -a.11 -0.04 
BILBY DUOK l6 .3<J8 1825.2 <J4.7 286.2 231.59 o.c -0.11 -0.04 
eAv~ho AKGK 16.446 1830 .6 93.3 2 8 5. 1 233.20 o.o -0.25 -0.04 
Fl TLE S GLTX 16.849 1875.l 103.6 2 9 5. 1 239.98 a.a -0.28 -0.04 
FLTLES GLTX 16.849 1875.l 103.6 295.l 237.28 o.o -0.20 -0.04 
MISISP CTOK 17.175 1911.B c; 2. 6 284.<; 242.a8 a.a -C.25 -0.01 
GREELY KCMO 17.177 1912.0 76o5 210.0 245.0l o.o -0.23 -0.06 
GREELY KCMG 17.177 1912.0 76.5 210.c 241.31 o.o -0.23 -0.06 
GREELY KCMC 17.177 1912.0 76.5 210.0 255.71 o.o -0.23 -0.06 
AUK FAY 17. 55 0 1953.6 86.6 279. 7 246.95 o.o -0.26 -0.09 
AROVRK MPAR 18. 712 2082.9 90.7 284.2 261.07 o.o -0.25 -o.oa 
HAYMKR PVAR 19.019 2111.1 89.) 283.2 264.60 o.o -0.25 -0.05 
AROVRK CWAR 19.522 2173.l 88.4 2 82. 7 271.tl o.o -0.25 -0.03 
BUFF ENMO 20.308 2260.6 a 2 .a 21e.2 299.72 o.c -0.23 -o.os 
BUFF ENMC 20.308 2260.6 82.8 278.2 279.12 o.o -0.23 -0.05 
BUFF ENMO 20.308 2260.6 82 0 8 278.2 2e1.32 o.o -0.23 -0.05 
BILBY LVLA 20.455 2276.B 96.7 290.5 290.43 o.o -0.17 -o.oo 
BILBY LVLA 20.455 2276.8 96.7 290.s 282.63 o .o -0.17 -o.oo 
BILBY l\ILA 20.455 2276.8 96.7 290.5 280.53 o.o -0.11 -o.oo 
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NTS-E NE: VADA TEST SI TE EAST PROFILE 
AZIMUTH CORRECTED EL IP ELEV CURR 
SOURCE RCVR DELTA S-->R R-->S f!ME CORR SRCE RCVR 
DEG KM OEG DEG SEC SEC SEC SEC 
GREELY JELA 20. 809 2316.0 98.0 292.C 30 5. 56 o.o -0.23 -0.01 
GREELY J ELA 20.809 2316.0 98.0 292.0 2'10.86 c.o -0.23 -0.01 
GREELY JELA 2C. 80'1 2316.C 98.C 292. 0 285.46 o.o -0.23 -0.01 
GREELY CGM 21.356 2377.3 Bl. 7 278. 2 281.04 o.o -0.23 -0.03 
GREELY OXF 22.023 2451. l 8<;. l 285. l 2 q 7. 84 0. ') -0.23 -0.02 
AROVRK JSTN 22.100 2460. l 85.3 281.8 300.'11 o.o -0.25 -0.03 
HAY"4KR JSTN 22.106 246(1.8 85.3 2 81. 7 298.91 0.0 -'J. 2 5 -0.03 
M 1 SI SP CVTN 23.065 2567. 5 84.7 28 l. 9 3C8.4l o.c -0.25 -0.04 
ti!LBY EUAL 23.437 2608.7 9 2. l 288. 4 311.42 o.o -0.11 -0.01 
BILBY EUAL 23.437 2608.7 '12.1 288.4 317.82 o.o -o .11 -0.01 
GREELY EU2AL 23.737 2642.1 92. 3 288.9 348.36 c.c -0.23 -o. 01 
GREELY EU2AL 23.737 2642.1 9 2. 3 2A8.9 342.16 0.0 -0.23 -0.01 
GREELY EU2AL 23.737 2642.l 92. 3 288.9 333.86 o.o -0.23 -0.01 
GREELY fU2AL 23.737 2642.1 92.3 288. 9 314. 56 c.o -0.23 -0.01 
AROVRK MMTN 24.528 2730.4 84.3 282.5 321.26 0. 'J -0.25 -o. 0'1 
BILBY CPO 24.530 2730.6 84.2 282. 5 321.3(' o.o -0.17 -0.13 
BIL RY CPO 24.530 2730.6 84.2 282.5 327. 50 o. 0 -0.11 -o. 13 
BILBY CPO ?.4.530 2730.6 84.2 282.5 322.70 o.o -0.11 -o. l 3 
HR CHAT MMTN 24.535 2731. 2 84.6 282. 9 33 a. 52 o.o -0.40 -o.cc; 
HALFBK CPO 24.726 2752.4 84.6 283. 1 337. 70 0. (' -0.37 -0.13 
HALF SK CPO 24.726 2752.4 84.6 2 83. 1 326.20 0. I) -o.37 -0.13 
HALF BK CPO 24.726 2752.4 84.6 28 3. 1 323. 10 o.c -0.37 -0.13 
DUMONT AX2AL 24.858 2767.0 Ql.O 288.4 329. 16 o.o -0.19 -0.05 
DUMONT AX2AL 24.858 2767.C 91.0 288.4 326. 56 0 ·" -0.19 -0.05 DUMONT AX2AL 24.858 2767.0 91.0 288.4 324. 86 o.o -0.19 -0.05 
FL TLES AX2AL 25.(153 2788.5 94.2 292.0 339.37 o.o -0.20 -'J.05 
FLTLES AX2AL 25.053 2788.5 94.2 292. 0 326.47 o.c -o. 28 -0.05 
STONES WTTN 25.056 2789.l B2. 6 2 Bl. 5 326.92 o.o -0.28 - .o. 10 
GREELY AX2AL 25.142 2798.5 '11. 2 288.9 337.82 o.o -0.23 -0.05 
GREELY AX2AL 25.142 2798.5 91. 2 288. 9 327.72 o.o -0.23 -0.05 
GRF.EL Y AX2AL 2 5. 142 2 79 8. 5 91. 2 288.9 329.92 o.o -0. 23 -o. 05 
CUP ATL 26.078 2c;oz.9 R8.6 287.2 315.50 o.o -o. 24 -O.Ob 
GREELY ATL 26.367 2934.'1 88.7 287.6 338.31 o.o -0.23 -0.06 
MI SI SP GDVA 27.035 300'1.4 79.0 280.0 344.17 o.o -0.25 -o.oa 
CUP BLWV 27.482 3059.2 77.9 279.4 311. 93 o. 0 -o. 24 -o. 14 
CUP BL kV 27.482 30 59.2 77.9 279.4 353. 33 o.o -0.24 -0.14 
CUP BLWV 27.482 3059.2 77. 9 279.4 348.23 o.o -o. 24 -0.14 
IHLBY BLWV 27.484 3059.4 77.8 279. 3 348.09 a.a -o. 1 7 -0.14 
GREELY SLA 28. 539 3176.8 79.l 281. 3 358.12 c.c -0.23 -0.14 
FL TLES AENC 28.'119 3219.0 85.0 287. 2 384.38 o.o -0.28 -0.04 
FL TLES AENC 28.919 3219.C 85.0 287. 2 406.38 o.o -O.Z8 -0.04 
FL TLES AENC 28.919 3219.0 85.o 287. 2 359.38 o.o -0.28 -0.04 
GREELY A ENC 29.214 3252.C 82. 5 284. 5 3 79. 03 o.o -0.23 -o. 04 
GREELY A ENC 29.214 3252.0 82.5 284. !: 362.93 o.o -0.23 -0.04 
DUMONT 8EFL 29.538 3287.5 96.0 294.9 36 7. 50 c.n -0.19 -o.oo 
HALF BK BEFL 29.751 3311.2 96.2 295. 3 415. 32 o. (l -0.37 -o.oc 
HALFBK BEFL 29.751 3311.2 96.2 295.3 39 l. 12 '). 0 -0.37 -o.oo 
HALFBK 8EFL 29.751 3311.2 96.2 295. 3 369.22 o.o -o. 37 -o.oo 
GREELY BEFL 29. 8 36 3320. 6 96. 1 295. 3 423. 26 o.o -0.23 -o.oo 
GREELY BEFL 29.836 3320. t: 96.l 295. 3 402.lb o.o -0.23 -o.oo 
GIU:HY BEFL 29.836 3 32 0. 6 96. 1 295. 3 3 86. 06 o.o -o. 23 -o.uu 
GREELY BEFL 29.836 3 320. 6 %.1 29 5. 3 375.'16 o.o -0.23 -o.oo 
fl TLES BEFL 29.856 3322. 6 98. 5 298.0 430.22 o. 0 -0.28 -o.oo 
FL TL ES BEFL 29.856 3322.6 9e. 5 298.0 38 2. 22 o.o -0.28 -o.oo 
FL TLES REH 29. 8.56 3322.6 98.5 298.0 369.62 o. (I -0.28 -o.oo 
BILBY ORFL 3C. 359 3378.9 96. 1 295.4 374. 83 o. 0 -0.17 -o.oo 
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Table 5 
NT S- SE N<VACA HSI SI TE SOUTHEAST PR CF!LE 
All~rqe CORRFC T Fil EL! P ELEV COPF< 
SOU RC( RCVR OHTA S-- >R R--> S TIME CORR SR([ RCVR 
or r, KM DEG CtG SfC SFC SEC st c 
FORE HCN 1. 511 167.CJ l~ n I Eg J,£ 0, 1 21. 'B c.o -oKz~ -o. 17 
HOXCA"' KGH 1. t !5 O~D .o llo. o 10 9. 5 "1. II a.a -MKO~ -O.l4 
RCXO• •Gt.I l.6,5 2 f) 3. 0 IL H.O •C <;. ~ H.bl o.c - M KO~ - 0. 24 
CUP S!1A/ 2.102 300 . ~ 1 22 . q 104. t 4t4 . nc; J.C - O.l• - o. 1 d 
CUP g~ "' 4 . on "4 7. I 12 J. q Jrt. 3 SUK~T oK~ - o . z• - fl . 2Q (UP J RAZ 4 . 021 441. 3 12 ~K q 1C6 • 3 62. C'j 7 o.c -o.7• - o . 2q 
CUP L GAZ ... ~SR 507 . A 12 ~ K 4 Jr 8. 0 78. q 7 c.o - 0 . 2• -~ K 4ri0 
CUP LGAZ "". 56., 507.8 12:. 4 30d.C 74 .27 C.G - 0 . 24 - 0 .4 0 
CUP LG4Z 4.565 507. 8 12 5. 4 3oa.o 1~K 5 1 c .c -o.z• - o.-c 
BI LBY I FC 4. 76 7 5 lO. 3 1Z4. J 307. I 1).60 o.o - c. 11 - 0. ]J 
HALFBK TFC 5 . G94 506.6 1z~ K 1 l ("R , C 7A . 39 o.c - o. J1 - J .B 
HAL FeK TFC 5.094 566.6 125.1 JC 8. C 8.l. 34 o.o - J .)7 
- 0 . 33 
HALF8K TFC 5.094 566 .6 12 5 . I JC 8. 0 85.69 o.o - 1.37 - 0 . 33 
HAL Fe• TFC 5.094 566.6 12 ~K l 3C6.0 81. 19 o.c -o. 37 - o . 33 
ecxo• TFO 5. 1 e6 576·8 l H .O JC 1. 1 79. 71 o.c - 0. 2 5 -o. 33 
eoxco IFO s. t eti 576.8 12 4.0 JC7. 1 80.21 o.o - 0.25 - 0.lJ 
8CXOR TF O 5. 1 e6 576.8 124.J JC 7. 1 86. 51 oK~ - o.zs - o. 33 
CUP GEAZ s .61q 62 5 .o l z s. l 308. 3 90.63 o.c - o.z 4 - o . 33 
CUP GEH 'j. Cl G 6Z5.0 lZ 5. l 3J8.3 94. z 3 0.c - ·). 74 - o . 33 
CUP CEAZ 5 .Cl9 6 2 5. 0 1 O~K 1 ~lti K 3 e s . 33 o . c - 0 .2 4 - o. 33 
fl TLE S TFC 5 . 905 656 . 5 l3t.C J l d .9 eq. 49 o . o -o. 28 -0.13 
OCRMSf sv;z t. 3C3 7 c l. 3 114 . <; Z<;<;.C <;~KUR o.c - O.Z 7 - L) .4 H 
HRCHAT SVt.Z 6.H7 111.a !lb. 4 3C0.4 <;8. 02 oK ~ - o. 4n -0.4B 
CUP TUC b .48 1.t 720.8 lH.5 ~ 19. 5 Q0.64 o. c - c . 7.4 -o. 72 
HAL FBK TUC 6.74 6 751) . !) l 36. l 31 ' · z l c o . 51 o . c - J. 37 - 0.2 2 
Ao~liC l"l fy~ 0 . 9H: 169 .4 11 <;.4 JO. 5 106.82 o.c - 0 . 31 - o . 37 
DORMSE •i~M 6. 918 TS~KT 119.4 103. 6 105.46 o . o - ·) . 21 -o. n 
HRDH4T "L'" 1. c25 101 . 5 l ZC.t 304. E 1 14 . l 3 o.o -C . 40 - o. 37 
HROHAT IKi~ .... 1.ozs 7B l. 5 120 . 6 304 .e 105.03 v.o - 0.4() - o. 31 
FL TL ES TUC 7. 10<; 856 . 9 143.2 326. 4 114. !l o . o - 0.28 -o . 2Z 
DCPl"S' TC'• B.CC 2 B91). 3 l 16.i 301. 1 lZ4.06 o.o - cK~~ - o. 34 
OORHSE TCNH 8 . 014 il9 l . 7 116.2 301. l l 2z.2q o.v -o.z1 -a . 3• 
CC•CCP TC'" e . 06q 89 7.7 116. t 3C l. e lZ3.e9 o . o - 0 . 11 - o . 3' 
HR OHAT TCNH g. 112 902.5 l l 7. = JC z. 2 1Z2.H c.c - 0.4C - 0. 34 
HRCHT TCM< 8 .112 902 . 5 117. 3 3C2.2 119. 6e o . o - 0.40 - o . 34 
DORMS• LCN• Q.OJ2 1004.9 118· 0 303.4 l)q.;4 o.o - J.30 - 0 . 35 
BIL BY LC'" 9.C39 1005 . 6 l 18 .I 30J . ! 133.98 c.o -0.17 -0.35 
DORMSE lC 'M 9.045 lC06 .2 118.0 JO 3. 4 l J5. 2 7 c.o -.1. z 7 - o. 35 
CUP LCN• 9.095 101 1.s 118 . 5 ~C:!K~ l J 5 . 81 c. o - o. 24 - 0 . 35 
HROHA T iC~e 9 ' 14 7 101 7 .6 11 8 . q 304 . 3 lJ6.65 o . o - 0.40 - 0. 35 
BCXCAR LC'" qK4~R 1051 .9 llB . 1 303.7 14 1.29 o.c -o .z 5 - 0. 35 
BOXC AR LC'" 9.455 1051. 9 118.1 3CJ.7 140-l <; o.o - J. 2 5 - J. 35 
BCXCAR LC 'M 9 . 455 1051.9 118. 1 3CIJ. 7 151. 59 (1 . 0 - o . zs - C.J5 
CUP EPT ,.524 1059 .4 121.4 3C6.e 146 , 30 o.c - o .z4 -0. 2 7 
OCRMSE EPTX q. 75 1 1084.8 118 . 5 304 .2 l 46.9 7 o.c -0.2 7 -0.36 
HR011AT EPTX 9 . 855 1096.3 119.4 )05. 1 14 7. 04 o.o - U.40 - 0. 36 
FLT LE S L"H 10 .000 1112. 2 1 25 . 5 311. 1 149.67 o.o - 0 . 28 - ·::>. ~ s 
FlllE S lCN" l o.ooo 1112. 2 \ ZS . 5 31 l. l 162 . 21 o.o - o .z s - 0 .1 5 
DCRMS ' EFT X 10. 15 7 1196.6 119 . 7 105 . e 161. zs 1.0 - 0.30 - 0. JZ 
alo~pb !:F f X l~K 76<; 1198.C I l 9. 1 3C5.e 161. Z I o.o - o. 27 - ·? · 32 
HROHAT EF T x lO. e 76 ll09.8 120 . 5 106 .6 161. 6H o.o - [) . lii (i - u .3l 
HROHA I HI X 10.876 lZ09.8 120 . 5 J C6 . 6 15>. 48 o.o -oK•~ - o. 12 
eoC~Aq d~~- l l. l 9Z 1245 .4 112 .t 2 <;<; . 6 166.47 o.c - 0.40 - 0. 2J 
HRDHAT d~~e 11. l 9z 1245. 4 112. 6 2<;9.6 l6J. 71 o. o - o . 40 - 0.2J 
alo~pb SH TX ll.BOS 1313 .6 l l 7. 5 304. 3 175. q9 o. o -o .z1 - O.Z4 
eoC~Aq B~K qu 11. <;OS 1 J24. e 118. z 30 5.1 175 .76 o . c -0 .4 0 - o . 24 
CUP FOI X 12. 6<;6 1412.6 115 •"' 302.<; lA7.07 o.o -o. 24 -0 . 20 
CUP FOTX 12.6% l41Z.6 115.4 302. <; 196. ll o.c -0.24 - 0. zc 
cc•co• SA4TX l J. 182 1466.9 109.3 291.6 z 11. 05 a.a - 0.1 7 - o . 1 e 
CCHOOR SA4TX D.182 1466. <; 10<;. 3 Z97 . 6 zo2 . 25 o.o -v.11 - 0 . 18 
CC•OO• SAHX 13 •I BZ 1466.9 1')9.? Z'7.6 1 <;7. 15 o.c -o. l 7 - 0. l B 
CC•GDR SA4TX l '.182 l466.<; 10<;. 3 2<;7 .6 191 . 15 o.o - C.11 -0.18 
S TCNES SS TX ll.376 l4BB.o l 17. 5 JCS. l l G5. 56 o.o - o.za - 0.16 
eol~Aq SS TX ll . 505 1502 . 4 118. 1 3C5.7 l 99.]4 c.o - 0 ,40 -0 .16 
HROHAT SS TX 13.505 lSOZ .4 118.1 305. 1 196.84 o . o - 0.40 - c. 16 
CGMODR STZTX 15. 160 1686.q 109. 7 2 <;<;. 0 119.80 o. o - 1. 17 - o. 13 
((MO OR ST 2TX 15. 160 1686.9 109. 1 299.0 Zl l.80 o.c - O.l7 -0 . 13 
CCHO OR ST 21X 15 . !tO 1686.9 109 . 7 2>9 . 0 216. 20 o.c - 0 . 11 - o . 13 
CCHOC• GRZTX 15 •L BS 1690.0 10<;. 1 2<;<;. 0 OP?KD~l o. c - 0 .11 -o. 12 
CCHOO P G•ZTX l 5 . l BB 1690 .o 1eq .1 2o;9,o 2zq.41 o.c - 0 .11 - o . l z 
CC•OCR GR2 TX ts . 1 ee 1690.0 l 09. 7 2<;<; . c z22.0 1 O. ? - ·0 , 1 7 -o.1z 
cc•oc• GR2TX 15. 186 1690.C 10<;,7 Z<;9. 0 2 18. 31 o.c - 0 .1 1 - O·ll 
CCHOCP GR2TX 15. 1 SB 169) .o 109.7 299.0 2 16.71 o.o - 0.11 -0 .12 
C CHOCR GRl TX 15.215 1693 .o l OG. 7 2<;9 . 0 2 19.0l o.c - 0. 11 -o.1z 
CC~ll• GR! TX 15. 2 l 5 1693 .o 109. 7 Z>9 . 0 2 17 . 11 c.c - 0 .17 - 0.12 
CGHOCP STITX 15.249 1696.S 109. 7 2 <;9. 1 222.11 o.o - 0. 1 7 - O. lZ 
cc~oo• SI lT> 15 .Z49 1696.8 109.7 z <; 9. 1 2 11.31 o.o -0 .17 -o. 1 z 
GHELY JCT 15.368 1110 . 0 111. 4 3i} Q . 1 221. 8 J o . o - 0 .2J - o . l 3 
AROVRK LP TX 1 5 . 184 1756 . 0 115.l 31'4 . l zz5 . eq o.o - 0.25 - 0. 06 
HRCHAT I PTl 15 . 816 l 7et:i. 3 115.6 30•. e Zl6 . 54 o.c -C.40 - 0 . 06 
AROVWK SJTX 17.668 1965 .5 111 .1 300.6 251.82 o.o -C.25 -': . Ll3 
l"IA.0HA1 SJIX 17.165 19H. Z 11 7. 5 JC 7. l zr, z. le o.o - J.40 -c.01 
FLILES SJTx 18 . 558 l0b'. ~ l?C.9 ll~ K d ZH.H ).0 - o.za - -). 0 J 
Flllt S SJll n.s5e z~o•K z f w CK ~ ~1MKa 201.10 o.c -o . z~ - 0 . o ' 
flllES SJ1' 1U K ~-~ 10b•.? IZC.• 'l c. ~ Zol. oC o • .; -).78 - 0,0J 
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Table 6 
Temporary Station Locations 
Gasbuggy West Profile 
Site Latitude Longitude Elev. 
No. (km) 
Tl 36° 43.1' N 113° 04.2' w 1.500 
T2 36° 43.2' 113° 20. l' 1.347 
T3 36° 41.5' 113° 36.3' 1.539 
TS 36° 37.5 1 114° 14.2' o. 725 
1 36° 37.63' 114° 51.67' 0.975 
2 36° 37' 48" 115° 18' 17" 1.579 
3 36° 35.26' 115° 47.86' 1.067 
4 36° 35.65' 116° 4.35' 1.024 
5 36° 38.65' 116° 20.82 1 0.927 
6 36° 34.37' 116° 39. 7 5' 1.006 
7 36° 35.31' 117° 6.60' 1. 676 
8 36° 32.44 1 117° 31. 86 I 2.012 
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Tab le 7. 
GASBIJGGY ~bpq PKOFlLE 
AZIMUTH COKRECTCD EL lP E:l EV CORR 
SOUFICE RCVR DEL TA S-->R R-->S TIME CORR SRCE RCVR 
DEG KM DEG DEG SEC SEC SEC SEC 
GASBGY USGS l C.768 85.4 2 77. 5 96.9 14.74 c.o -0.19 -0.36 
GASBGY USGS 2 1.256 139.8 276.6 <:i 5. 7 23.25 o.o -0.19 -o. 33 
GASBGY IJSGS 3 1.521 169.3 27<:i.5 c;a.3 27.83 o.o -0.19 -0.35 
GASBGY USGS 3 1.521 169.3 279.5 c; a. 3 29. 52 Q,O -0.19 -0.35 
GASeGY USGS 4 l. 9 32 215 • .:i 277.9 <;6.5 35.28 c.o -0.19 -o. 33 
GASBGY USGS 5 2.749 306.0 269.5 E7.4 50.17 o.o -0 .19 -0.44 
GASBGY USGS 5 2.749 306.0 269.5 87.4 46.47 c. :J -0.19 -0.44 
GASBGY USGS 6 3.153 351.C 268. 8 86.5 57.31 () .o -0.19 -0.4C 
GASBGY USGS 6 3.153 351.C 268.8 86.5 52.71 u.O -0.19 -C.40 
GASeGY GCA 3. 5 30 39 3. Q 276.l 93.5 57.92 c.c -o. 19 -0.29 
GASE!GY USGS 7 4.516 50 2. 7 276,0 S2. 6 77.50 o.o -0, L 9 -0.37 
GASBGY USGS 1 4.516 502.7 276.0 92.6 71.44 o.o -0.19 -0.37 
~ApBdv USGS 1 4.516 502. 7 276.C S2. 6 ac.20 o.o -0.19 -0.37 
GASBGY L.SGS 1 4. 516 502.7 276.0 92.6 70.94 o.o -<J.19 -0.37 
GASBGY Kt\UT 4.520 5 ·J3. l 276.J 92.7 86.43 o.o -0.19 -0.38 
GASE!GY Kl'>LJT 4.520 503.l 276.0 c;2. 1 11. 23 o.o -(J. 19 -0.38 
GASBGY KNL.T 4.520 503.l 276.0 S2, 7 BC. 73 o.o -0 .19 -0.38 
GASBGY Tl 4.711 524.4 212. 2 ee.1 73. 99 c.o -0.19 -0.32 
GASBGY T2 4,923 548.l 272.3 ee.1 76.92 o.o -0.19 -0.29 
GASBGY T5 5.651 629 ~ l 271.6 E7.4 86.55 o.o -0.19 -o. 16 
GASE!GY CQNV 5.918 658.8 284.l <:i9. 7 97.62 o.o -0.19 -0.39 
GASE!GY CQNV 5.918 658.8 284.l <:i9. 1 88.42 o.c -0.19 -0.39 
GASBGY CQNV 5.918 658.8 284.l <;9. 7 90.82 (I. 0 -o. 19 -0.39 
GASE!GY CONV 5.918 6 5a. e 284,l S9,7 112.02 o.o -0.19 -0.39 
GASBGY l 6.153 684.9 2 71. 8 87.2 94.40 o.o -0.19 -0.21 
GASBGY l 6.153 684,S 2 71. 8 87.2 92,9C o.o -o .19 -0.21 
GASl!GY l 6.153 684.9 211. 8 e1.2 111.60 c.o -0.19 -0.21 
GASBGY l 6.153 684.9 271.8 e1.2 102.20 o.o -o .19 -0.21 
GASeGY BCN 6. 195 689.6 265.8 81.3 106.64 o.o -0.19 -0.17 
GAS!!GY BCN 6.195 689.6 265.8 81.3 94.04 o.o -o .19 -0.17 
GASl!GY 8CN 6.195 689.e 265.8 81.3 114 . 44 o.o -o .19 -0.17 
GASl!GY l VN 6.423 715.0 26 7.3 82.t: 107.58 o.o -0.19 -0.13 
GASBGY 2 6,509 724.6 212.0 87.2 107 .37 c.o -0.19 -0.34 
GASBGY 2 6.509 724.6 212.0 E7.2 98,97 o.o -0.19 -o. 34 
GASBGY 2 6.509 724.6 212.0 e 1.2 ss. 27 o.o -0.19 -0.34 
GASBGY 3 6.908 768.9 271.8 86.7 12 3. 38 o.o -0.19 -0.23 
GASBGY 3 6. 908 768,9 271.8 at:. 1 113.48 o.o -0.19 -0.23 
GASBGY 3 6.908 768.9 271.8 86.7 104.68 o.o -0.19 - 0.23 
GASBGY 3 6.908 768.9 271.8 86.7 103.78 o.o -0. l 9 -0.23 
GASBGY 4 7.128 79 3. 5 272.0 86.7 116.99 o.c -0.19 -0.22 
GASBGY 4 7.128 793.5 272.0 86.7 1C7.79 o.o -0.19 -0.22 
GASBGY 4 7.128 793,5 272.0 86.7 106.09 o.o -0.19 -0. 22 
GASE!GY GLA 7.231 804.'o 242.3 57.9 108.27 c.o - 0.19 -0.14 
GASBGY GLA 7.231 804.'o 242.3 ~TK9 117.77 o.o -0.19 -0.14 
GASE!GY 5 7.346 817. 7 272.5 E7.0 130. 71 o.o -0.19 -0.20 
GASBGY 5 7.346 817. 7 272.5 87.0 114.21 o.o -0.19 -0.20 
GASBGY 5 7.346 817.7 272.5 87.0 111.41 o.o -0.19 -0.20 
GASBGY 5 7.346 8 17. 7 272.5 u. 0 12C.51 c.c - 0.19 -0.20 
GASBGY 5 7.346 817. 7 272. 5 E7.0 109.51 o.o - 0.19 -0.20 
GASBGY 5 7.346 817.7 272. 5 E7.0 115.41 o.o -o. 19 -0.20 
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GASBuGGY r.l:: ST PRCFILE 
AZIMUTH Cllf<KE'CTED HIP !:LEV CORR 
SOURCE !<CVR DELTA S-->R R-->S TI Mt: CURR SRCE !<CVR 
DEG KM DEG CtG SEC Sf'C SEC SEC 
GASBGY wZl\V 7. 48 ') 832.c 283.4 97. 8 137.76 v•V - o. 19 -0.45 
GASeGY \.lt\V 7.48C tl 3 2. 6 2113. 4 <;7. 8 111.36 0 • G -0.19 -0 .45 
GASBGY 6 7 • 6C 3 846.4 272. 0 Ec.4 134.49 u. ·J - c .19 - 0.22 
GASBGY 6 7.603 846.4 272 .c 8t.4 124.59 '.). 0 -0. 19 -0. 22 
GA se o t "f.6 .'j3 846.4 2 7 2.." !:6.4 11 c; • 4'1 o.o -c. 19 -u.22 
GASeGY 6 7. 6C3 84C:,4 272 . c 86.4 118.59 c.:i - 0. 19 -(;.22 
GASEC.Y GSC 7.9 '":0 879.3 2t2.9 7 7. 2 1OSKP~ -.: .J -C.1'7 -0.21 
GASeGY GSC 7.9(;(; 879.3 2t2.9 77. 2 l 21... l r; 0 .C· - 0.19 -0.21 
GASEGY GSC 7 .908 879. 3 2t2. c; 77.2 117.3 C 0 . E~ - 0.19 - 0.21 
GASBGY 7 7. 91: 2 cl!J6. 3 27 2. 3 t6.4 13..:. :> 7 c.o -c· . 19 -0 .04 
GASEGY I 7.962 886.3 272.3 86.4 124.57 2.0 - o . 19 - ~1 KM4 
GASP.GY 7 7.962 886. 3 272. 3 c6.4 122.97 c.:: - (.. 19 -C..04 
GASeGY 7 7. 962 cl86. 3 272.3 E6.4 12 l. 9 7 c a f~ - C.19 - U.C4 
GASBGY 7 7. '762 686.3 272.3 E6.4 119.57 0. l' -..; • l 9 - 0.04 
GASeGY 7 7.962 '3 8 t. 3 2 72.: E6.4 llE.97 c.c - 0.19 - 0. 04 
GASBGY 8 8.3C3 924.3 272 .1 86.C 143.·': 7 ~ .1) - 0. 19 - 0.44 
GASeGY 8 8. 3 (,3 924.3 272 .1 86.C 128.'<7 c.c - C'.19 - 0.44 
GASeGY 8 8.3L'3 924.3 27 2 . l 86.(' 125.37 c. (' - \,). 19 -(•. 44 
GASeGY 8 8.303 924.3 272.l ll6. c 123.87 c.c - 0. 19 - 0.44 
GASEGY CLC 8.437 939.2 2G7.3 e l . l l4c.,4 (.' . J - ~1K 19 -0.17 
GASeGY CLC tl. 4 3 7 9 3<;. 2 267.3 8 1. l 1 31: .• 44 c... ~ - (J.19 -0.17 
GASBG'r CLC 8.437 939.2 267.3 f 1 • l 124.74 u ·~ .. - 0.19 - '). l 7 
GASl!GY PU1 8. '.>84 9DK>RK~ 2 51.' . 2 t4. t 14 7. 84 u.:i -<::. 19 -0.37 
GASl!GY PU1 8.584 '15 5. 3 2 5':. 2 64.t U6.tl4 l.l • (J - 0 . 19 -(. 3 7 
GASeGY PU' s. 5e4 955.3 2 5(:. 2 64.6 15 7. 94 '"' . ') -u.19 -0 .37 
GASHGY RVR 8.72tl 97 l. 4 255.2 t<;.3 14'<. 0 i; c.c -c. 19 -0.06 
GASBGY I{ l/R 8. 72 8 9 7 l. 4 255.2 t <;. 3 129,65 ·J. 0 - 'l .19 -0.06 
GASEGY ewe 8. 7 51 9 7". l 2 7 1. 7 85. 2 13C.16 c . (: - 0. 19 -f' .35 
GASBGY CwC 8.751 974.l 211.1 85.2 147.76 (). c. -c. 19 -0.35 
GASE!GY c ... c c.751 97 4. l 271.7 e5.2 l 4C. l h 0 .0 - 0.19 -0.35 
GASeGY ewe tl. 751 9 74. l 271. 7 85.2 132.'lb c.o -C .19 -'.). 35 
GASEGY cr.c 8.751 c; 74. l 27 1.7 85.2 131.76 (. .o - 0. 19 - 0.35 
GASE!GY BAR e.754 974.( 245.7 61", . 3 140. 7 0 '). !) - 0. 19 -c .. l l 
GASBGY BAR 8.754 974.0 245. 7 t:C.3 129.JO u. \.:' - 0.19 -(I. 11 
GASBGY MNNV 8.864 986.6 2 IJ4. 7 <; 8. 0 16 ::. . 68 v.o - Cl. 19 -o. 33 
GASEGY MNN\' 8.864 9Bc.t 2 84. 7 <;8.0 131.38 o.c. -v.19 -C .33 
GASEGY fl.Nt\V tl.8b4 9tl I). 6 2 fl4. 1 S8.0 129.28 c. 'J - 0.19 - (.'. 33 
GASBGY I SA 9. l 72 102 1.0 266.9 ec.3 14C.84 0. I") -(; .19 -c. 16 
GASBGY ISA 9.172 l J 21. c 2b6.9 H•J. 3 137.84 o.c - o. l 9 -0.16 
GASBGY ISA 9.172 lC21.J 266.9 80.3 1.35.C.4 IJ. 0 -~K19 -0.10 
GASBGY MwC c; .185 1(12 2. 3 257.8 7 1. 5 172 . 43 o.o - v.19 -c. 37 
GASeGY MwC 9. 18 5 l •J 2 2. 3 257.8 7 l. 5 135.53 c. c - o. 19 -o . 37 
GASBC,Y PAS 9.298 lC 3 4. 9 257.5 71.2 l72.J5 o.o - J. 19 -0.06 
GASEGY PAS <;.298 1034.9 257.5 71. 2 l 3 IJ. •) 5 l). j -0.19 -0.1)6 
GASffY wOY 9.460 105 3 .C· 267.6 E0. 7 l4l.6C c.o - Q. 19 -c.11 
GASE!CY I.DY 9 .46C lC 5 3. CJ 26 7.6 80.7 13'1.4(; o.c -f). 19 -0.11 
GASBGY ~qC 9.c65 1075.8 262.7 7 5. c; 142.l!C o.c - o. 19 -0.21 
GASE!GY JAS l J .61.5 l ldl.6 280.tl 92.B l'.;5.81 u.u - 0. 19 - 0 . l 0 
GASeGY JAS lC.615 1181 . t ze~ .. 8 '72. 8 158.11 (J. c -0. 19 -o. 10 
GASEGY JAS l ". 6 l. 5 1181.6 28C.tl <;2. 8 156.91 0. 'J - 'J. 19 -\) . 10 
GASBGY JAS l C.6 15 11a1.t 21JC.8 <;2. 8 156.ll c.c -0. 19 -0.lti 
GASBGY SYP 10.617 1181.8 262. l 74.7 156. 73 u .r. -0. 19 -0.28 
GASBGY Pt{ I 10 .860 12u d.9 2 71. 2 H.2 162.75 c. :; - o. 19 - 0.20 
GASl!GY PR I 1C.86J 12 ·)8 ,9 2 71. 2 e3.2 lc5.l5 c.a -v.19 -0.26 
GASE!GY PR I lC. tl 60 12JS. 9 271. 2 f3.2 lb2.45 0.0 - c .. 19 -0.26 
GAStlGY SL C 11.23) l l 50 . 4 276 .2 d7.8 1CTK ~D l o.c - o . 19 - 0.lC 
GAS8CY f"~E 11. 56 1 12b 7. 0 277 . 6 ~ :! • 9 1 SUKS~ (.0 - 0 . l c; -.: • 2 8 
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Table 8 
MODt:L Y L KN f- l ·~ 
DEPTH!ll RAC(!) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
H 
9 
l <"· 
11 
1 2 
l 3 
14 
l ') 
16 
17 
18 
l <; 
2 '1 
6 ~ . ... .... 
.;. 2 .. . ,- ,.. 
3 7 5. ' ',. 
2 2 ·, . ·' -. 
l':i5. ·1: 
l 5 ,_ • J l 
14 R K ~ ·g 
1 32 . 
I 2 K~I K ·>-
1 :: 8 . ... -
8 b. : ( 
d:S . -, , 
46. :: ·~ 
~ 2 . {~ I 
2 l . - ( 
l '(. ·, 
<; . : . ' 
0 . -· ~ 
• 5 '. 
' ,; . '. 
5 7 7 1 • ') ·, 
SS ':>l. ; 
?S96. <:. 
6 1 '> 1 • ,_,. '. 
b 2 1 6. ' .. 
6 2 2 l • ·~ ' 
6226. :> 
6239 . ' , 
S OR1K DD•~ 
·"J2b3 •. 
() 2 8 5 . ;· ,· 
h2 0 6 . ·- l 
6325 .':' 
63 2 '1. 
63 ') ) . , 
f,3 6 2 . 
6 3tu . · 
6 37 .. ':J· 
(, 3 7 1 • 
Vt. L I I l 
s o 6 I 
l1 KD:> ~K 
K • ':> ·•. '·. 
~K f) : 4 
;:l.47 :· 
a . { ..: 
ti . j 5 ,. 
d . 3 j 
8 . 3 "; · 
8 . 4 2··· 
R.1 1 . 
6 . · n ~ 
7 O i~ ' · 
7. 2( -. 
f.: . l ' ,. 
t) . 7 DD 
':i . 00 D 
'J . 000 
1. 400 
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Tab l e 9 
MODEL HUDSBY 10 
I DEPTH( I ) RAO (I I VEL< I I 
l 600.00 5771.GO 9. 600 
2 510.00 5861.0(1 9.550 
3 440.0C' 5931.00 9 . 440 
4 410.00 5961.0J 9. 400 
5 400.00 5971.00 8. 850 
6 37C.OO 6001.0•) 8.580 
7 30 1) .01) 6071.0C 8.58 0 
8 125.00 6246.0 0 8. 440 
9 124.00 6247.CO 8.365 
l ~ 90. 00 6281.00 8.365 
11 80 .00 6291.00 8.385 
12 61. 00 6310. CC 8.380 
13 60.00 6311.00 8.230 
14 38.00 6333.00 8.23 0 
15 34.0C 6.337.0 C 6. PC ~ 
16 (J • 0 6371.0C 6.300 
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T a i> I t• I 0 
MODEL ER 2 GREEN f. HALES ( lq68) 
DEPTH{ I) RAD { I ) VEL ( I J 
1 260.00 6111.00 8.400 
2 161.00 6210 .0 0 8.380 
3 157.00 6214.00 8.250 
4 136.00 6235.00 8.250 
5 132.00 6239.00 8.380 
6 91.00 6280.00 8.330 
7 87.00 6284.00 8.070 
8 52.00 6319.00 8.020 
9 48.00 6323.00 7.150 
10 22.00 6349.00 6.850 
11 18.00 6353.00 6 . 350 
12 o.o 6371.00 6.300 
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Table ll 
MODEL NC 1 
DEPTHCll RAO ( I) VELll) 
l 375.0C 5996.()0 8.500 
2 160.00 6211.00 8.4CC 
3 132.0C 6239.00 8.400 
4 130.00 6241.00 8.27 0 
5 lOC.00 6271.00 8.270 
6 95.00 62 76.00 8.360 
7 65.00 6306.00 8. 250 
8 6U.00 6311.(10 8.030 
9 44.CO 6327.00 8.08C 
10 4 2. 00 6329.CC 7.150 
11 22.00 634q.oo 6.85(1 
12 18.0G 6353.CIC 6.350 
l3 c.o 6371.CO 6.300 
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Table 12 
NEVADA TEST SITE NORTH PROFILE 
HODEL NTS Nl 
H•SIN ANO RANGE MODEL 
6 
1 
B 
<; 
10 
II 
12 
I ? 
14 
1 5 
16 
1 1 
18 
19 
2 0 
21 
n 
OEPTH I 11 RADI 11 
B00 . 00 
650 . ·JC 
6 .JC.0 0 
552 . 5'1 
5 0 5.0 0 
465.)0 
4 2 0 . 0 0 
392.50 
360 . (' I') 
PMC K~~ 
250.% 
zr:c . oc 
155. GC 
l Oe. oo 
104.00 
10 . •J O 
6'). 00 
34.1 0 
31 . 00 
l <; . 00 
t5.n 
IJ . C• 
5571. CC 
5721. 0 0 
5771. 00 
5816.50 
5866.0:l 
5906. 0 J 
5951. 00 
5978 .50 
6Cll. OO 
60 71. 00 
612 1 . 0 (1 
6111 . (.0 
i"i2 lb. r::u 
626 l. 1•1 
b26 7. (J""i 
630 l . ~ ·1 
63ll . 0 0 
6337.c O 
6340. 01 
6352. r0 
0356.CO 
6371 . 0 0 
BOUNDARY AT q~bqA = 
VELI I I 
11. ".:i87 
I !.033 
9.411 
9.522 
9.522 
9.510 
9.517 
9 . 033 
8.559 
8.4n 
e. 39.J 
B.280 
R. ZCJI) 
8.0 S J 
7. 51; "..' 
7. S'JU 
7 .Q C 1J 
1. qol"! 
6 . 7 t")() 
6 . 7.JJ 
6. 0 00 
6. 0r:'r: 
SNAKE R I VER PL•!N - COLUMBIA miAq~•r HCDEL 
I D 
11 
l2 
13 
14 
I S 
16 
17 
I B 
19 
20 
21 
2 2 
DEPTH I I I RADl 11 
ROC .'JO 
65'1 .JO 
6'J(l.('IJ 
552.5C 
5C5 • .:c 
4 6 5 . ')ll 
.t, 20 . fJ ') 
31./2. SC 
360. 00 
300 . r., 
) 50. cc 
20C • JC 
15 5. CC 
i-::a. o~ 
10'-l. t'}C 
7C. OO 
6 0 . i) ) 
SC .0•1 
4R K C·~ 
10 . 0 0 
6 . 0 1 
o.o 
5 571. '!U 
57 2 l. "." V 
5771. 0 C 
S81B . 50 
58 66. fO 
59 06. t'.•U 
5 951. CO 
sq 18 . 5'1 
6 0 11. 0C 
6 071.0C 
6 1 2 1. 00 
6171. CC 
62 16. 0C 
6 263. CO 
6267 . '"'0 
63"..' l .•)0 
631 1 . CJ 
SP O1K~ E 
6326. CO 
6361 . CO 
636s. on 
63H.cr: 
Hl! 11 
11 . •18 7 
II.OH 
q. 4 l1 
9,522 
9.522 
9.5 10 
•• 5 1 7 
9 . 033 
e . 5 5 9 
B. 49 R 
8. 39 'J 
B.260 
B.nt 
a K o s~ 
1. 500 
1. 5 rJ·) 
7 . 9 CJ 
7. 9 00 
6.700 
b.700 
5.2CO 
5.20C 
H 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
q 
I 0 
11 
12 
13 
t • 
15 
16 
17 
I B 
19 
2 0 
21 
HODEL NTS NJ 
OfP THl (I ~Afl Ell 
RO'. •""') 
647. 0 0 
597. r)r) 
552.5,) 
505. JO 
4 h '5 . 0C 
417.50 
P9~ K oo 
3 5 1. 50 
3C"' . 0 0 
25lj . C•O 
zoc:..ov 
l6G. 10 
l4C .n'l 
100 . 00 
60 . 00 
34 _,.. v 
31 . oo 
l'L UC 
15. 0 0 
r, . o 
551 1 . co 
5724. CJ 
5714.CO 
5H 8 . 50 
5Bbb. r:: O 
59!':6. r.o 
595 L 5 0 
598 1.i:O 
6 013. 50 
b •) 7l .CO 
S1O1 K ~ tF 
6171. CO 
6211."o 
623 1. M 
62 7 I. O'l 
' lll. CO 
SPPTK~F 
6340. i:- :J 
b352. ()0 
6l5h. CO 
SPT1K CD ~ 
OFPT HI I l RAO! I I 
Rf'(. . r: V 
hlo 7 .<1r:. 
f)QJ . ') ,) 
552.50 
50 5. 00 
465 . ·.) 0 
•17. SC 
)qr• ')C 
3 5 7. Sc 
3 fiC . OU 
:>so. ~ c 
? Ou . QC 
l 6C .OO 
l4tl . OO 
1cn . 10 
60 . g~ 
50 . UO 
45 . ')0 
10. 00 
o.-:>o 
r. . ·:. 
55 11. c c 
57?4 . 0 0 
D>TT4K ~d 
581 H . 5') 
5806. GJ 
.,"iO b . 1)0 
'><.1"i.J . r,,v 
>9 B I . r.i 
bO lJ.'jO 
607 1. (, (I 
bl 7 l.('11"1 
6171.(·J 
6211.00 
6231.CO 
6271. 0 0 
6 311 . n 
632 l .C') 
63 26 . CJ 
6361.00 
6365 . CO 
6371 . 0 0 
VHI II 
11. J B7 
II . OH 
9 .411 
9.522 
q. s2i 
9.51J 
9 . 517 
9 . 033 
H.55 9 
8. 4 5V 
R. 3M: 
• -O1~ 
8 . 2C•C 
7.Svll 
7.800 
7.9(.. ::t 
7 .900 
6. 7:JO 
I} . T~M 
b .Q".'.}( 
&. j(,) 
llH !ll 
1 1 .. J 87 
11. ·JH 
~K 41 l 
q. '"i ll. 
') . 572 
'1 . t) I ll 
<). '>l 1 
9.0J3 
U K RR~ 
e .... ., .J 
B. i60 
s . 2 r ·; 
H.. 2fJC) 
7 . 800 
7 . 600 
7.90 0 
1.qoc 
6. 7 00 
6 . 7fjC 
5 . 200 
R K O~M 
olrkC~ov AT THETA a.c o o~d K 
BGUNDARY AT THETA 9 . 00 DEG. 
6 
7 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
lb 
11 
18 
I• 
lC 
!l 
n 
UfPTHI I I RADl 1 1 
800 .00 
6SO.OJ 
600 . 00 
552. 50 
50 5 . 0 0 
465 .00 
420 . 00 
392. 50 
360.00 
300 .00 
250 . 0t 
200. 0 0 
I 55 .. 1 0 
118 . 'l O 
114. 00 
70 . oo 
bl'·.oc 
1 .? . vo 
? 8. 00 
n . oc 
18 .JO 
c.0 
5511. 0 0 
5721 . 0 0 
5771. 0 0 
5818.50 
5 866 . 0 0 
590 6.uO 
5951 . CO 
5976. 50 
6 0 11.00 
6071. 0 0 
6121. 00 
61 71. 00 
621 6 .0G 
6253.00 
6 2 57 . 00 
610 1.00 
631 1. 00 
6 Jn. on 
b F•F K EDK ~ 
bH• .Cu 
SP ~P K sl 
b l 71. I.JI' 
Hll C t)f. Mll\H l AT THFT .l • 
Vfl ( I l 
11 .087 
11 .033 
9 . 4 11 
9.522 
9 . S2 2 
9 . 51 0 
9.517 
9.0 33 
B.559 
8.498 
8.390 
B.2 80 
8 . zoo 
8.050 
7.500 
7 . 5 00 
7.•00 
7.900 
6.80 0 
SK~u o 
5 . 90( 
~K D-1M M 
so.co otr. 
BRIT I SH COL UMB I A MODE L 
6 
7 
8 
9 
I G 
1 1 
12 
13 
14 
I 5 
16 
11 
1 a 
IQ 
lO 
l I 
OEPIHI 1 1 RADl 11 
80 0 . 1)0 
647. 0 0 
R9TK ~ M 
552.50 
50 5. 0 0 
465. 0 0 
4 1 7.50 
39J •. )O 
35 7.50 
300 . 0 0 
2 5G. OC 
20J . OO 
160 . 0C 
14 0 . 00 
10 0 . 0 0 
b0 . 00 
3?. 0 0 
2 A. JO 
2 2 . 0 0 
1UK ~M 
C. u 
5571 . CO 
5724 . 0 0 
S774. C·J 
581 6 .50 
58bb . OIJ 
5916. 00 
59 53.50 
S981.00 
6013. 50 
6071. 0 0 
6 121. CO 
61 71 . 0 0 
621 1 . co 
6231.00 
6271. 00 
6311. CO 
6 339 .00 
bl•d . 0 0 
6H9 . 00 
~ '4>J . eo-
011 1 . co 
Vf L I 11 
11. 0 8 7 
11.033 
• • ~ll 
9. 522 
9.S22 
9. 510 
9.517 
9 . ,)33 
8. 41 5Q 
B. 4 50 
R . lbl"' 
8 . 27/l 
8.lOO 
7.H OO 
1.aoo 
7,QOO 
7.QOO 
o.800 
e..800 
4>.'l(\ "1 
"·qco 
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Table 13 
Y UK(f'. F.ARL 't A I SF YUKON PAflFllE 
,._.-r:oEL ttCUNO.t.ftY' .. fHEU r . 1 1 OtG . 
(ANAOl AN SH 1 H O l'ODH SASIUTCHE-.AN-Al AfR TA PlAIPH .MOUf l 
n tP f HI 11 u u11• VE Ll 11 OEPHH I I MAtll I I Vf l 111 
ll n . O'l 5661 . co 11. oH J l')QC,OC .,_, fl,(' 1j 11 . 14 ('1 
6b-; . ... ~ 5 7 06 . C·1 q.q JO eoo K o~ .,., 11.00 11. 'J8, 
'>'>'1. llC 58 l c.tc <;l. 8(' 5 11 0 . on 'Jbbl .co 1 1 . J H 
50'.I. JV 59t.6. co Q, l4ll f\6 15. co ., 1Gb. OIJ 9 .q } t"' 
1o 10 . ~o 5qc L . '"' 'l <;.6Qi: 
''" . ')0 'JRJ6,LI) y , itn<; r.r.5,r.u 5Qlb. <.r. 'i . 65 1 501 . CI '.> 'UOb , OU <I . 14" 
~q I"D1 I Cfg '!1Cjl8 l.1)0 A.60 .... '- , C,1)0 ~9DF 1 K MM Q, bQr 
. 1 10 . "·) 6201 . M A. 5lt'J "'"°'• '>C ~qTtiK I :ln 'f.bSO 
• 1 b ... . ') ": ti 21 l. C f.l 6.41 0 . l9i\ , l)'J ~qttlK -:.o ft,b CO 
I v I 5 ) . DF ~ t. 2 2 1 • 110 6 .. ) 8 (, 1 0 IM1.00 611 1 . 9 1 H , S'JO 
II 11-.: . 1)? b lt.d . ()'.) 8. )IV.l ll I ~f! .. l l'.: bl I 1. 0 " lt, 1"1 1 ·1 
I} 90. 1t 62H . t>O 8 .4 ) ( , ll I Ob . Oa blbS. Of'I 8 , r, 10 
11 8' , ")'.) b }84r. ('t: 8 . 410 
" 
I C.. 4 , r'I O b 2 b 1.UU M •'-''-C' 
" 
K'> . )') S1 USK d~ 8.161 14 s1 . on 61A4.CC Cl. '-'JO 
" 
"'tl· "'( 6]25 , 'J ') 8.129 l> 8':i.GO bll!lb . 00 Iii, lf~r 
l b 4 2 . 0 " 6J2Q, f" !) 1.100 lb 4fri , i.JC bJl 1 , 0 J e.121 
II l 1 , •lC t.HC.0(. 1 , 2 01J 11 ltl . ?r.: bl2<>.or 1 .iCi1 
18 ( 7, 1"1,) 61'>.lo . t· r: 6. 701'.i ,. 12.00 b))9,J1'} 7.21'.'l 
'" 
q, ')( t.362 • .:; .:. b. 1C'i l 9 2e.oc bl• 1.r. -: b K l~ tKK 
20 b . "I C 6lb5, 'JO 5. JOt 20 :: . J b l1l . CO b , 0( <) 
21 o:i . r. c. 6 l10 . 6C 5 . 0 0J 
" 
o. c.:. 637 1 . 01] 1. o1i u0 BCUNOARY •I t~bq C l'-·Z '> n .. c;. 
SCUJrriCARY A[ lHfT.i 2. 5 V Dt:G. fll;.t.frlS I TION •OOEl 
lRANSITI ON 1'!, QOH I Ot-PTHI 11 R .t.Of I I Vtl 111 
OEPTHI I I RAO( l I YELi ii l 1C" K ~ "" ~et K CC 11 . lfriO 
IWv .'lf') '>'511. CO ll K v~ t 
711 . oo 'i661 , ("(' 11.l'.l)] tl C. . OIJ Sbbl ,CC' LI. OH 
665. 0 0 p1~bK QC! q,q ) 0 6b!) , , 0 DM~ K igl q , q , • . 
'i".ili.OC 58 16 . 0..: q , 8 0 ') .. \; , 1 0 S81o . JO •1. n~ '> 
505 . VU 58bti , (jl') q, 74'j \0'5. '>C '51'bb, l ~l •1 ,111. ,) 
4 , C, C" O sqo1 . ell q I o~" lo / U, 1\C ')'IC l.O') 'l ,t.•11• 
b 4.-, ~ K '°'O sqzb . cri qKb~CK 4.c, ') 0 ")r '19.l't. . O.) ... . &).I 
1 ,q(l , 00 s qa 1.0 > ft ob OO ]Cf(' . Q .) s•Hu . r.u K . frl{I ., 
8 1 bO . "'tO: bl\l .CIO a . SSQ 10 1&0 .CO t.l 11.oe- "·"''0 
< 1 S8 . ... C SO11 K ~M 8 , LOO ll l<\0 . 0 0 &l H K ~~ I. Al~y 
10 132 . CO lllD~ KlDl s . 10.;. 
" 
10.l . OO b}11, CJO 7.IH' tl 
ll l J l) . OC bHl.00 8 . 'tfri l.i 11 8";.J Q b l 8b, ll0 n . lb• 
12 87 . 0il 02 s ". :io 8 .4)0 14 4-\,QO &) 2 1. CJ d.127 
ll as. ' ' 6286.LG tJ, lb(. lS fril . 00 b 119 . Cl.l l . 2on 
14 ttb. '.>O 0 325. CO a. i z q lb )2 . " " bl]CJ , 1)0 1KOK~v 
lS fril. 0 0 b)2q, Q') 7.2CJ') 17 28. )(' b1 '- J,IJO b.Ot:C 
,. 21. 00 61S(.l . O'.;J 1.2o r. ,. l') , f) &'11 .00 b . O" C 
" 
1TK~M SFR4 ICI~ b, 7\h) 
,. 9 . liO blbl. 0 0 b . 700 SOUNC,OlY H Tto\ET• . 16.00 Ot:G. 
19 b .Oli b)b5.01) 5.0GO 
2C 0 .4:1 bl70 . b( 5.00{. BR I TISH COlU'9 8 I A "'OOH 
21 r . o bl71.CC t .fri(. ,) 
DEPTH I I I ':!:ADI 11 VEUI> 
BOUND UY ., lhE JA lo , 80 DE G. 
4tiD:i K ~C D:i9gb K ~l 'i.'SI Ci 
flUfrrlSlllOh "con , 417. 50 59Sl.50 q, Sl 7 }q(' , 00 '>981. ::..:> q, 0)] 
OfPTH I I) IU.0 11) YELi 11 Hl . 50 b l) l ). '5 1'1 e. o;sq 
l Oll . l')C b 0 71. (1 0 t\ ,4SO 
110 .00 S60\ . ( Ci 11 . 'lH 2SC , QO 6111 , (J i) 8 . lbl"J 
665.IJO H OO, C'O 9.930 lO'.), 1 ') &t 11.ou B. 2 PG• 
H5.CC 5816.CC c; , Br:D~ 160.1)0 bl 11.c.v B. 200 
sos.co 58bb. 00 9 . 7"C' l"O,f'IO blll . OC 1. 80() 
41Cl, 'lO sqo 1. c o 9 .690 lO l t"l:FKn~ b21t,OO 1.&0C 
44S .O') 5c;2b . c o 9 , 0SV ll 6C. :l 'J blt t .oo 7 , q')r )qQ, Qi) S98t .OO 8 . 6CO 
" 
JZ,.JO bJJq.cc 7, 9CO 
• lbO . C•O bZl l , ,'l 8 . 550 I) ze.oc 63"1.00 b . 81'.'\.: 9 1~UKDF :> 6Zl lK l~ s.oM 14 22.00 6H9 . C.O b . 8 00 
10 106.IJO 0265 . 00 UK ~1M lS 18,0 C t.l'n. r.o '> ,q.:Jo 
ll 10 4, 00 62b7. CO 8.441'.: ,. o.o 6311 .:iG !l.90Ci 
l2 87 . 00 6284 .CO R. '-'l '> 
" 
85.00 62 80.00 8. l6U E,..O Of '900H H TkEfA . '50 . CO OH .. 
14 22. 00 be9K~C 8 . l l!l 
lS ltS , ')O 6353 . 0C ti. bSJ 
16 11. \JO 6360 . 00 6. 65( 
17 q, ')0 6 362. GO 6, I ~C 
18 O.) 6Hl.OO 0.1 so 
BOUNOOY AT I HETA . t:i , CIC DE:G • 
SOUTH•ESTERN jllANI TOtU MOOH 
OEPTH I 11 RA O l 11 VEl 11 1 
100 0 . CO 5371 . CO 1 l. l '-0 
800 . 00 ss11 .oo 11.087 
11c. oo 5601 .00 11.033 
665 . ')Q S7Cb. CC q.93('1 
55S . CO 5816. CO q , 8('15 
50 5. 00 586b . ('0 9.hO 
47C. OC 590 l.CO q.6qo 
ltfriS, O? S926. C!l 9 , 6SO 
9 )q O.".> O 5981.01') a. 600 
10 I bO • ..J C' b2l 1 .00 8 . S'>O 
ll I 58. 0t. 6 211.('.10 8 . 010 
12 lOt:i,OC t.265 . ~o 8.J1 U 
" 
1 0 '- , 00 b2b 1 . 00 8 . 440 
14 87 ,0\J 6 284. 00 8.430 
" 
85. ')0 bO UbK l~ e.u.n 
It 11 . JC t- 144. C:l a . l t 4 
l1 l ) , Q t) bH8 . CC o . b'SO 
18 11 . :.c 03b0 . Q') b.bSO 
19 q . (I') b 102. co bo l ~Ef 
20 c .o 6 31 1,CC b. I )0 
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Table 14 
MODEL UTAH 1 
NM()DH . b BOUNDARY AT THETA . \l.JO llEG . 
CANAO! AN SH I El D MODEL WESTERN PLAINS ~lle 
OEPTHll l PAO ll I V f LC II OEPlHI I I II.AD I 1 1 vtl f I I 
l l J .::t.• . c..:: 5371.CC 11. 140 1001.00 5371. cc 11. 140 
2 11 c . o .; 5bbl. 0 0 11.033 80'1.00 5571.0C l l. 'JB 7 
3 ~bRKCC S7·)6.r.hi 9. 9 P~ 71': ... 01" Sbol.O·) 1 1. 0 33 
4 555.(;) 5816. 01 9. Bl!5 4 SSRKE1~ 51(J b. ')lj 9 .93[ 
5 505. (J(• 5866 .).1 9 . 740 5 555.0J RU1SKM~ 9 . ~~ 5 
6 4 7J . OO 59·)1 . o r 9 . 690 b 50 5. ~o saoo.cr G. 7,. ,) 
7 445. CJ R9O~K CDDi 9. 6 5\J 7 4W . OC 59ll.CC 9 . 69( 
a 39C. ::il.. 5981. •) 0 8. bOl' 8 445.C\C 59Z0 .'10 9 . 6.,::' 
9 17·:.,. j( b 2C I ."JC a. 53 ,"" 9 390.J: 598 l. ~K:• H. td C 
l (l 160 . CO bOllK C~ 8 .410 l) 15\1 . ~E SOO1K C ~ S.25C 
11 is,:,. o~ b22l. ·J ) a. 380 11 14,) . 0 ( 62) l."'.'.' 1.ar c 
12 11 ?.00 bO Sl K ~~· M. 3 BC 12 1OOKM~ bO49K M~ 7. Ug~ 
13 9b. C·<: b275.0C UK4P~ l3 l Z" . 1)1..'I b25l • KF~ a. 350 
14 8 7. 0) bOU4K ~rK a." ' 0 14 77. C 6 294. C:• fl. 33( 
15 as .•)( b286.0t UK1S~ 15 75. •,v b29h. 'l: a. 1 s2 
lb 4o. ) (. b325.0 i· B. 12 9 lb "7 . o,:. 632-..Y' 8. 129 
17 42. ~g K:K• 6329. or. 7. 2L' • l 7 45.J' 632b. aC ti. 7 ~~ 
1 8 21. ;;,c b350 . : ·c 7. 2' 0 18 O~ K cr 6 342. "} "J 6. 7 .:! l: 
19 1 1 . n 6354.<.J 6. 7') (1 19 2 b . )\. 6345 .. :r b. l JC 
20 9,J, 6 362. Jr 6.na zc 14 . or,. bP~T KMM 6 . lVv 
21 6. 0 (.. tKP SR K = ~ 5.t. (' 21 11. C ~ 6 3 b-: .. : : 5 . 4 3 ~ 
22 (l . 40 637 11 . bC 5. C'f' C· 22 J .J 6 3 71 . EF~ S .43f 
Z3 O.lj 6311 • .:ic 1. 4" (\ 
BOUNUARY Al l HElA . 14.lc DEG. 
BOUNDARY Al THE TA j. )C DEG . 
ROCKY HOUNT A !NS Mfl lJE L 
PL A I NS HOO EL I 
OEP THI 11 RAOI I l Vtll 11 
DEPTHl l l ~Aaf 11 YELi I I 
l l ·J Cv . 0 1 !>3 71.J) 11.140 
l 1o o a .,,o >371. 01 11.14' 2 B?C' . l< 5571.or 11 . 08 7 
2 Bl'".' . )f., 5571.C C 11. 08 7 3 71 l .OL 500 1.or l I . 033 
3 71 l' • C:."I So6l. 1..'l 1. 1 1. c. B 4 b6 5 .r c 57' 6 . JO q . 9 3(-
4 bb5.nn 57lib . C'0 9.93r ~ s~sKc;M 5dlb.JrJ 9 . ~EI 5 
5 RRRK fDf~ sa1b. o :· 9 . s : 5 b t; J 5 . Cj 58bb. oc· Q. 14Ci 
6 5C5 .0CI 58bb.0' 9. 74 l' 7 47ll . C\O 59J 1 . o n 9 .69v 
7 41 .. ; . Ot• 59tH. ')11 9. o9 G 8 445. 0(1 Rn~Kng ~ K SRM 
a 445. ::h: 5920.•':' \,, 9. 65 1, q 39 ?.JC• 598 I .oc 6.bUC· 
9 390 . Of, 59d l. u \ 8 . bllL l ~ 2 0 •) . Ju 6171 .0C a. 2vL 
10 145. 0Ci 0220 . C:'l e. 4 5l' II lb\I . l~i b2 I I . l)C' 8. 2V" 
11 143 . C ' 022s. 1 ... 1J 8 . 3C.? 12 1R 1~ • .: r; b22 I . C.C 7 • HIJ ( 
12 95.C'.' b276 . ') C! 8 . 3C·O 13 100 . 0 C' b211.0C , • 9;;( 
13 9) .oc b2BI. c B.350 14 9G.l1C· 6281 . 00 7. 8( c 
14 11.00 SO94KM~ '3 . 330 15 Sb.0 0 0315. 0C 1. 90(· 
15 1 5 . 0 :; SO9M K r ~ 8 . 152 l b 52 . J O b319. r.f· 6 . BOO 
16 52 . oc b3l9. 00 8 . 1P ~ 17 3b.Oll b335 . J O b . 80 (' 
17 48.00 b32 3 .0? 1 . 2r o 1 8 32. ()(' b339. CG 6. I U' 
18 17 . 01i bPR4K ~·~ 7. 200 19 4.CO b3b7. % 6. l '•O 
19 13. o n 635 8 . flU 5. 500 20 1. 0 .i 637J. o r 5. OJ L· 
2" o. o bPT1K ~~ 5.501) 21 o. o b37l . OC s. 1. r1c 
80UN0ARY AT THE TA . R. JC, DEG . BOUNDARY AT THETA . 1 b K ~o U[G. 
Pl Al NS MOO EL II COL ORADO Pl ATE AU HOO EL 
DEPTHl! I RAOlll YELi ii DEPT HI I I RAO fl I V EL f I I 
l 1 000 .00 5 37 1. 'JO 11.140 I I OUG . O•J 53 71 . 0C 11. 14P 
2 800.00 5571 .t C; l l. IJ6 7 2 800.J(l 5571. GC 1 1. c d 7 
3 11 0 .ou 5661. CO 11. 0 33 3 647 . c o 5 724.0C 11 .c n 
" 
b65. 0 t} 570 6 . oc 9 . 930 4 597 . r) 57H.'ll'.: 'I. 41 l 
5 555.0•1 5Blb. CC 9.80 5 5 552 .50 5818. 5;J 9. 522 
b 505. Q(I 586b.OO 9 . 740 b 505. CJ 5866 . 0(• 9.522 
7 47C .OO R9Cl K ~r 9. 6 9'.l 7 4b5. 00 59C6. ?r 9 . 510 
a HS .flu 5926 . JJ 9.650 8 417 . 50 5953.5C 9 . 51 7 
9 390.00 5981.C''l 8 . 6 0 0 9 390 . 0 0 5981.CC 9K~PP 
10 1 4RKM~ b22b.O•l 8 .45u 10 357.5) 6C l ~K R~ e . 55 ~ 
11 143. v ll 622a . oi; U KP~M II 200. 0 0 bl71.J O 8. zoo 
12 95. c..: SOTSK ~·~ 8. 30\l 12 1S~ K co 6211. •N 8 . ?OC 
13 9C . e r 6281 . 0) 8. 35u 13 150 . o o 6221. r. ) 7. dJC 
14 77.01' t> 29 4 . •1': a. 330 14 11 2 . ,j·) b25q . oo 7.dOO 
15 T R K ~M b29b. Jn ~ K 152 15 1 rn . cr bZt> l . 1'lO d. lJC 
lb 47 .cc 6324. Ov B. 129 lo 1u2.co b26q • KIg~ ~ K l UO 
17 4>.00 o326.Ji1 b . 7•){ 1 7 1 MM K ~n bl 11 .. I ~ 7.<;> CC 
Id 29.uC 6 342.JI) SKTg~ lM •1 . r J oHC. ·.1J 7. q•) Q 
19 20. 00 bl"S. OJ 6 0 I JC 1 9 P~ K Mg 6) lZ. ) (\ '> • dLl O 
10 l4t. l' ( SP;IT K ~~ o.lvV zc 21 . 0::> bl~ g • .:.r ~ K thFKK;K 
11 1 1 .0.i 63b,. Q(' 5."30 21 1 9 . 0 J CdS; . " o • .lJ'-1 12 f.J bl7 l . J.: 5.•lJ iz ".c bFT tK r: ~ C'.Z"'l 
f NO Of llOO El lT THfl A . ~~ . llO DEG. 
MODEL NTS NEl 
NHIHH. L 
8ASI N AN U k ANGE MIJU [ l 
lltPTH C I I ~Ar 111 V EL I 11 
l( •.1 0. :Jt 53 71. :"1 1~ 11. 1 41 
s.:.:r. 0 ) 5>7J.J; , 11 . 08 7 
6 4 7. r. l.. >724. ·)j 11. 0 33 
4 59 1. n ·~ R TT4 Ka~ 9. 41 1 
5 552. 5 .) 5d 18. , ., 9. 522 
b 5 ) 5. 0 c o8bn. 0-1 Q. 52 2 
7 465 . 1.. ..:. 59 "'1 o.J"' v. S IL 
8 'i.iO. V"' 5941. C ' 9. lf.5(' 
9 390 . 0( ~9U t .J·J ~K %~ 
I' l 5r . G·' SOO1K~F a. 2UO 
11 14). ·~·D b2 31. {I ... 1. s~ o 
12 12 l. q :_.i MO4~K ).; 1. U~E1 
13 t 2.1. ·J'"" b2 51. v ') 9. 2 (·(' 
14 Ir 2.) '\ b2b9. ,) ) 8, 2 0 0 
15 l : .) • ~r_I MOT1Kg~ 7.90( 
lb 3 •J . i~ b 34l. :l ~ 7. 9';..' 0:: 
17 2 8. (") 034 3. ·)(" 6 . 1:\. 
18 2 2. ')l; 0349. ''.:I 6. 7Vf· 
19 I B. Ol 0353.0 n o . f' ·:O:• 
2 ll o.c. SPT1Kg~ 6,(J'";'I 
BOUNDARY AT THETA = 3. ) (' UEG. 
NORTHEH.h CULC'RAU O PLA HAU 
-
RUCJ(Y 
D[P TH I I I RAO I I I ~br I l 
i: )r-• • vt: 5 3 71. • ·: 11.14'· 
g;: .. ; . JI) 5571.C 11 . ne1 
6 4 7. or. 5 724. o.; 11.c·33 
4 s~ 1. cr1 RT T4K 1~ "KF 9. 41 I 
5 RROKR~ 5 818 .5" 9. 52 2 
b ~ -I RK Cf1 5 Boo.,., 9. ~OO 
7 4SRKM~ 5q l') 6. 'l :; 9. 51 l~ 
8 4Jr). ('I:<; 59"' l .t· J 9.45( 
9 )9(, . I.)( 5981 .J J 
"· 5 '-J 
10 1 50 . 0 ' 622 l .c...o A. 2=> •" 
11 140. M 1~ 6 2 31. ·J0 7. -~~ 
12 122. ) j b249.0() I.BOC 
13 120. ('' 0251. '" 8. 2 iJ :> 
14 1 ~ O . t. ) bObqK:· ~ B, O ~C; 
15 110. 1'." b 2 71. ·::,,,., 1. 90 ·) 
lb 56 . ·:· J 0315. •1 1 1 . Qn (' 
17 R OKDg~ 6319. ')f". 6,HJO 
18 36. ::r .... 6335.J c 6. e 1~tDF 
I 9 32, 0: 6339. 00 b.l Ov 
2) 4. 0J b3b1 . Ct 0 b. l J (· 
21 t.'1 !1 SP TM K 1~ ~K ·K;~M 
22 :}. t) 6 371. on 5.00( 
BOU'IOARY AT THET A % 9 .2c. DEG. 
WESTERN PLAINS MUOEL 
DEP T HI 11 RAD( I I VELt 11 
1 1000.0G 5371.00 11. 140 
2 aoo . o; 5571.J C 11.08 7 
3 647.ov RTO4 Ka~ 1 1. 0 33 
4 597. oc 5774.nt 9 . 41 l 
5 552.SJ 58ld . 51 v. 522 
b 50 5. 0(• 5Bob. 0.1 9, 522 
7 4b S . r10 R9 1DKglF K C ~ 9. 5l 'J 
8 4 ·)C' . 01: 5971. 0 ) 9K4R~ 
9 36':'.0u oC llK ~ F 8. b50 
10 l so. r,1J SOO1K~1 8.250 
11 l4<J. or u2 31. ·)C 7, 8(;(• 
12 12 2. or 6249.n·J 7. BGO 
13 12C , l~ o251 .1n B. 3JJ 
1 4 1'12 .C•O 62b9. 0C 8 . 30( 
15 1.10 .0J b21 I . 0(' 8.000 
lb • 7 . (; .. ; 6 324.0(• a. 000 
l 7 4 5. 01 b3lb.10 6. /O(J 
18 29 .o o ~el K g~ b. f 0 \. 
19 26 . (') b345. {H' o . lu« 
2J 141. u {l td'"lt .·') o. l urt 
2 I 1 l .on o3o ,., . nr 5 .4JO 
22 o. o b.lll. (>' 5. ~FEI 
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Tab le 15 
MOUNT A I NS MODEL 
&rJlJ'IOARV Al T ~~f A 1 ". J(l llt: l •• 
Pl A I NS HlllH:. l 
lltP I HI I I ~Ar 11 ) Vlll I I 
l ·:·'J • • , ' ~ lllK r 11. 14( 
8)1.· . u:·. R~ 11. r: "' 11. {>8 7 
64 7 . ~I ... 5 7 74. ']f I l. u J J 
4 '"' 7 . ,"': •1 '> 7 1 ... ~E q ," l l 
5 551. 5\l '>HI ri. J l ' 9 . ~ OOK 
b ~ -~K 5. r.. ~ RU~1D> . :.1:: l..J. O,._! 7 
7 4 05 . r: .. ~ Q ;t,. J .. '/ , ")l .J 
B 4·) l.1 . J ... 5'17 l. ' 9 . 4'> l 
9 P SKgKy~ •F 6ll l l • KKF •~ n.o 5 . 
10 14 5. ~ 1 K; !12 2 6. •.,. u. ~ · .. J 
11 l i.. 3. ~l K 6228 . '' ' 11 . 30 ~ 
12 95.c: b21 6 . f• ' d o "H•} 
13 9 ,;. ()• (.>lK 1. H. 3 ') :• 
14 11. c~ b 2q'-· ., ,\ d • ) "J IJ 
l> 75. v i (12'-;0. t {' i. . f>~ 
lb , 2. ~ .I ,, 31 q, ( j b. I l l 
17 4 8 . (.J 3 2 ' . ... ·, 1. l' ., 
18 1 7. .. ) t- )I)" · "'!., 1. 2 ){' 
19 l 3 • . : ) tdSA . j ." S . ~ ~rg 
2f f~ .. ; 63 71 . (· .:. >. 5 ) ( 
BOUNDARY AT THE TA : l q • . 0[(, . 
CAk~l f A k SH I EL D MODEL 
UEP TH I I I o{ A'l l I I v t l I I I 
I l (; ~D tK; • (: ) ~ 3 7 I. , , 11. 14 .. 
2 a .;.· .• c1· ') 5 7 t . l) f" I l . ·;87 
3 0 4 I • :ii.' '::l 1l.-. v.1 l l. c 3 J 
4 5q7 . v""' 5 7 7 t. . r.t Si . 41 l 
5 552 . ~~ ;e10.s : Y.522 
6 S·l 5. O" 5Bob.J' y . 52 l 
7 4o5 . J ') 5<;: (> . ~ K 9.; 1 ·. 
8 4 ( '). ~ l 5971 . J C r;. 45l 
q 3&.:.· . ,:-. : . t.. 1..- l l . 't a. 051· 
l •J 1 7 (' . rr 0 2: l • .} : 8 .5JC 
IL lbC . C': bll fK ~K; d . 4 J(; 
12 8 7 . ( ' SOd4K~t ~ K4g M 
I 3 as.o; 6 28f> . ~F f A. lb 5 
14 4 6 . (' ·: 0 J2 5 . J •, ~ K 120 
15 4l. . .. ~ 1KKK· t.d .! Q. D1·~ 1. 2r l ' 
lb 21. C· l h 3'.>f . ,): 1. 211''· 
17 l 1. r ··· ti) :> 4. '1 1. o . 1 ) ( 
18 9.0 : u3 6l . Jl b . / :} J 
19 b . ·) l. b '6'1 . Ji 'J . ll.) .. 
2C ... . 4 " ' b 17 .. 6'1 '.) . ri:· ~ 
2 l (. ' J b J 7 1. EK· l~ J. 4 ,1 .' 
tND UF ~lll[i Al THt. T tJ . ').1. i H • DtG. 
tv'.ODEL NTS El 
NMOOEL • 5 
t!ASI N ANU RANGE MODEL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
lD 
l l 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
DEPTHlll HAD lll 
l •)<.,o. or. 
800. OJ 
65v.O'J 
6')5.00 
465.0') 
421l.0·') 
3 80.CC 
160 .1)(1 
140.00 
120.00 
115.00 
10 2 .00 
1 00.0(j 
3·) . 01\ 
2a.or. 
22. ;;; 
1UKM~ 
o.c 
53 71 .00 
5571.0C 
572 1 .00 
5700.0ll 
5906.00 
5 951.0li 
5991.00 
6211.JI) 
62 31. 00 
0251. 0C 
6256. 00 
&269. on 
6271. 00 
6341.01) 
6343.01) 
6349. (j'1 
6353.n!'l 
6371.00 
VEL (I I 
11 . l4(l 
11. (·8 7 
11. 0 33 
9.522 
9.510 
9.400 
a. 500 
s. 20C 
7.800 
1 . 800 
8. 21)0 
8. 2CO 
7.90 0 
7.900 
6.700 
6.700 
6. COO 
6.uc;,<., 
BOUNDARY AT THETA • 3.00 DEG. 
WESTERN COLO RAUO PLATEAU MODEL 
OEPTH l 11 RADI l l 
1 l '.'•.:c' . J '.J 
2 600. Cc' 
3 65) . •J .' 
4 0 1: s. 0 .. ~ 
5 4t5. ::.._1 
6 42 (; • ........... 
1 PU~ • . ,\l 
8 loc' . )1. 
q 14.-:,. ,)I 
l "J I 2v • .)i 
11 11 5 . C" 
12 l '• 2 . r;·, 
13 l:;c, . 0 1 
14 49n), 
15 47. •X 
l o 26.'o.: 
17 24. ·J .. 
18 .. • () 
BOUNDARY AT THETA 
5311. -.)·; 
5571. 0<, 
RTO 1 K ~: 
5 76 6 . :J 
59•'•6. c ~ 
5 95 1. ~K_I 
5991..:· 
&2 11. C'». 
62:; 1 • . j ._ 
6251 . J , 
6256 .) '. 
626<i. :, 
6271 . '1' 
6322 . ) • .. 
6324 •. ~~ 
6345 . J': 
634 7. (J' 
6311. r, ,; 
4. ':'".· 
VELll I 
11. l4r. 
11. ( 87 
l l.d3 
9.522 
9 . 51< .. 
9 . 40l· 
8. pg ~· 
8. 2:0 
7.80 1 
7. 8( l 
~ K 21'..J'' 
8. 2:1 
7. ~ )·, 
7. 9 ') ;' 
6 , d.1 0 
b. 8' (' 
6. 2r;( 
6. 2 '.l l 
DEG. 
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Table 16 
ROUNOAHY AT THETA • 
WESTERN PLAINS MUOfL 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
l1 
18 
19 
2 •) 
DEPTH( l I RADl I I 
l(Jl. ~ .Ot: 
801).00 
65C.OJ'.I 
6 () 5. no 
465. Jl! 
420. '.)(' 
380 . 0 0 
16·).0(. 
140.00 
12). c.c 
lll! .CO 
1J2. co 
100,01.< 
4 7.00 
45.00 
O9KM~ 
OSKM~ 
14. ;)') 
11. o: 
o. :l 
537l. vO 
5571. 0,1 
572 l. lltl 
5 766. O•l 
5906.0(' 
5951. c) 
5991. 0 ': 
6211.01'1 
62 31. oo 
6251.0 \/ 
6253.0 1) 
6269.00 
6271. 0': 
6324.0 0 
0326.on 
6 342. C,'.) 
6345. uo 
6357. 0l 
SPb :FK~ ·~ 
MP T1 Kg~ 
Vl LC 11 
11. l 4C 
11. M~ T 
11. 0 .H 
'I . 52 2 
9 . 511) 
q. 4 r, f'\ 
l!, 5 UJ 
a. 2cn 
7. AOO 
7.8 ti 0 
8. 2C·O 
a.2rc 
8.0C:!:l 
8 . t.L• O 
b. 7' 10 
6 . 1 J ( · 
6. l l•O 
6. l v t\ 
s . 't)f' 
s. 43f: 
BOUNDARY AT THETA = 13.5'.' DEG . 
GREAT miAl~p MODEL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
tl 
9 
l -. 
11 
12 
1 3 
14 
15 
l b 
17 
18 
UEPTH l 11 
8C'l .C ': 
65d • Jr_ 
6"' R K ~ K l 
4b5. , ... 
4z ·, . 0,..# 
3d;. . 0r 
16.-•• )· 
1 Stl . : ; 
tr 6,f. ·: 
l 'l4 • . ""!_· 
61 . ~ KI 
85 • r, ,• 4.,. c1 
42.: : 
3 2 . Y• 
28 • .,, ,) 
. ' . ~ 
HAO l I I 
53 71. 11'. 
R~ 7 l • .::·: 
5 7 21. ~ K: 
RTSSKM~· 
59·, o . -., 
R9R1 K~ :I 
599 1 . r,.· 
62 11. 0 ·· 
SO1gK·~ ·· 
6265 . N 
6 267. Y 
6284. , .. J 
0280.1.; 
0321 . ;;;r 
b 3 2 ·I. c '. 
b; 1<J . '.''· 
634 '· f. 
MPT1 K C~ 
VEL l I I 
1 1. 14 .; 
1 1.r d 7 
I l. ; 3 3 
"'· 5'2 9 . 51< 
q. 4 ~ ,_, 
H. Sc• :· 
8 . '>5 C 
d. 1: 7 (' 
8. ( ,,.. 
d . 4'n.• 
l!. 4 1r 
t:> . l t;. ~y 
d . 12 I 
7. 2 <" L 
7. 2:)(' 
b • .Jl . } 
o . ~I:-K (• 
COLORADO PLAT EAU - ~lChv MTNS. MGUEL t ND OF MUUEL AT THETA : 5J.v \' UfG . 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
11 
11 
1 2 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
DEPTH I I l RAD l 11 
l t:D~·g K oc 
8 00. C" 
650.0 ( 
6'"' 5 . 1)·:· 
4SRKEy~ 
420.00 
380. CJ;) 
160 . rv 
140. 0< 
120 • .:, 
l l 5.u! 
10 2.c-i 
l cJ•.:; • ':·I.' 
41. JC 
39. ""' (t 
26 . l){ 
2 "· "l~ 
·: . (· 
5371. GJ 
5571.C O 
5721.C: 
5 766. (0 
R9~ 6 . l~· 
595 1. )( 
5991.00 
0211.:rn 
6231. J c 
b2 51. K:K~ 
02 56. o~ 
6269 • . )r; 
SO T1 K~C 
o·B:, . rc 
6332 . C·: 
"345. 1.h 
o3't 7. l) \. 
b .l7 1. ') t 
VELl l l 
11. l 4c 
l l . t! I> 7 
11 . : 3 3 
9 . 522 
9. 5lf 
9.41 C 
tl . SGC 
8. 2 ) 0 
1. e i0 
7. 8 '(: 
s . 2,, ( 
8. 2 J'.l 
1. 9J0 
1. 9 0 :" 
1>. s·•c 
t.. ti..J V 
b. OC~· 
~K 21 ... ,""I 
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Table 17 
MODEL NTS SEl 
DEPTH( I) RAO C l l Vf::LCll 
l 800.00 5571.CC 11.087 
2 647.00 5724.C () 11.033 
3 59 7. 00 5774.00 9.411 
4 552.5 0 581.8.5) 9.522 
5 5J 5. 00 5866.C0 9. 522 
6 465.00 5906.')C 9.510 
7 4 l 7. 5C 5953. 50 9.517 
8 · 39C.OO 5981.0(, 9.033 
9 357.50 6013.50 A.559 
l ') 30 0.00 6071.00 8. 450 
ll 250.00 6121.00 8. 3 6(' 
12 200.00 6171.0C 8.27 0 
13 160.00 621.1..CO 8. 200 
14 140.00 6231.00 7.80 0 
15 60. 00 6311..00 7. 800 
16 50 . 0 (! 6321. 00 7. 9CO 
17 .34. (10 6337.CC 7. 90 ("' 
18 31 .CO 6340.00 6.700 
19 19.0(, 6352.0 0 6.7CJ 'J 
20 15.CC' 6356.0C' 6. 00 .J 
21 O.G 6371.GC 6.000 
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Table 18 
MODEL GBGY Wl 
Nl100EL • 3 
EASTERN ANO CENTRAL COL ORADO PLATEAU MODEL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
b 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
lb 
17 
18 
DEPTH( 11 RAD! 11 
39J.OG 
357.50 
300. 00 
25(;. 00 
200 .00 
155.0(1 
150. 0" 
122 .'l') 
12,,. DV 
102.0C 
1 00.0L 
45.J'.) 
44. ,) C 
30 .(.·1: 
29.(IC 
3.Gv 
1.00 
I) .o 
5981.00 
6 0 13.5('1 
S~T1 KC C 
6121.0C 
6171.)(' 
6216.:l!' 
622 l. 0(; 
6249.cr 
6251 . 0C 
6269.0C 
6271. vc 
6326 • .: C 
6327. ')\J 
b341. :JC 
SP4OKF ~ 
b 36i:I. ij(: 
637''.0'1 
6371.JC 
VEL( 11 
9. (\3 3 
8.559 
8.45C 
8 .36(' 
8 . 27(' 
a.200 
1. a,:o 
7.800 
a. 110 
a . t rio 
7. 9 55 
7.95;, 
7. J G:> 
7. lj (:.tj 
6. 2 1:.•'"', 
6. 2.J0 
4.CC:C 
BOUNDARY AT THETA 2 .(; 0 OEG. 
WESTERN COLORAOO PLATEAU MODEL 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
l ·:> 
11 
12 
l3 
14 
15 
16 
DEPTHlll RAOlll 
390.0C 
35 7. 5(' 
3JO. ilu 
O:I~ K ,j(. 
2 !'0 . oc 
15 s . 0r 
12 2. :•( 
1OMK ~-K 
l ei 2. ".,,· 
l 1k . ·)( 
'.>'l. F~ 
5 2 . ·)" 
3:·. ::• .. 
z 'I. M ·~ 
,., • c 
5981.00 
6 C l3.51J 
6071.0 11 
61 2 l.J.J 
bl 11.ri: 
6216. )'., 
6221 • .}(• 
6249. c.· 
6251. )l 
1>269.IJ ' · 
b 2 71. •D 
b 3 18. ,.., ) 
6319 . er 
634 1. U 
6 342 •"'' 
SPT1K~K : 
VEL f 11 
9.033 
d.559 
b.45 C 
6 . 36') 
8. 27 '.J 
tl . 2C (. 
7. 8\JJ 
7. 80 ' · 
8. l '.; ~ 
8. l f) ~ 
7, 9S~ 
7. 95 1, 
7. C';,·' 
7. (1""1 
6 . OED~ 
'.J• 2:, .· 
BOUNDARY Af q~bqA • ~ K , ou; . 
~Apf k A~a RANGE MODE L 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
b 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
OEP THf fl '<ADI 11 
39 ) • :,,, 
3 5 7. s .. : 
30 '. I)• 
2 5<· . L" 
O·KF~·I • . j ' 
tss. : -
1 5J . c: 
l )I· • t'( 
8(. f\;. 
31 . ;;~ 
P~K ~IEK 
19. cc 
l 5. ~-
2. ~g " 
.) . 1 
~<; BlKDF ~ 
6) 13. 5 i 
6.- 71. Cc 
6 12 1. Ct 
b l 71. )r 
62 16. )._. 
622 1. ; ·.· 
62 71. 0C 
1> 291.Jl: 
SP4 c: K o~ 
634 1. ) , 
S PROK F~ 
6356.) J 
631>9.".', 
6371. cC 
ENO OF MCO EL AT TH ETA • 
Vt l f I I 
9 . r 3 3 
e . 559 
a . 4:>r 
8 . 3o .:i 
d . 27 ( 
d . 2•)J 
7. U~ G 
7. t! N· 
7. "" 5 7. 90) 
b. 7.Jj 
b . 7() 
6 . c~o 
o . ;)C , l 
~K '.) '.• '1 
5) . ' <: ou;. 
E Tl\ f I I 
66 2. 13 
702.59 
7l8.46 
732. l t! 
746.19 
75t!.(15 
797.56 
o ·~ 1.15 
77l. 73 
77 3. 95 
788.31 
79 s. 7 2 
9'J).86 
9<'5. tl6 
10 22. "'' 
1Ci21.1 ::• 
1592.5·) 
1592.75 
ETAf 11 
66 2. 13 
702. 59 
7l!l.46 
732.18 
746.l9 
7 pt!K ~ 5 
797.56 
8 0 1. l 5 
771. 73 
77 1.9 5 
1~1Ka1 
79 4. 7 2 
9 f.' 2 . 7 l 
9 ;J5. 86 
l '" 22. 9 0 
l '2 7.5 8 
ETA! I I 
662.13 
7'•2. 59 
7l8.4o 
712. I a 
H6. l9 
7 58 . ,15 
797.56 
BC 3. 9 7 
795.t!3 
!!U. 53 
94b .42 
94d. 0 6 
i r59. P~ 
l ·>6 l • ~:>DKl 
121-.. 2( 
-lJO-
Table 19 
MODEL WASH 1 
CfPTH( [ l RAO{!) VE::L( l l 
1 6 0 (' . CO 5771.CC 9. 4 C 0 
2 43 ') . r;C 5941. r: c 9.40 4 
3 3 9 (\ • ·~ r 5 9 8 1 • •; r . 8 . 6 5 9 
4 145. 0 f' 6226.1.·C e .35: 
5 14 l. " ·: 623 r: . o:: 8 .25r 
6 9 .) .(' f"\ 6 281.(f".t 8 . 2 5': 
7 8 C . ')0 6291 J :C oKP1~K 
A 6 5. ··~fF 6 30 6. (} !; 8. 2 T 1K~ 
q 6 3. ·'.'\C' 63 (' 8. 0 0 s .12 :-
10 38."(' 6333. CO 8. C; 8 {" 
11 34. C0 6 3 3 1. o·.: 7. l cc 
12 31. ') J SP4M K M ·~K 7.l C'.' 
13 2 7. ·= ':; 6344.<J (' 6. g r C 
14 2 0 . !"\() 6351.r.r 6.70 ( 
15 l ~ K D: ·r: 6 361.C C 6 . 50 r:' 
16 C. 0 6371. r.0 6. l cl 
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FIGURE CAf'TlONS 
Figure 1. Upper mantle P wave velocity distribution for the models 
of Jeffreys, Gutenberg, Lehmann, and Lukk and Nersesov, 
and both P and S wave velocity for model CITllGB. 
Figure 2. Reduced P wave travel times for model CITllGB. Surface 
focus. Dots indicate Jeffreys-Bullen times. Letters are 
for correlation with Figures 3, 6, 8. 
Figure 3. dT Slope of travel time curve, d~ , and amplitude, considering 
geometric spreading only, for P waves in model CITllGB. 
Surface focus. Letters are for correlation with Figures 
2, 6, 8. 
Figure 4. Reduced S wave travel times for model CITllGB . Surface 
Figure 5. 
focus. Dots indicate Jeffreys-Bullen times. Letters are 
for correlation with Figures 5, 6, 8. 
dT 
di'I 
and amplitude, considering geometric spreading only, 
for S waves in model CITllGB. Surface focus. Letters are 
for correlation with Figures 4, 6, 8. 
Figure 6. Amplitude, considering attenuation only, of P and S waves in 
model CITllGB, Q model MM8. Surface focus. Letters are 
for correlation with Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 8. Numbered points 
correspond to lines in Figure 7. Note break in abscissa 
between 40 and 95 degrees. 
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Figure 7. Amplitude as a function of frequency, considering 
attenuation only, of P and S waves in model CITllGB, 
Q model MM8. Surface focus. Lines correspond to numbered 
points in Figure 6. 
Figure 8. Effective Q for P and S waves in model CITllGB, Q model MM8. 
Surface focus. Letters are for correlation with Figures 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6. Note change in vertical scale at Q = 500. 
Figure 9. Ray paths for P, PKP, and PKIKP in Jeffreys' Earth model. 
Depth of focus = 35 km. Take-off angle varies from 1° 
to 51° in 1° increments. 
Figur e 10. Ray paths for S, SKS, and SKIKS in Jeffreys' Earth model. 
Figure 11. Ray paths f or P and S waves in model CITllGB. 
Figure 12. Reduced P wave travel times for Jeffreys model. Surface 
focus. Letters are for correlation with Figure 13. 
Figure 13 . dT d6 and amplitude, cons idering geometric s preading only, for 
P waves in Jeffreys' Ear th model. Surface focus. Letters 
are for correlation wi th Figure 12. 
Figur e 14. Ray paths for P waves in Earth models of Jeffreys and 
Gutenberg. 
Figure 15. Reduced P wave travel times for Gutenberg Earth model. 
Surface focus. Dots indicate Jeffreys -Bul len times. Letters 
are for cor~elation with Figure 16. 
Figure 16 . dT d~ 
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and amplitude considering geometric spreading onl y, 
for P waves in Gutenberg Earth model. Surface focus. 
Let ters are for correlation with Figur e 15. 
Figure 17. Reduced P wave travel times for Lehmann Earth model. 
Figure 18. 
Surface focus. Dots indicate Jeffreys-Bullen times. 
Letters are for correlation wi th Figure 18. 
dT 
d6 and amplitude, considering geometric spreading only, 
for P waves in Lehmann Earth model. Surface focus. 
Letters are for correlation with Figure 17. 
Figure 19. Ray paths for P waves in Earth models of Lehmann and 
Lukk and Nersesov. 
Figure 20. Reduced P wave travel times for Lukk and Nersesov Ear th 
Figure 21. 
model. Surface focus. Dots indicate Jeffreys-Bullen 
times. Letters are for correlation with Figure 21. 
dT 
d6 and amp l itude, considering geometric spreading only, 
for P waves in Lukk and Nersesov Earth model. Surface 
focus. Letters are for correlation with Figure 20. 
Figure 22. Locations of recording stations on profiles from Early 
Rise experiment. 
Figure 23. Locations of recording stations on profiles from Nevada 
Test Site. 
Figure 24. Locations of recording stations on profile west from 
the Project Gasbuggy nuclear explosion. 
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Figure 25. I dealized representation of pressure signal from Project 
Early Ris e unde rwater explosions. The shock wave, f l rst 
bubble pulse, and surface reflections are represented as 
delta functions in time (see t ext). 
Figure 26. Observed P-wave travel times along Early Rise Manitoba 
and Yellowknife profiles. The calculated curve for model 
YLKNF 10 is also shown. 
Figure 27. Record section for Early Rise Manitoba profile, with 
calculated travel time curve for model YLKNF 10. 
Figure 28. Record section for Early Rise Yellowknife profile, with 
calculated travel time curve for model YLKNF 10. 
Figure 29. Observed P wave travel times along Early Rise Quebec 
and Nova Scotia profiles, with calculated curve for 
Model YLKNF 10. 
Figure 30. Record section for first portion of Early Rise Nova Scotia 
profile, with calculated travel time curve for model 
YLKNF 10. 
Figure 31. Record section for second portion of Early Rise Nova Scotia 
profile, with calculated travel time curve for model 
YLKNF 10. 
Figure 32. Record section for Early Rise Quebec profile, wi th 
calculated travel time curve for model YLKNF 10. 
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Figure 33. P wave travel times to Canadian stations observed during 
the Hudson Bay Seismic Experiment (from Barr, 1967). 
Calculated travel time curve is for model HUDSBY 10. 
Figure 34. P wave travel times to Canadian stations observed 
during the Hudson Bay Seismic Experiment (from Barr , 
1967). Calculated travel time curve is for model 
HUDSBY 10 . 
Figure 35. Combined plot of observed P wave travel times for 
Early Rise Texas and Arkansas profiles, with calculated 
travel time curve for model ER2 of Green and Hales (1968). 
Figure 36. Observed P wave travel times for Early Rise North 
Carolina profile, with calculated travel time curve 
for model NC2, 
Figure 37. Record section for Early Rise North Carolina profile, 
with calculated travel time curve for model ERZ. 
Figure 38. Proposed earth models for eastern North America. 
Figure 39. Observed P wave travel times for Nevada Test Site 
north profile, with calculated travel time curve for 
model NTS Nl. 
Figure 40. Observed P wave travel times for Nevada Test Site 
north profile, with calculated travel time curve for 
model NTS Nl. 
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Figure 41. Observed P wave travel times for Nevada Test Site north 
profile, with calculated travel time curve for model 
NTS N3. 
Figure 42. Observed P wave travel times for Nevada Test Site 
north profile, with calculated travel time curve for 
model NTS N3. 
Figure 43. Teleseismic P wave residuals for the northwestern 
United States and southwestern Canada (after Herrin 
and Taggart, 1968). 
Figure 44. Observed P wave travel time residuals for the 8.5 km/sec 
branch of the travel time curve, Nevada Test Site north 
profile. Dashed lines indicate approximate location of 
zero contours. 
Figure 45. Travel time residuals f or Puget Sound earthquake of 
April 29, 1965. Residuals are mapped onto imaginary 
sphere surrounding earthquake focus, which is plotted 
in an equal area projection. Pluses indicate positive 
residuals, circles indicate negative residuals, and the 
size of the symbol indicates the absolute value. 
Figure 46. Coastlines of the world plotted in the same projection 
as th at of Figure 45. 
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Figure 47. Plot similar to Figure 45 of P wave residuals for 
earthquake of March 31, 1964, off the west coast of 
Vancouver Island. 
Figure 48. Observed P wave travel times for Early Rise Yukon 
profile, with calculated travel time curve for model 
YUKON 4. 
Figure 49. Observed P wave travel times for Early Rise Yukon 
profile, with calculated travel time curve for model 
YUKON 4. 
Figure 50. Record section for part of Early Rise Yukon profile, 
with calculated travel time curve for model YUKON 4. 
Figure 51. Record section for part of Early Rise Yukon profile, 
with calculated travel time curve for model YUKON 4. 
Figure 52. Record section for part of Early Rise Yukon profile, 
with calculated travel time curve for model YUKON 4. 
Figure 53. Northwest-southeast cross-section showing crustal 
and upper mantle structure along Early Rise Yukon Profile. 
Figure 54. Observed P wave travel times for Early Rise Utah profile, 
with calculated travel time curve for model UTAH 1. 
Figure 55. Observed P wave travel times for Early Rise Utah profile, 
with calculated travel time curve for model UTAH 1. 
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Figure 56. Record section for part of Early Rise Utah profile, 
with calculated travel time curve for model UTAH 1. 
Figure 57. Northeast-southwest cross-section showi n g crustal and 
upper mantle structure along the Ear ly Rist Utah profile. 
Figure 58. Observed P wave travel times for Nevada Test Site and 
northeast and east - northeast profiles, with calculated 
travel time curve for model NTS NEl. 
Figure 59. Same as Figure 59. 
Figure 60. Observed P wave travel times for Nevada Test Site east 
profile, with calculated travel time curve for model NTS El. 
Figure 61. Same as Figure 60. 
Figure 62. Observed P wave travel times for Gasbuggy west profile, with 
calculated travel time curve for model GBGY Wl. 
Figure 63. Record section for Gasbuggy wes t profile. Arrivals shown 
on Figure 62 have been marked. Dashed lines indicate 
suggested correlations. 
Figure 64. Observed P wave travel times fo r NTS southeast profile, 
with calculated travel time curve for model NTS SEl. 
Figure 65. Observed P wave travel times for Early Rise Washington 
profile , with calculated travel time c urve for 
model WASH 1. 
Figure 66. Same as Figure 65. 
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Figure 67. lDropo st~d earL1 1 modcl.s (or cl'ntral a11d WL'Sll'rll No rl li Ameri ca . 
fjgure 68. Depths to top of " 400 km ' discontinuity <lell'rmine<l fo r 
var i ous geographical regions . 
Figure 69. Schematic representation of travel time curves for 
initial and perturbed ear th models. 
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